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28.161 The Pale Moon\fn{by August Senoa (1838-1881)} Zagreb, City of Zagreb County, Croatia (M) 10
“Fertig!” called out the conductor at the Agram station.
The steam began to hiss, the train started. It went faster and faster, off towards Styria.\fn{ A province of southeastern Austria, bordering Slovenia and almost entirely mountainous .}
“Damn it!” exclaimed one of the three youths that were standing on the platform, and hurled to the ground his
burning cigar. He was a dark-skinned, tall, well-built man, in short, a fine specimen of a Croatian.
“What hurts you, Djuka Djuka?” asked his friend, a slender, trim-looking fellow with a goatée, frisking about
on his thin legs like a doll at the puppet show.
“Jozica!” replied the third young man to the second, as he leaned against a pillar and peacefully smoked,
“Jozica, your head is always full of higher politics, but you are as blind as that blackened meerschaum dummy on
your pipe. Did you not notice that beautiful blonde in the third carriage, from whom Djuka could not tear his eyes
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away? How that rogue did smile to him, until that accursed whistle took her away to Styria.”
“My sweetheart has gone berries for to pick,” Jozica declaimed, and looked at his meerschaum pipe.
“Damn it!” was all Djuka said as he looked gloomily at the whitish smoke of the locomotive that was
gradually lost toward Styria.
At the Golden Filly Djuka soon drowned, with his two friends, his sweet memory of the golden-haired
Vila\fn{A note reads: South-Slavic fairy} in golden wine.
*
And soon Djuka’s time came to be carried away from Agram by the accursed whistle. Whither? To Vienna, to
study medicine.
His sister sent him on his way with sweet cakes and a hearty embrace; his mother gave him a roast turkey and
a sincere blessing, and also some good instructions, and what is most important, a big package of those colored
bills whose divine power is greatly in demand with Plener, the Minister of Finance, and also with young
prospective “doctors,” particularly if they are Croats.
And Djuka went forth, “berries for to pick.”
*
Young “doctors” are great gentlemen, and Plener’s bills, though you can’t classify them zoologically, belong,
according to their nature, to the order of winged birds. The logical conclusion of these two premises is generally a
darkness in doctoral pockets. And because of this, the young gentlemen must often enter into diplomatic relations
with the kind of a shark whom other mortals label a broker, but prospective “doctors” call a ‘Manichean,’ \fn{ After
Mani, (c.216-276?), a Persian sage who founded an ancient religion named after him (Manichaeism), and which, for some time after his
death, presented a major challenge to the acceptance of Orthodox Christian doctrine .} in order to satisfy their various needs.

And Djuka, too, had his “Manichean;” but especially one who was not merely a heretic, but an outright pagan.
That pagan’s full title was Mr. Vendelin Venclicek, “tailleur des habits pour messieurs,” or, in plain language,
tailor.
Mr. Venclicek was a small man, with a fleshy snub nose, heavy bristling eyebrows, and an eternally smiling
face; he wore no mustache, but was bearded a la gorilla, and was the “corporeal” tailor of the faculty of medicine,
and a Manichean par excellence.
Mr. Venclicek—stubby, mustache-less Mr. Venclicek—wound himself around the young doctors like a bloodsucking spider around poor flies.
Our Djuka was an especially unfortunate fly, and his name adorned the pages of Vendelin’s black book.
Mr. Venclicek was at heart as good a Slav as Djuka, but tailors’ bills are unfortunately not paid in Slavic
sympathies.
Other Manicheans called on Djuka, and they used to call during regular visiting hours. But every blessed day
when the sun was barely shining into Djuka’s windows, Venclicek was at his door, asking the “doctor” in a piping
voice whether the “fat” letter had arrived from Agram.
Djuka once grew angry, and he planned an escape from the tailor’s attack.
“I had better get up early in the mornings and go to the Prater. Venclicek’s nets won’t reach me there,” thought
Djuka.
One day—it was in the afternoon—Djuka was walking leisurely through the Prater, and who should suddenly
stand before him but that beautiful blonde, with whom he had fallen in love at the station in Agram.
“Ah!” Djuka exclaimed joyfully, without noticing the old woman at her side. The blonde smiled sweetly; but
the old woman led her away to the omnibus, for it began to rain.
Djuka wanted to get into the same omnibus; but just as he stepped on the platform, he noticed through the
window a fleshy nose—Vendelin Venclicek’s; and he started to run.
It is all right to pass your time in the Prater in nice weather, but as it was raining, he had to find shelter. He
couldn’t go home, for there he would find Venclicek lying in wait for him; nor did he want to pass his time in a
coffeehouse, and it was a pouring rain-day. Where could he go?
Where, but to Milan’s? And he lived near by. Milan was an old fellow. He never spoke a word in his house,
went his way without looking to the right or to the left, but was a true son of a brave country. Djuka confided his
sorrow in him, and begged him to protect him from the Arch-Manichean Vendelin.
“Well, stay here! Here is a book, a cigar; I have to go to the University. Bye-bye!” said Milan, putting on his
hat, and went out.
Djuka lit his cigar, lay down on the sofa, and began to examine the room. To the left of him was a door,
through which he could hear from time to time the rustling of woman’s dress and nothing more. Djuka took a
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Croatian novel from the table and began to read.
“Pshaw!” he cried, and threw down the book. His cigar burned poorly.
“Pshaw!” he exclaimed, and he threw away his cigar.
On the ceiling was painted a colored star. Djuka fixed his eyes upon it and began to count its rays. At the third
ray he thought of the blonde, of Vendelin and the omnibus, and again called out “Pshaw!” and went on counting.
“You see,” he began to reason, “if I were not so lazy, I could go and see my relative Milica. I have never seen
her. She is young. She stays in Vienna with her aunt. Dad keeps on writing to me that I should go and see her. But
where the devil does she live? Dad gave me her address, but I have lost it. Pshaw!”
Just then the clock in the adjoining room began to strike, and then it played out the tune of Pale Moon! I
Accuse You. Djuka pricked his ears to listen to the musical clock. And then it stopped. Djuka again counted the
rays, and he whistled Pale Moon.
And there came back from the other room a soft feminine voice that sang Pale Moon in Croatian.
“Pale Moon? The devil! A Croatian woman?” and Djuka jumped up. He could hear someone winding up the
musical clock in the next room. The clock played the tune, Djuka whistled, a soft Croatian voice sang—and thus,
two, three, four, five times. Djuka tried to look through the keyhole, but there was a cupboard on the other side.
Finally he took courage and asked:
“Pardon me, dear countrywoman, what time is it?”
“Five o’clock, Mr. Countryman!” was the reply of the gentle voice.
Djuka wanted to continue his conversation, but someone entered the other room—evidently an old woman, to
judge by the voice— told the young woman to get ready to go out. Djuka flew down the stairs, hoping to catch a
glimpse of his countrywoman through the window. He watched the window sharply. Then the shutters were
slowly opened, a white hand appeared, and then there appeared—around the corner of the street, and hop, hop,
towards Djuka—Vendelin Venclicek.
And unfortunate Djuka? Spun around, and ran!
*
The next morning Djuka again came to Milan.
“Milan! Tell me, who is your landlady? Does she have a daughter? Tell me quickly?”
“Just two hours ago she went away to live in the country,” answered Milan.
“Oh, pshaw! Don’t you know their name? That young woman’s name?”
“Well, I don’t know. I never asked them.”
“And you have been here these two months!”
“Oh, I have seen the old woman, but I don’t know the young one.”
“Pshaw!” exclaimed Djuka, and struck his brow with his hand.
“What of it?” Milan remarked coolly.
*
The tailor’s attacks no longer annoyed Djuka: a lot of Plener’s bills soothed him.
One morning someone knocked at Djuka’s door. The young doctor thought it was some Manichean, but it was
his father. They embraced warmly, and the father at once demanded:
“Djuka! Take me to Milica right away. I am her guardian now!”
“Dear father!” and the young ‘doctor’ hesitated.
“You have never been at her house? Wretch! That’s what I thought. Come along! Now you will have to go. She
lives in the country, in Dornbach.”
At the summer residence they were received by the old aunt. Milica was not there; she had gone out for a walk
in the park. Djuka did not know what to do and how to answer the aunt’s questions. But he was still more
embarrassed when the clock began to play, Pale Moon!” The aunt sent someone to find Milica.
Suddenly a gentle voice was heard in the yard, and in came Milica—that beautiful blonde of the Agram station
and Milan’s neighbor; and she called out smilingly:
“Dear uncle! And Mr. Djuka! I recognize you from your picture, from the Agram station, and from the Pale
Moon!”
“Yes, the Pale Moon!” Djuka said, embarrassed.
*
When, later, Djuka and Milica, after their marriage, looked at the bright moon, the young wife would say,
“Look there! There is the Pale Moon!”
“Yes, but I do not accuse it now!” and he kissed his wife.
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174.1 The Brave Adventures Of Lapitch\fn{by Ivana Brilic-Mazuranic (1874-1938)} Ogulin, Karlovac County,
Croatia (F) 27
Once upon a time there was a little shoemaker’s apprentice who had neither father nor mother. His name was
Lapitch.
He was small for his twelve years and as cheerful as a bird. He wore ragged trousers and a red shirt and all day
long he sat on a three-legged stool driving nails into shoes and sewing them up. And all day long he whistled and
sang at his work.
Lapitch’s master was called Scowler and he was wicked and frightening. He was so tall that his head came up
to the ceiling beams. His hair was like a lion’s mane and his mustaches came down to his shoulders. His voice
was so strong and deep that when he spoke it sounded like a bear’s growl.
Once, in his past life, Master Scowler had known great sorrow and misfortune and ever since then he had been
very hard-hearted. What had happened to him? That will be told later in the story.
Master Scowler was not only hard-hearted, he was unjust. Whenever he was annoyed he cursed Lapitch and
shouted at him.
But his wife was sweet and gentle. She had experienced the same sorrow as her husband, but she had a kind
heart, and sorrow made her even kinder than before. She loved Lapitch very much.
But even she was afraid of Master Scowler. Whenever she gave Lapitch a piece of fresh bread, she smuggled it
to him under her apron so that her husband should not see it. Lapitch loved fresh bread, she knew, but what the
master allowed him was always stale and as hard as stone.
Lapitch had only one pair of tattered working-trousers, but Mistress Scowler had made another pair for him for
Sundays out of some green cloth. The cloth was a piece left over from Master Scowler’s apron and he had told his
wife to use it for Lapitch. When the boy put these trousers on he felt like a green frog and he wished he didn’t
have to wear them because all the other apprentices in the town made fun of him. But his master said he must
wear them on Sundays.
Lapitch was always cheerful, so when he saw that there was no help for it he pretended to croak every time he
put them on. When the other apprentices saw him making a joke of it, they stopped teasing him and played with
him. He became very popular. But Master Scowler did not like to see Lapitch enjoying himself and always packed
him off home when he found him playing games with his friends.
So Lapitch lived at Master Scowler’s and it was not a good life. But he might have stayed there for goodness
knows how long if something had not happened to make things unbearable.
*
One day a rich gentleman asked Master Scowler to make a pair of boots for his little boy.
The boots were beautiful and shiny bright. Lapitch himself drove the nails into them. But when the gentleman
brought his little boy to try them on, they were much too tight for him. So the gentleman didn’t want to take them
and he wouldn’t pay for them in spite of all Master Scowler could say. When he left the shop, Master Scowler was
in a fine rage and was furious with Lapitch.
“You little wretch!” he shouted. “This is all your fault! You’re a lazy good-for-nothing! It’s because of you that
the boots don’t fit!”
When he had stopped thundering, he grabbed the boots and beat Lapitch with them. He was being very unfair
because he himself had cut out the boots, so it wasn’t Lapitch’s fault that they were so tight. But when Master
Scowler was cross, his anger blinded him so that he simply couldn’t tell right from wrong. So after he had beaten
Lapitch with the boots, he flung them into a corner and said to his wife,
“Burn these tomorrow. I don’t want to see them any more.” Then, looking very terrifying and shaking his huge
fist, he turned to Lapitch and roared,
“Even though I burn the boots, you’ll still pay for them, lazybones!”
And Lapitch knew that meant another beating. So when he went to bed that night, he neither whistled nor sang
but just sat thinking.
He slept in the kitchen, near the stove. He had a hard straw mattress for his bed, a ragged blanket, and a piece
of candle stuck into a potato for lack of a candlestick. He lay down and blew out the candle, which had burned
down very near the potato, and he went on thinking. After he had thought and thought for a long time, he decided
that he would run away from Master Scowler that very night into the wide world. This was not easy and not
without danger but Lapitch did it.
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*
In the middle of the night, when the others were fast asleep, Lapitch got up. He felt as though he were in a box
of darkness. Noiselessly he crept out of the kitchen and into the workshop. As he struck a match, there was a
rustling, scurrying noise and the little mice, who liked to nibble the leather overnight, scattered in all directions.
But Lapitch took no notice of them, for he had a lot to do to prepare for his journey.
First of all, he found a scrap of paper and a shoemaker’s pencil. Then he sat down on his stool and began a
letter.
You wanted to burn the little boots. I am sorry about that, so I am going away to break them in. Then they won’t be
too tight. Please be kinder to your new apprentice. Give him more soup and softer bread. I will return the boots to you.
Lapitch.

It took him a long time to do this as he was not very good at writing and his letters were large and scrawly.
When he had finished, he got up very quietly and pinned the note onto his master’s apron which was hanging on
the wall. Then he started another one. This said:
Dear Mistress, thank you for your kindness. I am leaving but I shall not forget you and I will try to help everybody
as you have helped me. Yours, Lapitch.

Then he got up quietly again and pinned this to Mistress Scowler’s apron which hung next to her husband’s.
Then Lapitch took his red leather bag and crammed into it all he needed for the journey. First he put in a piece
of bread and a slice of bacon. That was his supper which he had been too miserable to eat. He added a blue
handkerchief, an awl, some shoemaker’s twine and several pieces of leather. Lapitch was a real shoemaker and he
couldn’t be without the tools of his trade any more than a soldier can be without a rifle. Then he packed his little
knife and the bag was full.
Now he started to dress himself. He put on his green trousers and almost croaked out loud, he was so used to
this old joke. But just in time he remembered that his master was asleep in the next room. Then he took a piece of
thread and patched an elbow of his red shirt before he put it on. Lastly he put on the beautiful little boots which
had earned him the beating.
He almost whistled with joy, they fitted him so well, but he swallowed the whistle because he didn’t want to
waken Master Scowler.
He tried on his cap but it was terribly tattered and torn. So he took a piece of shiny leather left over from the
boots and made a band for it. It is rather difficult to sew leather but because he was a shoemaker he found it quite
easy. Then he put the shiny cap on his head.
Now he was ready for his journey: in his green trousers, red shirt, shining little boots and bright cap, with his
red leather bag slung across his back, he looked like a toy soldier.
*
Stealthily he walked out of the workshop into the courtyard. There, the dog Bundash was chained up. He and
Lapitch were great friends so Lapitch did not go near him because he knew that Bundash would whine for him.
But he hated leaving him. Just as he was wondering whether he should go and give Bundash a farewell hug, he
heard his master coughing. Master Scowler was hoarse: through shouting too much at his apprentice the day
before and coughed in his sleep. But the sound frightened Lapitch very much. Just suppose his master wakened
up! He thought he had better leave quickly.
He ran through the front gate, which had fortunately been left unlocked, and found himself in the street. It was
pitch-dark and the houses seemed to tower up to the sky. He hurried along. All was still; everybody was asleep.
That was how Lapitch ran away from Master Scowler.
*
The town was large, and for a long time Lapitch walked along the streets in the dark. Soon he had gone so far
that it would have been very hard for Master Scowler to find him.
But he kept on walking until it was dawn and the darkness began to melt away. In the last street of the town
Lapitch met an old man who was delivering milk cans on a cart drawn by a small donkey. The cart and the donkey
were in fine shape but the poor old man was bent and frail. He stopped his cart in front of a house that was so tall
that the moon still shone upon its attic windows. There, he lifted down two cans of milk and carried one to the
house. But he tottered and stumbled on the first step and nearly fell. Sighing softly, he sat down on the steps.
Just then he saw Lapitch in his green trousers and red shirt, his beautiful little boots and gay cap. He was so
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surprised that he stopped sighing.
“Let me take the milk into the house, grandfather,” said Lapitch.
“Where have you come from?” the old man asked this strange creature. Lapitch did not want to talk about
Master Scowler. So he said,
“I am Lapitch, an apprentice. The emperor has commanded me to break in these boots for his son, and to give
help to everybody in his empire who might need it.”\fn{ Franz Joseph II and the Austro-Hungarian Empire are probably meant;
Croatia was part of that empire in 1874, when the author of this story was born:H }
The old man knew that Lapitch was joking, but he liked the look of him so much that he stopped his sighing
and even began to chuckle.
“Where shall I take the milk?” asked Lapitch.
“Up to the third floor,” said the old man.
Lapitch was very strong, so he picked up the heavy can as though it were a feather and carried it into the
house.
The staircase was still dark. Lapitch climbed to the first floor, then to the second. When he reached the third
floor, where the moon was looking in through the landing window, he saw a patch of black in the shadows and in
the middle of it two specks of light, gleaming like candle flames. Of course it was a cat.
“I’ve brought the milk, madam,” said Lapitch. “Please will you show me the way?”
The cat jumped up, swished her tail gently and ran in front of him, stopping at a door. Lapitch found the bell
and rang it. A maid unlocked and opened the door. When she saw Lapitch dressed in all his bright colors, she gave
a loud scream and clapped her hands. This scared the cat, who first jumped up onto Lapitch’s head, then took a
leap onto the maid’s shoulder and fell from there splash straight into a bucket of water.
*
What a commotion! The cat squalling, the bucket rolling, the water spilling all over the floor, Lapitch hopping
nimbly away so that his boots wouldn’t get wet and the maid roaring with laughter so loud that the windowpanes
trembled.
“My, what a sight you are! Are you a parrot or a woodpecker?”
“Neither, Miss! I’m Lapitch and I’ve brought your milk. The old man wasn’t able to come upstairs. But you
didn’t have to scream.”
The maid only laughed all the louder and took the milk from him. When Lapitch turned to go, with the empty
can, she lit a candle and escorted him downstairs because he had quite taken her fancy.
“Why don’t you go downstairs every day and bring up the milk?” demanded Lapitch. “If you can come down
with me now you can surely do that. The old man isn’t strong and he can’t carry it up all these stairs.”
The maid felt rather ashamed of herself for not thinking of this before so she promised that in the future she
would always go to fetch the milk. In return Lapitch promised that he would bring her a bunch of flowers from his
journey.
When he got back to the old man he asked him whether he would let him deliver the rest of the milk. The old
man was delighted to allow him to do so, so Lapitch took the donkey’s reins and went on the round. The clever
donkey knew all the houses where he had to stop. Lapitch was very surprised and asked the old man why such a
clever animal should be called a donkey or an ass. The milkman, although very old, was at a loss for an answer.
“That’s what they’ve been called ever since I was born,” he said. Lapitch was not satisfied and wished he were
a better scholar.
“If I could write better I would write a book and in it I would say that these intelligent animals should have a
nicer name and only creatures who deserved it should be called donkeys or asses.”
But of course the donkey didn’t mind a bit about what he was called nor did he listen to the conversation. He
just went on stopping at the right doors. Every time he stopped, Lapitch would grab a can of milk and run upstairs
as swiftly as the wind.
So all the milk was soon delivered. Only one small can remained, which was the old milkman’s breakfast. The
old man thanked Lapitch and gave him a good drink of the lovely milk. Then he went away with his cart and
Lapitch continued his journey.
Now it was broad daylight.
After a short while, Lapitch had left the town. Soon he could only see it in the distance, and there were vast
fields, bushes, trees and the long road stretching out in front of him.
“Thank goodness!” he said to himself and sat down under a tree.
He was now missing his lost sleep. So he put his red bag under his head and stretched out in the thick grass. It
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was soft but not very comfortable. But Lapitch was so tired he fell asleep as easily as a rabbit in a burrow.
*
Lapitch slept long and deeply. Many carts and peasant folk passed by on the road. The carts creaked, the
horses’ hooves clattered, the people shouted to one another and the geese that were being carried to market
quacked and hissed.
But Lapitch might just as well have had cotton in his ears for all he heard. And nobody saw him lying in the
tall grass.
At noon, things quieted down and the road was empty. Then suddenly, Lapitch was awakened. He could hear
something dragging itself along in the grass nearer and nearer toward him. Then there was a pattering sound. And
then quite close, something breathed heavily and snorted. Whatever could it be?
Lapitch was sleepy but he tried to sit up and see what it was. Just then a big, shaggy, yellow head burst through
the grass in front of Lapitch and stuck out a long, red tongue. It was so unexpected, it was quite frightening.
Perhaps anybody else would have been alarmed but Lapitch jumped up and hugged the shaggy head.
It was his dear Bundash, who had also run away from Master Scowler and sniffed and searched and run until at
last he had found Lapitch! He started to lick Lapitch’s hands and Lapitch hugged him again and again.
“Oh, good old Bundash, it’s wonderful to see you!” And the two of them rolled over and over on the grass with
joy. They played till they were breathless, then Lapitch said,
“Come on, let’s be quiet and have our lunch.”
But Bundash was so excited that all he wanted to do was catch flies and chase grasshoppers.
Lapitch sat on the grass and got his bread and bacon and knife out of his bag. Then he took off his cap, said his
grace and began to eat. For every piece he put in his own mouth he threw one to Bundash, who caught it in the air
and swallowed it in one gulp. In this manner Lapitch and Bundash quickly finished their lunch, and then they
stood up and started off again on their Journey.
It was very hot and the road was long, white and dusty.
*
Lapitch and Bundash tramped along in very good spirits for a long time, but finally their feet began to ache.
They had just arrived at a shabby little house. It was patched and lopsided and it had two small windows. Beneath
the windows on the outside wall a big blue star was painted which could be seen for quite a way. The house
looked for all the world like an old woman smiling.
Someone inside the house was weeping bitterly. Lapitch felt sorry about this and remembered what he had said
about helping those in need. So he went into the house to see what was wrong.
Inside there was a boy called Marko sitting alone on a bench and crying. He was about Lapitch’s size, and he
was crying because he had lost a couple of geese he had been supposed to watch. This may not seem a great
misfortune, but it was to him. He had no father and his mother was poor, so Marko had been told to take great
care of the geese because each one was worth three hundred crowns. When Lapitch, in his green trousers, red shirt
and shiny boots, came into the room, Marko was so surprised that he stopped crying and gaped.
“What were you crying for?” asked Lapitch.
“I lost two geese I was looking after,” said Marko and started weeping even more bitterly.
“Oh, that’s nothing to worry about, we’ll find them. Let’s go and look.”
So Lapitch, Marko and Bundash went off in search of the geese. Nearby there was a big pond. That was where
Marko always took the geese. Lapitch had never seen so much water, as up to now he had always lived in the
town. The pond was surrounded by bushes, and thick reeds grew in the water on the farther bank. When they
came to the water’s edge Marko began to cry again.
“Oh, oh! I shall never find my geese.” Marko was crying so hard that Lapitch had to get his blue handkerchief
out of his bag and lend it to him to wipe his tears. He couldn’t help feeling that it would be nearly impossible to
find two small geese near so large a pond, but he didn’t want to make Marko any more miserable than he was
already, so he started to look among the bushes. Meanwhile Bundash was running about and sniffing and barking
more and more excitedly. Suddenly he jumped into the water and started swimming across. Lapitch called,
“Bundash, Bundash,” but the dog took no notice. He only shook his head and swam on until he disappeared
among the reeds on the other bank.
Lapitch wondered whether his dear Bundash was lost. If that happened he too would soon be crying bitterly.
And he could not cry now that he had lent his handkerchief to Marko.
But, after all, there was no time for tears, because from across the water came the sound of the flapping of
wings and loud quacking and barking. Bundash had found Marko’s geese on the other side of the water where the
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boys could never have gone!
Marko jumped with joy when Bundash drove the geese toward him. They swam in front of the dog, opening
their beaks and quacking furiously. Bundash followed, barking just as furiously. He got the geese safely to Marko
and Lapitch, then came out of the water and shook himself gaily.
“Aren’t you a clever dog! When I’m rich I’ll buy you a big sausage,” said Lapitch.
Then Marko took one goose and Lapitch the other, and they carried them home, whistling and singing for joy.
As they walked, Marko said,
“What a big head Bundash has!”
“That’s because he has a lot of brains,” said Lapitch. “If you had a head like that you wouldn’t have needed
Bundash to find your geese.”
So they got back to Marko’s house. His mother had returned home and she let Lapitch sleep there because she
was so pleased that his dog had found the geese. So Bundash had found Lapitch his first night’s lodgings.
By now it was evening so Marko and Lapitch sat down on a big stone in front of the house and had some
polenta\fn{A type of cornmeal porridge} with milk in a colored bowl and two big, wooden spoons. While they were
eating, Lapitch asked Marko,
“Who drew the blue star on the house?”
“I did,” said Marko. “When Mother painted the room I took some paint and drew the star. I thought the geese
would remember it and know where their home was. But now I know that I was wrong and that geese swim
across the water, star or no star.”
But Lapitch remembered the blue star very well (and everybody reading this book should remember it too). So
the two boys talked and ate and Bundash had some polenta too. And afterward they all went to bed.
Of course Lapitch did not sleep in the house or in a bed because there was no room for him. In the yard there
was a small cowshed and he slept in the loft over this. He had to climb up a ladder and creep in through a small
hole. When he had got up there, he turned around and poked his head through the hole and called out,
“Good night.”
The yard was deserted. The night was very dark and the yard. looked like a great black hollow, but there were
more stars in the sky than Lapitch had ever seen before. He took off his beautiful boots, wiped them, lay down on
the hay and fell fast asleep. Bundash slept in front of the cowshed, Lapitch slept over it and inside it slept a
beautiful spotted cow.
This was the first day of Lapitch’s travels, and it had a happy ending. What would the next day bring?
*
Early next morning the cocks started crowing, the geese started quacking, the cow jangled its bell and Bundash
barked and whined because he could not see Lapitch. There was such a lot of noise that Lapitch woke up, and at
first thought he must be in a menagerie. In a village there is always this kind of noise in the morning, but he did
not know that yet.
So Lapitch sat up, put on his boots and went down the ladder. He thanked Marko’s mother and she gave him a
big piece of bread and three boiled eggs to eat on his way. Lapitch and Bundash set out again. It was the only
quiet morning they had on their journey.
For some time they walked on feeling cheerful and carefree. Then they came to a part of the road where men
were sitting beating stones with long hammers. Some of them wore big black goggles because they were afraid of
getting dust or chips of stone in their eyes. Others had no goggles and were not afraid but sang as they worked.
Lapitch liked these men better, so he sat down and joined them in their song. After they had sung for some
time, Lapitch asked the stone-breakers whether the life of a traveler was hard. The stone-breakers naturally knew
how to answer this question as in their work on the road they always saw the travelers who passed. One of the
workmen said,
“A man who has good boots, strong hands and a clever head doesn’t find traveling difficult.”
“And what about the people who don’t have these things?”
“Well, they don’t have any difficulties either because when they get to the first village they’re sick of the
journey and go home.”
Lapitch stood up to go. But before he went they had a good laugh together over something funny that
happened. A very small, spotted calf appeared from somewhere. It didn’t seem to know where it was going—little
calves never do—but it wanted a fight with Lapitch. It lowered its spotted head, and rushed at him.
The stone-breakers burst out laughing.
“May the best one win! You’re just the same size!” Lapitch laughed.
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“We may be the same size but I don’t think we’re evenly matched.”
Slap! slap! Then, thump! thump! Lapitch beat the calf with his hard little hands and the calf butted him with its
spotted head. Then the calf backed away and came at him again.
“Come on, charge away!” shouted Lapitch.
And charge it did! Lapitch dodged nimbly aside. The calf dashed past him and tumbled like a pumpkin into the
ditch. Lapitch clapped his hands on his knees and laughed and laughed to see the calf thrashing about in the ditch.
When it staggered to its feet again, it lifted its spotted tail, suddenly remembered where its mother was and fled
toward her. Lapitch dusted himself down and said,
“I once read a verse in the shoemaker’s calendar. It went:
When fools and wise men have a fight,
The wise will find the struggle light.

Then he said good-bye to the stone-breakers and they wished him a pleasant journey, adding,
“Your boots are good and you’ve just proved you have strong hands and a clever head.”
Lapitch set off on his journey again, pleased by what they had said.
*
Toward evening, Lapitch was still walking. He had passed through a village but decided not to stop there. He
wanted to get as far away as possible from Master Scowler. So he tramped on and on until eventually a strong
wind began to blow, lightning flashed and thunder rumbled, at first in the distance and then nearer and nearer. It
sounded just as though somebody were driving a heavy iron wagon across the sky. Bundash was terrified of
thunder and kept close to his master.
“This is nothing to make a fuss about,” said Lapitch and kept on walking. Then there came a huge flash of
lightning and a thunderbolt crashed in the distance. Bundash trembled with fear but Lapitch said,
“And that’s nothing to make a fuss about either. Come on.”
A strong wind got up. He had to hold onto his cap so that it shouldn’t be blown away. Then the clouds grew so
black it was as dark as night, except when the lightning came, and it looked as if the whole sky had caught fire.
Then the rain started in a heavy downpour.
“Now we’d better find shelter,” said Lapitch, feeling very worried about his boots. He looked about him but
there were no houses or people, only fields and trees. There didn’t seem anywhere to go.
It was a good thing that Lapitch and Bundash were together. They made good partners, because sometimes one
was smarter and sometimes the other and so they always helped each other. This time Bundash was the smart one.
A little farther along the road, he saw a bridge and barked to draw Lapitch’s attention to it.
”Good old Bundash. Aren’t you bright!” said Lapitch, and they got underneath the bridge.
But as he crawled under the bridge Lapitch shrank back. Who would not have been afraid! A man in a long
black overcoat and battered hat was sitting under there. Bundash started barking furiously at him, but this time
Lapitch was smarter for he knew that one should always be kind and polite. So he told Bundash to be quiet and
said to the man,
“Good evening.”
“Good evening,” replied the man. “How did you get here?”
“It’s raining very heavily outside and I don’t want to get my boots wet,” said Lapitch. “May Bundash and I
take shelter here?”
“You can if you like, but it’s not a very nice place.”
It certainly wasn’t very nice under the bridge. They couldn’t stand up but could only sit or crouch. The wind
blew harder still, the rain and hail pattered on the bridge above them like showers of bullets, and the thunder was
so loud that they could not hear each other speak. So the three of them crouched under the bridge and all the time
Bundash was growling at the man. Lapitch did not like him either. He would have felt much happier if he and
Bundash had been by themselves.
By nightfall, the storm was still raging.
“We’ll have to sleep here,” said the man.
Lapitch saw that he was right. The rain was pouring down in torrents so it was impossible for them to go on.
Under the bridge there was a heap of straw as though somebody had slept there before. Lapitch spread it out so
that he and the man could share it. Then he took off his boots, wiped them carefully and put them by his side. He
put his bag under his head and lay down. The man pulled his overcoat around him and lay down too.
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Lapitch said, “Good night,” the man answered, “Good night,” then Lapitch began to say his prayers out loud.
The man didn’t pray. He only turned away and began to snore like a wolf.
Lapitch felt uneasy. He hugged Bundash for warmth and comfort.
This was the second day of their journey. It had not been too good but every journey has its troubles. Anyway,
Lapitch could look forward to putting his boots on again in the morning. That was a pleasing thought to go to
sleep on and soon he slept.
*
During the night Bundash suddenly snarled and barked. Lapitch, who was very tired, hugged him tighter still
and told him to be quiet. So Bundash stopped making a noise and they slept on. When it was daylight Lapitch
awoke and saw at once that the man in the black overcoat had gone. He was not sorry, in fact he felt relieved, so
he got up cheerfully and reached for his boots.
What a shock!
The boots had disappeared. Lapitch hunted in and under the hay but they were nowhere to be found. The man
had taken them.
“Oh, my beautiful boots!” sighed Lapitch, when he saw what; had happened. Gravely he clasped his hands and
sat there thinking. Most boys would cry if someone stole their beautiful boots, especially if they had to go
barefoot on a long journey. But Lapitch did not. He just thought for a while, then he called Bundash.
“We’ll look for him, Bundash, and we’ll find him if it takes us ten years! And we’ll get the boots back, even if
he hides them in the emperor’s chimney!”
So, barefoot, Lapitch set out to look for his boots, and that was no easy task. The world is very big and there
are many places in it where the man in black could have hidden them.
This was the beginning of his strangest adventures.
*
Lapitch walked and walked along the road trying to puzzle out a way of finding his boots. It was very difficult
indeed. After he had been walking for about half an hour, he saw a beautiful little girl walking ahead of him. She
had long hair and a small green parrot sat on her shoulder. She was walking quickly and carrying her clothes in a
bundle tied up in a red handkerchief.
Her name was Gita. She belonged to a circus. Lapitch liked the look of her very much for she was wearing a
blue dress trimmed with silver ribbons. The dress was fairly shabby, it is true, but what did that matter? She wore
white shoes with golden buckles and they were old and patched too, but that did not seem to matter either. Lapitch
hurried to catch up with her.
“Good morning,” he said, when he did so. But what a surprise when the parrot answered for her!
“Good morning, good morning, good morning,” it said. It was such a chatterbox that it would have gone on
saying good morning for a week and a day if Gita had not held its beak.
Gita and Lapitch began to talk. She told him how her master had left her behind in a village when she was ill.
He had gone a long way ahead past two villages and one town and had told her to catch up with him when she
was well again.
“I’ve been through two villages already,” she said; “it seems a very long journey.”
“I’m on a journey, too,” said Lapitch, “so let’s go together.”
“All right,” said Gita. “I’m feeling very sad,” she went on.
“This morning, while I went to get a drink from a well, I left my box by the roadside. When I came back it was
gone. Someone had stolen it. There were all sorts of things in it including my gold earrings.”
“Somebody stole my boots, too,” said Lapitch. “Don’t worry. We’ll find the earrings and the boots, you’ll see.
Come on.”
“But I’m very hungry,” said Gita.
“Oh, dear,” thought Lapitch, “first she is miserable and now she’s hungry. I suppose all girls are a little
difficult.” But he thought her very beautiful and tried to comfort her.
“We are sure to find some work in the next village and then we won’t be hungry any more. We must offer to
work for some farmer. What can you do?”
Gita tossed her head proudly.
“Everything! I can ride and I can stand up on a horse and make it jump through a hoop. I can juggle with
twelve apples at a time, I can bite through a thick glass tumbler and swallow the pieces and I know plenty more
things that people do in a circus.” Lapitch burst out laughing so heartily that his cap fell off.
“I don’t think the things you can do will be much use to us. If you juggle with apples and swallow glass
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tumblers, I don’t think any farmer will hire you.”
Gita was offended. But then Lapitch gave her his last piece of bread and they agreed they would look for work
together. So they set off for the next village. Lapitch walked on one side, Gita on the other and Bundash in the
middle. Gita’s parrot perched on her shoulder. They marched like soldiers to a tune that Lapitch whistled, so it
seemed no time at all before they reached the village.
*
Lapitch saw a farmer mowing hay among his laborers. He went up to him and said,
“Could you use good workers?”
The farmer was amused because Lapitch and Gita were so small and were dressed in such bright colors, and
because of their parrot and dog.
“Why do you think you are good workers?” he asked.
“Because we don’t know anything but we’d like to learn all we can,” said Lapitch.
This answer pleased the farmer and, although he had never had workers that looked like Lapitch and Gita, he
told them they could help to turn over the hay: he wanted it to dry as soon as possible.
The farm laborers were still eating their breakfast so they shared their bread and bacon with the two children.
When they had all finished eating, they started work. Gita put her bundle and parrot on the branch of a tree. The
children were each given a huge pitchfork, and they were supposed to turn the hay over and then pile it into heaps.
Lapitch was very strong and skillful and the hay fairly flew around him as he worked. But Gita was lazy. She
had never learned any work like this in the circus and she soon became bored. She only turned over a little hay
and then piled it into an untidy heap and sat down on it.
“Lapitch, I’m hot.” Lapitch did not answer and went on with his work.
“Lapitch, I’m hungry again,” said Gita after a while.
Still Lapitch took no notice. He piled up the hay neatly and had soon made three high stacks. Gita became very
angry because he did not answer her, and hated the work still more. First she jabbed her pitchfork around clumsily
and broke it. Then, crosser than ever, she began to rake the grass and did it so badly that the rake lost three of its
teeth. Finally she began to mix dry grass with fresh. The farmer saw her and decided he did not need her. No
work, no food! So with a stick in his hand he went toward Gita to drive her away. But Gita saw him coming with
the stick so she got away quickly before he could get too near. She threw away her rake, picked up her parrot and
bundle and disappeared into the bushes, as lithe as a squirrel,
Bundash, who also preferred play to work, bounded after her. Behind the bushes was a small cart for carrying
drinking water. There Gita and Bundash hid themselves,
“And don’t let me see you here again!” shouted the farmer.
So Gita had lost her job. But who knows what was brewing in her little circus-performer’s head?
Lapitch saw everything that happened, and he was disappointed. But he went on working and thought to
himself,
“It isn’t Gita’s fault, she hasn’t been taught this kind of work. Since we’re traveling together I shall have to
look after her, so I will give her half my dinner.”
So Lapitch worked away cheerfully all day to earn enough dinner for the two of them.
Gita, Bundash and the parrot did not appear until it was quite late: They had probably lunched on wild berries
in the bushes. No one knew what they were up to all day—until the evening.
*
In the evening, when their work was over, all the laborers sat down to eat. There were so many of them that the
table was nearly twenty feet long. It was set underneath a big oak tree, and the farmer’s wife brought out four big
dishes of beans and three still larger ones of potatoes. Lapitch sat down to eat with them. He was just wondering
how he could find Gita and give her some food, when suddenly a trumpet sounded from the bushes.
Everybody looked up and they were so startled that they all dropped their spoons. For what they saw coming
along the path was a breathtaking sight.
Gita, dressed in a golden gown, was riding in the little cart that had held the drinking water. It was decorated
with flowers and Bundash was pulling it. He had a wreath of flowers around his neck and red bows on his tail,
and flowers were even twisted around the reins. A pole was tied to the front of the cart and from a ring attached to
this swung the parrot.
But Gita was the most dazzling sight. She sat there like a queen in her golden dress, her hair streaming over
her shoulders. She was blowing a small golden trumpet. This and the dress and the ribbons she had, of course,
taken from her bundle.
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Bundash dragged the cart toward the laborers. How the clever dog had been trained to do this in such a short
time was Gita’s secret. How wonderful for Lapitch to share his journey with a friend who was wise and good in
joy and in need! All the men burst out laughing and rejoicing: they were full of admiration for Gita and Bundash.
Then Gita jumped down from the cart and the show began. She spread out a tarpaulin to make a stage and
began to dance. She spun like a top and hopped like a bird and beat a little drum. Every now and again she would
jump through a hoop she held in her hand. The hoop was very small but she passed through it as easily as a fairy.
All this was very exciting, but something still better was in store. Gita produced a rope and tied the ends to two
oak trees. Then, climbing up as easily as a cat, she spread out her arms and started to walk on the thin rope high
above the ground.
Lapitch was terrified and ran to the rope ready to catch her if she fell. But Gita only laughed and walked as
easily on her tightrope as anybody else would on the ground. When she got to the end she jumped down lightly.
“Oh, oh, I’ve never seen anything like that before!” said Lapitch, and he thought to himself gleefully that it
would be much easier than he had supposed to find Gita’s earrings and his boots. For if the man in black had
hidden them in a cellar, Gita, who had jumped through that small hoop so easily, would surely be able to crawl in,
even perhaps through a mouse-hole: if he had hidden them in a loft, Gita, so used to heights, would be able to
prowl over the rooftops and look into all the lofts and attics. She would be certain to find her box and the boots.
But of course Lapitch was wrong: Gita had been trained for hoops and tightropes just for the sake of hoops and
tightropes. This didn’t mean that she would be good at getting into cellars and attics.
Meanwhile, all the laborers were so full of admiration for Gita’s skill that they were forgetting to eat their
beans and potatoes.
Then Gita went to the cart again, picked up the pole with the parrot in the ring and lifted it high above her
head. Then she started to beat the drum slowly with her foot, and to sing a strange kind of song which only circus
people and parrots understand.
The parrot began to turn around and around on its ring. It hung upside down, holding on by its claws. It held
on by its beak and let its claws swing and then it started bowing and putting its head on one side like a Chinese
lady. It did a sort of bear’s dance, then whistled like a steam engine and started to turn somersaults so fast that it
looked like nothing but a blur of colors.
For her final surprise Gita raised the pole, shouted “Good night!” and waved the pole toward Lapitch.
Immediately the parrot flew off it and perched on Lapitch’s shoulder, took off his cap and threw it on the ground,
shouting “Good night, good night, good night!” over and over again.
Gita was screaming with laughter and so was the parrot. Everybody, even the farmer, laughed at that. Only
Lapitch was so astonished that he stood there speechless, with the parrot on his shoulder.
“Good night, good night, good night,” chorused the laborers, echoing the parrot, and finally Lapitch joined in
the merriment. He took the parrot from his shoulder, put it on the ground and covered it with his cap.
“Now make a bow if you can!” he said.
But of course the parrot couldn’t do it, for a boy’s cap covers the wisest parrot from head to tail. The parrot and
the cap simply ran around and around blindly until Gita picked up the cap and freed it.
That was the end of the entertainment and Gita was given some beans and potatoes. The farmer wasn’t cross
with her any more because he hadn’t been able to help laughing, and you can’t be cross if you are laughing.
“Didn’t I do well? Didn’t you like my work?” Gita demanded.
“Work like that is all very well,” Lapitch told her, “when there is nothing else to do.”
*
That night the farmer’s wife took Gita to sleep in the house. Lapitch slept outside on the hay with all the
laborers. When he had settled down, he sighed deeply and said,
“I didn’t find my boots today.”
“What boots?” asked a laborer who was lying next to him.
“Somebody stole them, early this morning.”
“That’s funny. Somebody stole my blue coat.”
“Somebody stole my ax,” said another man.
“Somebody stole a ham from my loft,” said another.
“And I lost a bag of money …”
So they all knew that there was a thief in the village and started wondering who he could be and trying to think
of ways of getting their property back. Then the moon rose in the sky and one by one they dropped off to sleep.
*
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Never in his life had Lapitch slept as well as he did that night. It is lovely to sleep on hay in the summer. The
hay smells wonderful, everything is peaceful, nobody is awake. In the country all good people sleep at night. Only
owls and bats are about and even they fly silently. They could not wake up Lapitch. Alas, when everything seems
perfect something usually happens to spoil it. Lapitch was roused by the laborers shouting,
“Fire, fire!”
He quickly jumped up. It was still dark but in the village there was a bright light as red as a furnace coming
from a huge fire blazing there. A stable belonging to a farmer known as “Bad Gregory” was burning. Nobody in
the village liked Gregory. But when somebody’s place is burning, likes and dislikes are forgotten. Everybody
must help to put out the fire. So all the men ran toward the village to help and Lapitch ran to join them.
Men were coming out of their houses, carrying long poles with hooks to help beat out the fire. Women were
running with water buckets, and crying children were running clinging to their mothers’ aprons. There was a
terrific lot of noise and shouting as they ran toward the blazing stable.
Because this was a small village there was no fire department and Lapitch wondered whatever they would do
without one. But the people were very clever and didn’t need a fire department at all. They formed themselves
into a long line, so long that the man at one end of the line was next to the fire and the one at the other end was
next to the well. The one at the well filled a pail with water and passed it to the man next to him and so it went
swiftly all down the line until it reached the last man. He was perched on a ladder and hurled the water onto the
burning stable. He was so strong that he threw the water as high as a fireman’s hose.
This chain system worked very well and yet everybody shouted,
“Hurry up! Hurry up!”
They passed the pails of water as quickly as they could because they didn’t want the fire to spread from the
stable to the house.
But it was no use. When the stable fire was put out, they saw the house had caught alight because its roof was
made of wooden shingles. All the women and children screamed when the roof began to crack. And because their
exertions had made them very tired the men began to quarrel.
“Somebody must go onto the roof and squirt water from there,” one man shouted.
“I shan’t go up there, I’d fall into the fire,” snapped another.
“You’re all cowards!” jeered a third.
They wrangled so much that the house would certainly have burned down and perhaps even the caps on their
heads would have caught fire before they felt like stopping. But just then somebody called from the roof:
“Pass me up a bucket of water, quickly!”
Everybody looked up and there sat a little figure, wearing green trousers, a red shirt and a colored cap. Some
of you would have thought it was a fireman. But of course it was Lapitch who had scrambled up there while the
people were wasting time quarreling.
The men quickly began to hoist up one bucket of water after another on the ends of their hooked poles. Lapitch
sat astride the ridge of the roof, pouring the water onto the blaze, but it came; nearer and nearer him. The flames
were flaring and burning more and more fiercely. The women wailed,
“Oh, the child will be burned to death on that roof!”
The flames had almost reached Lapitch’s feet and he was very hot and tired because he had lifted so many
heavy buckets. His hands began to tremble. Below him, all the villagers trembled too because they were so afraid
of what might happen to him.
By this time, Lapitch had realized that he could not manage to put out the fire with the buckets of water, and
the heat was so great that he could hardly breathe.
“Give me a pole,” he shouted hoarsely. They passed him a pole with an iron hook. As hard as he could he beat
the burning shingles beneath him. Sparks flew around him like stars, flames hissed at him like snakes. Then a
crackling and splintering was heard. The burning shingles crashed through the flames and the entire burning
corner of the roof collapsed and fell onto the ground. Now the villagers were able to rush up and beat out the fire.
The house was saved!
But alas, Lapitch had disappeared. The ridge on which he had been sitting broke and he fell into the loft.
Poor Lapitch! He was good, so willing to help! And now nobody knew whether he was alive or dead!
*
What happened to Lapitch when he fell into the loft really was a miracle. He must have been very good to
deserve not only a wonderful escape but another stroke of luck, too—as you will hear. First then, when he fell into
the loft he fell—oh, wonder of wonders—straight into a bin of flour. It was as soft as feathers and Lapitch was
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quite unhurt.
But you would never guess what Lapitch saw when he looked about him.
His own beautiful boots were hanging in the loft right before his eyes. A little farther away, there hung the first
man’s coat, next to it the second man’s ax and then the third man’s ham; and right in the corner the box with the
money belonging to the fourth man. On the floor was Gita’s little white box.
“Hurrah, hurrah!” yelled Lapitch, sitting in the flour like a mouse in a bran tub. “Hurrah, come up everybody! I
caught my boots flying through the air!”
The people thought that Lapitch’s fall had knocked him silly. You don’t catch boots in the air like butterflies.
But all the same they ran upstairs.
And there they saw all the things they had lost. The attic looked like—a pawnbroker’s shop! Now they knew
why Gregory prowled about at night. They knew that Gregory and the man in the black coat were working
together and that they hid what they stole in Gregory’s attic.
Everybody rejoiced and reclaimed what he had lost, but the most delighted of all was the man who found his
bag with the money.
They picked Lapitch out of the flour and carried him shoulder-high to the courtyard. Nursing his precious
boots, he felt as happy as a king.
*
Everybody felt happy except Gregory’s old, sick mother who lay in her bed weeping. Until that night, she had
not known what a wicked son she had. He was not at home, he was out on the prowl, but she was afraid that if the
villagers found him they would give him a good beating. She could hear them talking down in the courtyard.
“If Gregory were here we’d beat him up,” said one man.
“I’d like to bash his head,” said another.
“Or throw him into the fire,” suggested a third. And so they went on.
“That wouldn’t get them anywhere,” thought Lapitch. Beating up Gregory wouldn’t make him any better. So
he went up to Gregory’s mother’s room and whispered to her,
“Don’t cry. I know Gregory because yesterday some of the men pointed him out to me when he went across
the field. If I meet him when I go on my way tomorrow, I’ll warn him about returning to the village. I’ll tell him
to stop being friends with the man in black and go away and lead an honest life.”
“God bless you, my child,” said the poor old woman, and she immediately felt happier. She saw that there was
one person at least who meant her son no harm. Then Gregory’s mother gave Lapitch a handkerchief with a silver
coin tied up in it.
“Give this to my poor Gregory, if you meet him,” she begged, and burst into tears again.
Lapitch promised that he would, took the handkerchief, said good-bye and went out into the courtyard. It was
empty because the people had all gone home, rejoicing over the property they had recovered. Then Lapitch picked
up Gita’s box and took it back to her. She was delighted and hugged Lapitch so hard that Bundash started barking,
because he thought she meant to strangle him.
By now it was broad daylight and nobody wanted to go back to bed.
*
Next day was an uneventful one and a good thing too because everybody was so tired. Nobody in the village
did much work that day but they talked a great deal. At every garden fence there were a couple of women
gossiping about the fire, under every tree three or four men lay talking about the fire, and in all the ditches were
children playing. But the children were catching frogs—the fire already forgotten.
Everybody said Lapitch was a hero. He had a burned heel, since he had done his firefighting barefoot. When
Gita bandaged it for him, he said,
“You know, I’m glad that man took my boots.”
“Gracious, why?” asked Gita.
“Because if I had had them on when I was putting out the fire, their heels might have been burned. That would
have been a pity. But my heel will soon be better.”
Gita was much impressed because he didn’t make a fuss and thought how much she would have cried if she
had had a burn. Wanting to show off, she stuck out her right thumb.
“I had a wound once,” she said, and sure enough there was a scar on her thumb, shaped like a cross.
“Where did you get that?” asked Lapitch. “Did it hurt much?”
“I don’t remember when I got it. It was when I was quite small before I joined the circus.”
“Where were you before you joined the circus ?”
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“I don’t remember that either.”
“But who took you there?”
“I don’t know. My master says I don’t have any parents and I wish I didn’t have him either because I don’t like
him. He’s got very cruel-looking eyes. And once, in the night, I heard him plotting with some people. I’m sure
he’s a very wicked man.” She thought for a while, then added,
“Most of all I wish I had a mother. What is it like to have a mother, Lapitch?”
“I don’t know,” said Lapitch, “because I don’t have one either. But my master’s wife was very kind and often
protected me from him. When I was very tired in the evenings she used to take the broom out of my hands and do
my sweeping for me. I expect having a mother means you have someone who will always be kind to you.”
“Then I wish your master’s wife could be my mother,” said Gita.
Lapitch wanted to explain that this was impossible but before he could get very far the villagers called him.
They were barbecuing a lamb in his honor and he had to go to help and turn the spit. That evening everybody was
very merry. They feasted on roast meat and cake, and the farmer and his wife asked Lapitch to stay another night
so that his foot would be better.
*
The next day Lapitch and Gita didn’t like saying good-bye to the villagers. They felt as though they had known
them for years. This was because they had been through the fire. Great danger draws people closer together. When
they saw that Lapitch and Gita were sorry to go, the villagers stuffed their bags full of food, meat and bread and
cakes, because that was the only way they could think of to comfort them. In the end Lapitch’s bag looked like a
big, fat bumble-bee. Gita couldn’t help laughing at it, so they parted from their friends gaily.
Their road lay among vast meadows, like a long piece of straw laid across a green sea, and Lapitch and Gita
walked along the road like two ants along the straw.
After they had walked a long distance, they came to a place where the road branched off in two directions. One
went farther across the vast plain and the other went up a mountain and into a forest. This was the crossroads. In
the olden days, people used to tell stories about elves and witches and vampires meeting at crossroads. But these
days there are no such creatures. Possibly, in summer, you might see a young shepherd whittling sticks or eating
berries, or in winter, hares playing in the snow under a full moon.
Today, in a meadow near the crossroads, Lapitch and Gita saw a number of herd-boys and girls, looking after
their cows and roasting corn on the cob over a fire. There were five little herders, two girls and three boys. The
youngest was so small that the tall grasses tickled his nose. He walked about dressed only in a shirt that was too
long for him. He was a chubby little boy called Mishko.
All the cowherds crowded around Gita and Lapitch and Bundash and the parrot and wondered at them. They
asked them all kinds of questions and little Mishko thought that Lapitch was a soldier in uniform. He pointed his
finger at him and said,
“When you grow up, soldier, your cap will be too small for you.” Lapitch didn’t much like people to talk about
his being small. So he retorted,
“And when you grow up, you’ll be able to wear the same shirt. It will be just right for you.”
“Don’t be rude to Mishko,” snapped Mishko’s elder brother.
“I wasn’t being rude, I was only joking,” protested Lapitch. Then the brother squared up to Lapitch, looked
him up and down and said,
“I don’t call that much of a joke. You’d better stop talking that way to my brother.”
Lapitch had been an apprentice long enough to know that when boys talked like that they usually want to fight.
But although he was stronger than any of the cowherds, he didn’t want to start fighting. So he said to Mishko’s
brother,
“Don’t let’s fight, let’s see who can throw a stone the farthest. Then we’ll know which of us is the stronger.’
Lapitch picked up a big piece of rock and hoisted it on his shoulder as though it were as light as a feather. Then
from that position he tossed it with the full thrust of his arm. It flew over the trees and bushes and far away into
the meadow. Robin Hood as a boy might have matched that throw, but not one of the herd-boys could. Mishko’s
brother was silent; he was glad he hadn’t had a fight with Lapitch. And the girls, who didn’t like fighting anyway,
said to one another,
“That boy is stronger and wiser than Mishko’s brother.” Meanwhile, the other children had taken Gita to the
fire where the corn was roasting.
“Listen to it crackling!” she exclaimed. “Oh, do let’s stay here for a little while.”
Lapitch didn’t mind because he knew the herders admired him and he was pleased about it. And it was very
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pleasant in the meadow. Since Gita and Lapitch had come, more corn had to be gathered because there were two
more mouths to be fed.
“But are you allowed to take the corn?” asked Lapitch.
“We are because we guard it,” explained the herders.
“But if you take it, how can you say you guard it?”
“We guard it from the cows. If we weren’t here there wouldn’t be any corn at all,” said one of the herd-boys,
proudly. And they went to gather some more for their guests. Only Mishko stayed behind to look after the fire.
Before they went for the corn, Lapitch took off his boots because the grass was wet and he wanted to keep
them dry. He saw little Mishko looking at them and said,
“Don’t touch these boots, Mishko. They belong to a king and if you put them on they’ll bite you.”
“They certainly will,” said one of the herd-boys, and slipped some nettles into the boots when Mishko wasn’t
looking.
When Mishko was left alone, he stared at the boots for a long time and the more he looked at them the more
beautiful they seemed. In the end he simply couldn’t believe that they would bite him. So he sidled up to them and
put his hand inside one of them and of course got stung by the nettles.
“Ow-ww!” he wailed. “They really do bite!”
And then something dawned on him. The little boy had often been stung by nettles and knew how it felt, so he
guessed what it was in the boots. He wrapped his hand in his long shirt and took the nettles out of the boots. When
Lapitch and Gita and the others came back, Mishko met them wearing Lapitch’s boots. They came nearly up to
his waist and he looked so funny that Lapitch simply couldn’t be angry with him.
“Well, Mishko, didn’t they bite you?” asked Lapitch.
“Yes, they did, but I’ve pulled out their teeth.”
This made everybody laugh. Then Mishko took off the boots and gave them back to Lapitch, who put them on
again and both of them were happy. If everyone were as kind as Lapitch, two people could be happy with only
one pair of boots. Then they all sat around the fire. The girls fanned it with their aprons and the boys stuck the
ears of corn on long sticks to roast them. Lapitch told them all about Master Scowler, the man in black and the
wicked Gregory.
“Now the most important thing I must do is to find him and give him the handkerchief and the silver coin his
mother entrusted to me,” said Lapitch.
“How will you find him?” asked Gita.
“I don’t know. But I do so want to give it to him, and I’m wishing so hard that I think he might drop from the
skies at my feet.”
“You may be sure he won’t,” said the oldest herd-boy, laughing. “Even fruit doesn’t drop from the skies unless
you sit under the tree, so why should a man?”
*
Hardly had the herd-boy made this remark when there was a terrific noise on the road that led down from the
mountains: sounds of rolling wheels and galloping hooves, yells and curses. Everybody sprang up to look. A cart
drawn by two horses was clattering along at great speed. Something had frightened the horses and made them
bolt. They were tossing their heads and foaming with fear. The cart was tipping and rolling from side to side. It
looked as though it would topple into the ditch at any minute.
Two terrified men sat in it. One of them was pulling at a rein: the other rein, broken and flying loose, kept
flicking the horses and increasing their panic so that they galloped faster than ever, quite out of control.
“Come on!” shouted Lapitch, “we must stop the horses!”
He ran into the road and stood in the middle of it, waving his hands and shouting. He had seen bolting horses
pulled up in this way before.
The cart was still some distance away but it was frightening to watch it hurtling straight at him. But just before
it got right up to Lapitch, the cart swerved, a wheel hit the rocks by the road and the cart turned over with a
terrible crash. The horses reared up, their hooves flailing, and the men were catapulted into the ditch.
“Whoa!” yelled Lapitch. And “Whoa!” cried Gita and all the little herders who had followed Lapitch. And the
horses, snorting like fiery dragons, pulled up. Gita ran to them and grabbed their reins.
“Oh,” she cried, “look how beautiful this one is! Let’s take him out of the shafts, I want to have a ride on him.
He’s nearly as beautiful as my Soko!” She remembered her horse at the circus and she was so excited and happy
that she couldn’t think of anything else.
But Lapitch knew that there were more important things to do. He left Gita and the herders to see to the horses
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and went over to the ditch to see what had happened to the two men. He didn’t know what a surprise he was going
to have: of course, if he had, it wouldn’t have been a surprise! In the ditch were lying—Lapitch’s blood ran cold—
in the ditch were lying the man in black and Gregory. They were just trying to scramble out when Lapitch arrived.
Lapitch didn’t know quite what to do, so he said what you can always say,
“Good afternoon!”
“A very good afternoon, I must say, when your cart goes into a ditch!” growled the man in black in a voice that
seemed to come from the grave.
“It is a good afternoon because you didn’t kill yourselves,” said Lapitch. And he thought that it was also a
good afternoon because he could now give Gregory his handkerchief and silver coin.
“But what will happen when the man in black sees that I have found my boots?” thought Lapitch.
But the man was in such a hurry that he hardly noticed Lapitch. As soon as he got out of the ditch, he yelled at
Gregory:
“What are you dawdling for? We’re sound in wind and limb and we’ve no time to waste. Come on, let’s go and
look to the horses!”
So Gregory got out of the ditch and they went to the horses. But Bundash recognized the man in black and set
on him, tugging at his overcoat. The man kicked him and snarled,
“I’ve heard your barking before.”
And then his eye fell upon Lapitch and he remembered him—and his boots! For a moment he stood
motionless. He didn’t say anything but his face showed all kinds of terrible thoughts. He looked at Lapitch as a
snake looks at a rabbit. But Lapitch, though he was small, stood bolt upright and looked the man in black straight
in the eye and thought,
“Whatever happens you’ll never get my boots again!”
And Bundash growled and showed his teeth and dared the man to lay hands on Lapitch. It looked terrifying.
But then the man in black muttered,
“We must go—we’re in a hurry.” And he yelled to Gregory,
“Harness the horses, fool!”
“The reins are broken,” complained Gregory. “It’s no use, we can’t go on.”
“But we must go on!” shouted the man in black and snatched up the reins to see what was the matter with
them. Then something quite unexpected happened. Lapitch went up to him and said,
“I will mend the reins.”
“What do you mean, Puss-in-Boots, you’ll mend the reins?” The man gave Lapitch a contemptuous glance.
“I am wearing boots, although I had to go without them for two days,” retorted Lapitch, “but I am no Puss-inBoots. If I were a cat I wouldn’t know how to mend reins, but as it is I am Lapitch, a shoemaker’s apprentice, I
have some good strong twine in my bag and I’ll do the job for you because you seem to be in a hurry.”
Very few people would mend reins for a man who had stolen their boots! But Lapitch took an awl and some
twine and some leather out of his bag and went over to the horses to get the harness. When the man in black saw
that Lapitch really meant what he said, he muttered,
“Well, you’re a good boy. Mend the reins quickly and we’ll forget about the boots.”
“Certainly,” said Lapitch. “I’d rather wear them than think about them.”
And he sat down on a heap of stones and began to mend the reins. As soon as he started sewing he began to
sing and whistle just as he used to in Master Scowler’s workshop. He nearly forgot what he had to tell Gregory,
who sat down to help him while the man in black went off to try to repair the cart.
Meanwhile Gita and the herders led the horses into the meadow.
*
When Lapitch was left alone with Gregory, he said to him,
“Gregory, I’ll make a good job of mending the reins and then you had better drive far away. Don’t go back to
your own village whatever you do because the people are waiting to kill you.”
Gregory said nothing and stared at Lapitch’s boots. He now realized that the farmers knew that he and the man
in black were thieves. Lapitch tried again.
“Gregory, your mother has given me something for you but I won’t give it to you until you promise what I
ask.”
“What do you want me to promise?” muttered Gregory.
“To leave the man in black, go far away and find someplace where you can learn an honest living. Your sick
mother has sent you this message and she was crying when she gave me this for you.”
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Lapitch took the handkerchief and silver coin out of his bag and handed it to Gregory.
When Gregory saw his mother's handkerchief and gift and heard her message, his heart softened and he felt as
though he had become a child again. This sometimes happens to grown-up people when they remember their
mothers.
But Gregory didn’t have much time to talk to Lapitch because the man in black was returning. Gregory stuffed
the handkerchief into his pocket and whispered,
“Mend the reins well, and God bless you, my boy.” At that moment the man in black joined them.
“The reins are ready,” said Lapitch, who had just finished the job.
“Bring those horses at once!” shouted the man in black.
Gita and the herders led them up. One of them was black and glossy with a long mane and long tail.
“I don’t suppose I’ll ever see him again,” sighed Gita as he was harnessed.
“I should think not, you grasshopper,” snapped the man in black. “Where he goes you aren’t likely to go!
Come on, less talking, we must be off!” He jumped onto the cart and Gregory sat down by him, looking
miserable.
“That’s a good sign,” thought Lapitch. “If he has the grace to look miserable it means that he is capable of
being good.”
The man in black cracked his whip and the horses set off at a smart pace. Lapitch, Gita and the other boys and
girls looked after them. One of the herd-boys said,
“They’re going so fast you’d think their consciences were troubling them.”
“Let them go as fast as they like,” Lapitch said. “I don’t want to meet that man in the black coat again.”
“Well, if the world is as big as you say it is, I don’t suppose you will,” observed Gita.
“When I began to look for my boots it seemed enormous. But now, when I’m afraid of meeting the man in
black again, it seems quite a little place,” said Lapitch.
They all went and sat around the fire. Lapitch took out his meat and cake and as there were seven of them his
bag was soon empty and no longer looked like a bumblebee.
*
Lapitch and Gita and the herders talked for a long time about everything that had happened. Soon night began
to fall and it was time to take the cows home. But the children had so much to talk about and were so comfortable
around the fire that they never noticed what time it was.
The largest white cow then came up to little Mishko and licked his bare feet. She wanted to say,
“Let’s go home, Mishko.” Mishko looked up and realized that the sun had set.
“Why, it’s dark already!” he cried. All the others jumped up and began to herd the cows as quickly as they
possibly could.
“Where are we going?” Gita asked Lapitch.
Lapitch didn’t know. It was too late to go on the road again but they had no shelter for the night. Lapitch was
in trouble.
But Gita thought of something. Earlier in the day she had seen Lapitch with his awl and twine, and it had
crossed her mind that they might be very useful.
“Offer to mend all the sandals they have at home,” she whispered, “and perhaps they’ll let us stay for the
night.”
Lapitch did so, but he was a little ashamed because he felt he should have thought of the idea himself.
However, the herders offered to put them up for the night, and so all of them went to the village which was not
very far away.
The cows went first, their bells jingling. At their heels went Bundash, who kept them in order just as though he
had been a real herd dog. After the cows walked the five herders and Lapitch and Gita. Lapitch carried Gita’s
parrot on his shoulder because he had made great friends with it. The parrot had heard the name “Gregory” so
many times that day that the name had stuck to its tongue. So because parrots carry what they learn on their
tongues rather than in their heads, the bird shouted “Good evening, Gregory” to everyone they met when they
came to the village. And of course everybody laughed, those who were called Gregory and those who were not.
Because of this, Lapitch and Gita made an impression as soon as they arrived.
The little procession entered a courtyard. Lapitch promised Mishko’s parents that he would mend all the
sandals in the house the next day, and they said that he and Gita could stay the night. But they would have given
them shelter in any case because farmers are usually kind to poor children.
After supper, everybody went to bed. The children slept in the chimney corner, which was broad and roomy,
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warm in winter and cool in summer. Even though four of them had to cram into it, they slept soundly. Gita’s
parrot was put in a basket hanging from a rafter.
“It’s a green owl,” said Mishko. “Its beak is like a witch’s nose. I’m sure it could peck our hearts out while we
are asleep.” And Mishko’s grandma felt the same way, so that was why the parrot had to be shut in the basket.
Before Lapitch fell asleep he tried to calculate how far he was from Master Scowler. It was no great distance.
He could have gone all the way back in one day although it had taken him five to get where he was now. The
reason was that he could not travel very quickly when he had Gita with him. But he wouldn’t have dreamed of
abandoning her and going on alone with Bundash. He was quite pleased that they had not yet caught up with her
master and the circus. Sooner or later, though, they would catch up with them. For some time, Lapitch lay in the
chimney corner worrying. Then he thought,
“What’s the use of fretting? Gregory fell into the ditch right under my nose. If I had worried for ten years about
where to find him and give him the handkerchief I’d never have thought of that.”
So he fell asleep. Everybody in the house slept soundly and, although Mishko and Grandma had been quite
sure there was a witch in the basket that hung from the rafter, they slept more deeply than anybody else.
*
Lapitch rose from the chimney corner at dawn because he had a lot of work to do. But Mishko’s father and
mother were already out working. Nobody gets up earlier than farming people. As soon as he got up, Lapitch
clapped his hands and called to the children,
“Wake up and give me your sandals. No more sleeping now!”
The children got down from the chimney corner, sleepy and warm and ruffled like young birds from a nest. In
no time at all a whole heap of sandals lay in front of Lapitch.
“I’d better get down to it,” he thought.
The sun came up and Lapitch found a shady place in front of the house to lay out his tools. As soon as he
began his work, he thought of nothing else but the job he was doing. Gita disliked the very thought of hard work
so she left him to it and went with the village girls to jump over the linen which the women spread on the grass to
bleach. Of course she jumped better than any of them because she had done nothing else but jumping in the
circus. She jumped over three rows of linen and then fell down in the middle of the fourth. Happily, its owner was
not there to see her.
Lapitch worked and Gita played and presently Yana the beggar-woman came to the village. When she saw
Lapitch she was surprised to see that such a little shoemaker in such high boots had opened his workshop in the
village. She said,
“Will you mend poor old Yana’s sandals?”
“Of course I will! After all, the emperor has sent me on a journey through this country to give help where help
is needed,” said Lapitch.
“If that’s true it would be a good thing if he sent more such people,” said the old woman.
“They’ve been looking for more but nobody wanted to come except Lapitch the apprentice, and that’s me.”
All this was nonsense of course but it made old Yana laugh and Lapitch started on her sandals right away. And
Yana sat down and talked as he did so, and told him everything that had happened in the last three villages she had
walked through.
“Travel only during the day, my son. Last night something bad happened in the woods near here. Some people
robbed a man who was taking his goods to a fair. Nobody knows whether he is alive or dead and the robbers went
away in his cart.”
Lapitch didn’t like that. When you travel you don’t want to hear about horrible things that have happened to
other travelers. But what old Yana told him was true. She went everywhere and knew everything.
*
In the afternoon Lapitch said to Gita,
“It’s high time we were off. We’ve got a long way to go and we must look for your master.”
“I’ve changed my mind, Lapitch,” said Gita. “I don’t want to go back to him.”
When Lapitch heard that he was delighted. He knew that it meant that he would have to look after her, but at
least he would not be alone. Lapitch and Gita said good-bye to Mishko and his brother, thanked their parents and
went on their way. They walked quickly and soon arrived in a large town. It was so big that it had a church with
two steeples and ten small ones with one steeple each. It had a hundred streets and people milling around in them
like ants. Every street had four corners and at each one there stood two guards.
But Lapitch and Gita did not explore the hundred streets. They walked down one of them and found
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themselves in a big marketplace where a fair was in progress. At the fair there were two hundred stalls, large and
small. You could buy red handkerchiefs, black coats, blue pottery and yellow melons. There was a great beating of
drums and shrilling of whistles because many people were buying toys as well.
“Oh, isn’t it fun here!” said Gita. “Can’t we stay for a while?”
“There! I knew she would say that as soon as she laid eyes on the fair,” thought Lapitch, but he said gently, not
wishing to disappoint her,
“I don’t think it would be a good thing to stay here long.”
“Why not?” demanded Gita.
“Because Master Scowler might be here. He doesn’t usually go to fairs, but a few days before I left him I heard
him say, ‘I’ll go to the next fair. Surely fairs won’t always mean misfortune for me.’”
“Why should fairs mean misfortune for him?” asked Gita.
“I don’t know, but he used to say that his misfortune came from a fair. It wouldn’t be wise to stay here. We
might meet him—we might even meet the man in black. And who knows, perhaps your master is here, with his
circus.” Gita tossed her head.
“Why should all of them be here?”
“Because there are crowds of people and, where there are crowds, there might be everybody.”
“Nonsense!” scoffed Gita. “There are many more people in Vienna than there are here, but Master Scowler and
the man in black are not in Vienna.”
Lapitch was not so good at words as Gita, so he preferred not to argue with her. They stayed at the fair.
Whether they had been wise to do so or not they were not to know until the evening. And until then there was so
much noise that they couldn’t possibly think of what might happen later.
*
At first Gita and Lapitch certainly had a great time at the fair. They arrived at a place where there was much
more noise than anywhere else. Here there were two basket makers. One of them had a big booth, striped blue and
white. In it were rows of baskets, as yellow as gold. Above them hung more rows of baskets, red and blue, large
and small, speckled and gilded. Right in the middle of them was a huge hamper large enough to hold a man.
“Come buy, come buy!” called the basket maker, standing in front of the booth.
“Baskets, baskets! Made of gold and tied with silk!” Of course, people came swarming around him like bees,
attracted by the noise he was making and the sight of so much gold paint.
Not far away, the other basket maker sat on the ground. Because he was poor he didn’t have a booth so he sat
on a sack. Around him stood about ten simple unpainted baskets. They were all he had. He did not say anything
because he didn’t know how to brag. But he was sad about having no customers because he had a lot of hungry
children at home. Whenever anyone went near him to look at his wares, the man in the other booth would call out,
“Don’t stop there, come here! Don’t buy those poor things. Your neighbors will say you found them on a
garbage pile! Come and look at my baskets, made of gold!”
And they all left the poor man and went to buy the other baskets. Gita and Lapitch watched all this for some
time. Gita, who had a good heart and could put things into words, said,
“I wish his booth could be struck by lightning and that big basket fall on top of him!” They saw crowds of
women flocking to the booth.
“Come buy, come buy!:” shouted the man. “My baskets are like golden apples!” And he whirled them about on
their strings.
“Lapitch!” exclaimed Gita. “I’ve got a wonderful idea! Quick, give me your knife. Oh, this is going to be fun!”
She thrust her hand into Lapitch’s bag and took out the knife. Then she scuttled off like a squirrel and hid
behind the booth.
“What is she up to?” wondered Lapitch. You should have seen it! The women were crowding around the booth
when suddenly the baskets hanging on the rope above the man’s head started pelting down. First one, then four,
then ten! Glitter-clatter-golden and white, blue and speckled, down they came. The rope on which they were
hanging had broken.
“Ow! ow!” shouted the basket maker and desperately tried to ward off the baskets with his arms. But then—
snap—another rope went! Another shower of baskets came down—blip, clatter, crash—onto the man’s head and
shoulders. He was jumping around, waving his hands and yelling at the top of his voice, until he fell over. There
he was, rolling on the ground, struggling to get up again and shrieking,
“Ow! Ouch!”
Then came a final crash. The huge hamper came down right on top of the man and covered him up. You
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couldn’t see him at all. Only his hands and feet stuck out from under the hamper. As the basket maker scrambled
about under the hamper, wildly waving his hands and feet, he sent the small baskets flying in all directions.
People were screaming with laughter, but nobody knew what had happened.
Gita crouched behind the booth, peering through a hole in the canvas. She was laughing more than anybody
else because it was she who had cut the ends of both ropes with Lapitch’s knife. Lapitch knelt beside her and
peeped through a hole too. As soon as the baskets had begun to fall he had guessed the reason and run to join her.
He would never have played a trick like that himself, but when he saw the basket maker rolling among his yellow
baskets like a big black beetle he laughed so much that his bag shook on his back. Gita had to put her hands over
her mouth because she was shrieking with laughter.
“We’d better make ourselves scarce,” said Gita. “While he is rolling about, we will sell the poor man’s
baskets.” She ran over to the other basket maker and said,
“If you’ll let me try I’ll sell everything you have.” She took the tin plate which he had brought for the money
—it was still empty—and beat it with a piece of wood, shouting,
“Baskets, baskets! Come buy!”
She put one of the baskets on her shoulder and her parrot perched on it. The bird also shrieked, “Baskets,
baskets!” and Gita beat the plate with all her might.
At once the customers gathered. As soon as there was a parrot screeching and a plate being beaten, people
suddenly realized that the unpainted baskets were better and sturdier than the gold ones. The women snapped
them up one after the other. Gita and Lapitch sold all the baskets before the other man managed to scramble out
from underneath the big hamper. The poor man wondered, laughed and rejoiced. He stared at Gita, and seeing her
beautiful long hair he thought she must be an angel sent from heaven to help him.
Gita poured all the money into the tin plate and gave it to the poor basket maker. How he thanked them! He
invited both of them to pass the night at his poor home. But Lapitch and Gita wanted to spend more time at the
fair so they thanked him but said no.
“We’d better go now and get away from the man in the other booth,” suggested Lapitch.
So Lapitch and Gita disappeared in the crowds. The poor man counted the money in his tin plate; it came to
exactly sixty crowns.
“I wish those children well!” he said to himself.
If he had known what was waiting for Lapitch and Gita he would certainly have insisted on taking them home
with him!
*
The voices of the traders were getting hoarse. At a fair this means that evening is approaching. Lapitch and
Gita came to a place where there were merry-go-rounds and shooting galleries.
The gayest merry-go-round was made of silver and was covered with thousands of tiny bells. But it wasn’t
working, because the owner’s two servants had left him. One of them had been supposed to sell tickets, the other
to shout to people to come and ride on the wooden horses and swans; both of them had to ride on the merry-goround all the time. Their master could not do all those things by himself, because he was very fat and it would
have made him sick.
“Good,” said Gita. “Let’s offer to do the work for him, and then we’ll get food and beds for the night.”
They did so and when the owner of the merry-go-round saw Lapitch in his green trousers and gay cap and Gita
in her silver-ribboned dress, with her parrot on her shoulder, he was very pleased. He thought they looked exactly
right for the work and immediately took them on. He went to start the engine while Lapitch and Gita each
mounted a wooden horse. There was the sound of a trumpet: Tra! Tra! and the merry-go-round began to turn, with
a great jingling of bells. It was most exciting! Gita stood up on her horse, waved her hand and bowed to right and
left while Lapitch cried, “Walk up, walk up! Only two cents a ride!” and they were going around merrily.
No other merry-go-round had a beautiful girl and a boy dressed in such gay clothes and shining boots, so the
people all flocked to the silver one. The merriment went on until late into the night. Everybody had fun, but the
best time of all was had by the owner of the merry-go-round because he collected a bagful of money. Lapitch kept
running to him with plates of coins. That evening Lapitch had so many turns on the merry-go-round that certainly
no apprentice ever had so many. Even a journeyman couldn’t afford to pay for all those turns. Bundash sat
watching him, wondering why he kept going around and around and around.
It became very late but everybody loses all sense of time on a merry-go-round. Lapitch and Gita were quite
startled when the engine suddenly stopped and the owner called out in a deep voice,
“Thank you, one and all. It’s eleven o’clock and that’s all for tonight. We’ll be here tomorrow.”
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The crowd melted away and the owner brought out a huge piece of canvas. He and Lapitch and Gita wrapped
it around the merry-go-round, covering the thousand jingle bells and all the swans and horses. When they had
finished it looked like a big, gray mushroom. Then the owner took the children to a tent where they sold food. By
now, the people at the fair were thinning out. Only a few men with long mustaches were sitting in the tent. Gita
and Lapitch didn’t like the fair very much at night.
The owner ordered supper and the three of them, Gita, Lapitch and Bundash, ate in silence because they felt
rather tired and sad. When they had finished, the master paid the bill and they all went back to the merry-goround. Then he said,
“Good-bye children, be off with you and thank you very much.”
Lapitch and Gita were taken aback. They had supposed the owner would find somewhere for them to sleep.
Lapitch mentioned this, but the owner said that inside the merry-go-round there was only one bed for himself and
no room for them. This was indeed true, because he was so fat he could barely stretch out near the engine.
“And I don’t let anyone sleep near the wooden animals,” he said severely, adding, “It’s not cold outside and the
fairground is very large. You can go wherever you like. Good-bye and good night.”
Then he disappeared under the canvas. So Gita, Lapitch, Bundash and the parrot were all alone in the dark, in
the midst of the great fairground.
Nobody was about and the only sound that broke the stillness was snoring from the traveling folk, who lay
sleeping by their wares. It was really sad. Such a big town, a hundred streets with a hundred houses to each of
them, and yet Lapitch and Gita stood outside without a roof to their heads and there was nowhere they could ask
for shelter.
*
Lapitch looked at Gita. It was dark but he could just see that her head drooped and she was stroking her dress.
He knew very well that this was a sign that she was going to cry and if she did he would hardly be able to bear it.
So he said cheerfully,
“Don’t be frightened, it’s a lovely warm night. We’ll sleep out and we’ll have so much air we shan’t need to
open the windows! Come on, let’s find somewhere.”
He remembered that not very far away there was a pile of empty sacks and rags. He led Gita toward the place
where he thought it was. They couldn’t see a thing and as they groped around, Gita sighed,
“Oh, if only we had gone with the basket maker!”
“Well, if we had we wouldn’t have had so many rides on the merry-go-round,” Lapitch pointed out. They both
cheered up remembering what fun it had been when they had whirled around and around to the sound of all the
little bells. Lapitch found the heap of sacks and rags and arranged them as best he could.
“Lie down,” he said to Gita, “and you’ll sleep like the princess on the pea, see if you don’t!”
Gita put the parrot beside her and lay down on the sacks. Lapitch and Bundash lay side by side on the ground.
Bundash whined sadly, not because of himself—he was used to sleeping on the ground—but because of Lapitch.
They all felt so downhearted that Gita and Lapitch decided to talk.
“What did you mean about the princess on the pea?” asked Gita.
She loved to hear stories about princesses, even in the daytime, and she particularly wanted to hear one now,
when everything was so dark and horrid. So Lapitch told the story.
“Once upon a time there was a princess who lost her way and came to a golden castle. It really was pure gold,
the steps and the threshold and everything. An old queen lived there but she didn’t believe that her visitor was a
real princess. So she put a dried pea in the princess’s bed and three straw mattresses and nine eiderdowns on top
of it. She thought that if the girl felt the pea through all that she must surely be a real princess. The next day, the
old queen asked the princess how she had slept. The princess burst into tears.
“‘Alas,’ she said, ‘I tossed and turned all night and I am bruised all over! There was a hard hillock in my bed.’
So then the old queen knew she was a princess, because only a real princess could feel a pea under three straw
mattresses and nine eiderdowns. And she gave her her throne and robe and her golden crown because she was old
and ruling had given her a headache.”
After this lovely story with so many eiderdowns and a golden castle Gita and Lapitch felt better and didn’t
mind sleeping on the ground in the open air.
They fell asleep at exactly midnight, and so the sixth day of Lapitch’s journey ended.
The seventh night was beginning—a night when extraordinary things happened. (But everywhere, every day,
extraordinary things happen—more, in fact, than all the people in all the world ever invent.) For Lapitch this
seventh night brought dangerous and amazing adventures.
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*
Hardly had Gita and Lapitch fallen asleep when Gita woke up. In her sleep she had heard something which
made her heart beat faster. She sat up on her sacks and listened. Somewhere, a horse was neighing. It neighed
once. Gita thought she knew the sound. It neighed a second time. Gita thought even more that she knew the
sound. When it neighed a third time she jumped up and cried,
“Lapitch, oh Lapitch! Can you guess whose horse is neighing? Do let’s go!”
By this time the moon had risen and they could see where they were. Lapitch got up and he and Bundash and
Gita went toward the place the sound was coming from. Soon they arrived at a large piece of ground, bare except
for a huge tent pitched in the middle of it. The tent was closed up and silent as if it were asleep, but on the
doorflap there was a long red notice. It was Gita’s circus!
“Oh, Lapitch, listen!” exclaimed Gita. “I can hear Soko, my own dear, darling Soko!”
She had forgotten how frightened she was of the circus master and that she did not want to go back to him. She
only remembered the pony with which she had shared good and bad times, and which she loved better than
anything else in the world. She simply couldn’t resist trying to see him.
“Lapitch, I’m going in to see him,” she said.
“Then your boss will see you and we will have to part,” Lapitch pointed out sadly.
“Oh, no, we won’t! I’m not going to stay there. They’re all sleeping like logs because they’re tired after the
performance. They’ll never hear us. Oh, please, please let’s go in!”
They were standing right next to the stable which was made out of canvas and adjoined the tent. Gita had
plenty of experience, of course, in finding ways of getting into tents. She lifted up the canvas and whispered,
“Come on, under here!”
So she crawled into the stables, and Lapitch and Bundash followed. This alone was foolhardy enough.
*
Nearby, a man lay asleep on some straw.
“Don’t worry,” Gita whispered, “he wouldn’t wake up if you blew a trumpet in his ear! You don’t know how
deeply one sleeps after the show.”
A ring dangled from a pole: this was where Gita’s parrot had always perched. Gita put the parrot back there
and when the bird realized that it was in its old place it thought:
“Everything is as it should be.” Content, it tucked its head under its wing and went to sleep.
But it was the only one that was happy. Gita and Lapitch were taking a great risk! They edged past the sleeping
man. A light was on in the stable and Lapitch saw four horses on each side: not a lot for a circus, perhaps, but he
was very impressed.
“What a lot of horses and how beautiful they are!” he breathed.
But Gita was not listening. She had already found her pony.
“Soko, darling Soko!” she crooned to him, stroking his white back and putting her arms around his neck. And
Soko turned his beautiful little head and rested it on Gita’s shoulder, neighing softly with joy.
“Darling Soko, however can I leave you again?” whispered Gita. Meanwhile, Lapitch went a little farther into
the stable.
“That black horse is the prettiest,” he murmured.
“But we don’t have any black horses,” protested Gita.
“But there is one, just come and look!”
Gita went to see and it was true! A beautiful little horse was standing there, glossy and black as coal. His mane
and tail were cut short and he wore beautiful yellow leg bandages. Gita stared at him in amazement and at last she
said,
“I’d never have believed it! This is the little black horse that pulled Gregory and the man in black in their cart
yesterday. He looks different because his mane and tail were clipped, and because of the leg bandages, but he’s
the same one!”
Lapitch couldn’t believe it either, and they went up to the manger to look at him more closely.
And then their hearts missed a beat!
They heard somebody coming into the stable: they could hear men’s deep voices and heavy boots crunching
the sand on the floor.
“Oh, whatever shall we do?” wailed Gita softly. “It’s my boss and; oh Lapitch, I don’t want to stay with him.
I’m frightened!”
There was nothing else for them to do but hide under the black horse’s manger. Lapitch, Gita and Bundash
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crawled underneath. Lapitch pulled up some straw from under the black horse’s hooves so that they were hidden.
Two men entered the stable.
*
“Oh dear, oh dear! who can it be?” wondered Lapitch and Gita. They cowered under the manger, peeping
through the straw. They were as quiet as mice but their hearts were thumping wildly.
When the men stood under the light and the children could see them, they were much more frightened. For the
men were—the owner of the circus and the man in black!
“How come they know each other and what are they doing here so late?” thought Lapitch and Gita, more and
more dismayed. They were in terrible danger, for the two men walked right up to the black horse. They came so
close to Lapitch and Gita that there were only a few wisps of straw between them and the children. Oh, did they
keep quiet! They breathed so softly that there was not the slightest rustle in the straw.
“Bundash, dear Bundash, don’t bark!” breathed Lapitch into the dog’s ear. He held Bundash tightly, for he felt
him start when he saw the man in black. But Bundash was as good as gold and, because he could feel how
Lapitch’s hands were trembling, he didn’t move a muscle.
Then the circus master and the man in black started talking.
*
If Lapitch had not been so poor he would probably never have seen such a couple of villains at close quarters.
It is a good thing that really wicked men are so few and far between: indeed, these two were the only ones in that
particular district. But Lapitch was a poor child and poor children get to know the whole world.
“Tomorrow I shall travel through seven towns and pitch my tents in the eighth,” said the circus owner. “Look
at the horse, haven’t I done him up well? When he’s properly saddled and harnessed nobody will recognize him.”
“I haven’t the slightest fear they will—you’re a cunning old fox!” said the man in black. “But now you’d better
give me the money. It wasn’t easy to get hold of him, remember!”
“I’ll pay you,” said the circus master. “But first, tell me, where is the horse’s owner?”
“You needn’t worry about him. He’s in the depths of the forest, tied to the strongest oak tree I could find with
three stout ropes. I tied him up myself so you may be sure he’ll never get free. It’ll be a long time before he visits
a fair again.”
And the man in black laughed as evilly as only bad men can laugh when they talk about their wicked deeds.
Reassured, the circus owner took out his heavy purse and counted out some gold coins into the robber’s hands.
“1’ll say good-bye now,” said the man in black. My cart is waiting for me and I must press on while it’s dark.”
“Why are you in such a hurry?”
“Because we’re going to steal a cow before dawn. I sent Gregory there last night to wait for me. But I don’t
really trust him.”
“Where is the cow?”
“I haven’t been there yet, but I believe it’s at a house that stands by itself at the side of the road. Only a woman
and a child live there, so it will be very easy. But it will take three hours to drive there because I’m going by a
roundabout way.”
“How will you find the house if you’ve never been there before?”
“Oh, quite easily. It’s small, old and patched up and it has a big blue star painted on it.”
Then the two men left the stable. The children heard them say good-bye to each other outside, then all was
quiet.
*
Lapitch and Gita and Bundash crawled out from under the manger. Lapitch’s head was buzzing. The man in
black and Gregory had robbed that man who was going to the fair, taken his horses and tied him up in the woods!
But Lapitch worried most of all because that night the men would go and take the cow belonging to Marko and
his mother who were so poor! There could be no mistake: their cottage was certainly small and old, and surely no
other place had a blue star painted on it. So Lapitch said to Gita,
“Good-bye, Gita, I have to hurry. Stay with your boss and don’t cry.” But Gita burst into tears before he had
finished.
“Lapitch, where are you going?”
“I’ve got to get to Marko’s house before the man in black, to warn his mother to guard her cow.” How kind and
good Lapitch was—and what a long way he had to tramp on his little feet!
“Lapitch, it’s an awfully long way and the man in black has a cart,” wailed Gita.
“I know, that’s why I must hurry. Good-bye, Gita, it’s better if you stay here.”
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“I’m going with you,” said Gita firmly, drying her tears. Lapitch had no time to talk any more. He just crawled
with Bundash under the canvas and out into the moonlight. Gita went after him.
Lapitch didn’t say anything. His boots went marching down the long town street at a good pace. Gita’s little
shoes came tapping behind him just as fast. But Bundash’s four paws pattered fastest of all. So they left the town,
feeling that they were being watched from every window. Before them was a long road which seemed endless.
The moon shone down on them and also on the little house with the blue star. Would they get there in time?
*
Some people say that the grass and flowers talk at nighttime. If it is true, then certainly all the meadows
whispered that night,
“Oh, little children, why are you going in the middle of the night?”
But Lapitch never thought about how far he had to go, nor that the man in the cart would get there first. He
only thought of reaching Marko’s house before dawn. And that’s the best way, for if you think like that your feet
will surely get you there. So he walked on quickly and Gita soon got tired. After all, she did not know Marko, so
she was not so anxious to help him as Lapitch was. After a short while, she said,
“Lapitch, can’t we rest a little?” She spoke softly because voices carry far in the stillness of the night.
“I’m not tired,” said Lapitch, “and we’ve no time to stop. We must go on.” He had known it would be difficult
if Gita came with him.
Gita sighed a little and they went on.
All the time she was thinking about the black horse, Gregory and the man in black, and she wondered how
they had been able to bring the horse into the circus when there were so many guards in the town. She asked
Lapitch how he thought they had managed it.
“Oh, well, guards seem to stand at the corners and criminals drive in the middle of the road,” said Lapitch.
This seemed a funny idea to Gita, but she thought that since Lapitch was an apprentice, he probably knew best.
So she was silent. In any case, it was not the time to talk.
Walking through meadows in the middle of the night is like walking in a dream. Big night moths flew past
their heads beating their wings like birds. Gita saw an old hedgehog trotting beside them on the grass, and now
and again in the meadows they caught a glimpse of hares’ ears sticking out of the grass. They heard birds rustling
in the bushes. At night animals are not so frightened of people, because they know human beings are afraid of the
dark and they are not.
Perhaps Lapitch and Gita would have been afraid of being all alone on the road. But they had Bundash, who
ran in front of them waving his tail cheerfully and looking at Lapitch, as if to say,
“Don’t worry, I know the way quite well.” When they had gone quite a long way, Gita said,
“Lapitch, please let us rest a little. I just can’t go on.”
Indeed, her feet were smaller than Lapitch’s and she was wearing silk shoes, whereas Lapitch wore his boots.
“Gita, we have a long way to go, we have to go through several villages and the crossroads.”
When Lapitch mentioned the crossroads, Gita remembered how at that spot yesterday the horses had reared,
overturning the cart and leaving the man in black lying in the ditch.
“Oh, Lapitch, what shall we do if the cart catches up with us?” she said and started sobbing. Since Gita was in
tears, of course it was impossible to go on. She sank down on the road and hid her face in her hands. Lapitch
stood by her and wondered what he should do. He could not leave Gita alone, but if she went with him he could
not possibly reach Marko’s house before dawn. Lapitch was sad, imagining the man in black stealing Marko’s
beautiful spotted cow.
“What shall I do? Whatever shall I do?” he thought.
*
Lapitch stood looking up and down the road. Toward the town he thought he saw something moving. But he
could not see what it was because of the mist. He could only hear a soft, slow rumble. At nighttime one is more
inclined to expect enemies than friends. That was exactly how Lapitch felt when he saw that a cart was
approaching. He was uneasy. Gita cried,
“Oh, Lapitch, why did we ever start this journey in the dark?”
Only Bundash sniffed the air and seemed quite happy. The cart came nearer and nearer and at last it seemed
like a mountain coming down the road. In the mist everything seems three times bigger than it really is. Now it
was very near and they could see that the horse drawing it was very thin. Suddenly the mist cleared and the moon
shone brighter and Lapitch and Gita shouted with joy.
The man driving the cart was the poor basket maker from the fair!
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*
In fact, this was no miracle. The basket maker did not drive that way because Lapitch and Gita were standing
there on the road in the middle of the night and needed help. He used to drive that way very often when they
weren’t there at all. He usually went far out of the town to get really good willow twigs. That was why his baskets
were stronger and better than any others.
Lapitch, Gita and Bundash ran up to him. When the basket maker saw them on the road in the moonlight he
decided that they really had come down from heaven and that they probably traveled by night so that they could
help poor people in the daytime. But Lapitch himself needed help now and he asked the basket maker to give
them a ride. The poor man was delighted to help the children who had been so kind to him at the fair. So Lapitch
and Gita climbed up behind him and the basket maker touched his scrawny horse with his whip. Lapitch told his
story.
“So you see, I must be at the house with the blue star before dawn.”
“Oh, I know where that is,” said the basket maker. “It’s near my willow grove. I’ll show you the way and
you’ll be there long before the dawn.”
Lapitch was delighted, and suddenly the way seemed quite short. The scrawny horse went quickly and well,
just as though he knew something important was at stake. The cart jolted along. Lapitch and the basket maker
talked, Gita dozed and Bundash ran cheerfully along the road, sometimes by the right wheel, sometimes by the
left one, as it has always been since dogs and wheels began. At last they came to the crossroads.
“We will go this way, uphill and through the woods. It’s a short cut,” the basket maker told Lapitch.
“Oh, not that way,” cried Gita, waking up. “Those are the woods where a man was robbed.”
But the basket maker knew the countryside very well and didn’t take any notice of her. He said,
“This is a much shorter way to my willow grove. You needn’t be frightened. I’ve never met a robber there yet.”
The basket maker was very poor, and poor people aren’t afraid of robbers.
So they drove toward the woods. Lapitch was pleased because it meant that he would get to Marko’s house
sooner. And anyone who is going to someone’s help isn’t afraid of anything except being late.
*
The beginning of the road was uphill and then they entered the wood. The sky was cloudless just then and the
moonlight so bright that it lit up the forest as though it were a castle with candles in all the windows. When they
came out of the trees Lapitch noticed that they were on the top of a little hill. Here the basket maker stopped the
cart and said,
“Children, you must go to the left to get to the cottage with the blue star. You will pass through a thicket and
when you have left that behind you will see the house.” Looking up, he saw a big cloud coming up and added,
“You will be clear of the trees before that cloud hides the moon.”
Gita wanted to cry out that she would be frightened if he left them all alone again. But Lapitch jumped down
from the cart and thanked the basket maker for his help. The basket maker lifted Gita down and saying, “God
speed you, dear children,” took the road to the right downhill, and Lapitch said,
“Come on, we go downhill to the left.”
There was no time for Gita to protest. So she and Lapitch and Bundash were alone again and went down the
road which lay between the wood and the thicket. As they started out, they heard the basket maker’s voice.
“Children,” he called, “look out for the quarry!”
And sure enough, right beside them, there was a sheer drop where stone had been quarried. It was a dangerous
place because your foot could easily slip in the dark and you would fall down the cliff. However, the moonlight
was so bright that they got around it safely. Lapitch was pleased and excited because he knew that soon they
would reach Marko’s house.
“All will be right if the moon stays bright,” the basket maker had said.
*
You never know what to expect from clouds, for they behave as they please. Until they reached the thicket,
Lapitch and Gita could see their way as in daylight. But as soon as they were in the midst of it, the light became
weaker and weaker. Clouds were sailing over the moon. The path was narrow and the children could hardly see it.
“We must go on,” Lapitch told himself, “it’s easy to see, really.”
As soon as he reassured himself in this way it did seem as though he saw better. Gita followed him because she
couldn’t make out a thing in the dark. And Bundash went in front of both of them. But then a cloud completely
covered the moon and it was really impossible to see anything at all. Lapitch groped to find, the path. Thorns and
twigs caught at Gita’s dress.
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“We’d better stop,” said Lapitch at last. “We might get lost and that wouldn’t do at all.”
This was very sad because he knew he had to hurry to Marko. But Lapitch didn’t like being miserable. He
looked up at the sky and hoped that the cloud would soon go, and thought that in any case they couldn’t be very
far from the house with the blue star.
“We’ll sit down and wait a little,” he told Gita. So they sat down on a tree stump and waited in the darkness
and silence. All around them in the thicket there were birds: blackbirds, titmice and wild pigeons. But they too
kept quiet like Lapitch and Gita because they were afraid of foxes. At last Lapitch burst out,
“Oh, if I can only get to Marko’s house in time!”
“And if only the man in black weren’t going too!” sighed Gita.
“He said he would go a roundabout way and this is a short cut,” Lapitch pointed out.
Just then it seemed to Lapitch and Gita that the silence was not as complete as before. Behind them, at the
other end of the thicket, something rustled.
“Oh, Lapitch, whatever is that?” whispered Gita.
“A rabbit, perhaps,” said Lapitch.
He got up from the tree stump and kept Bundash close by him. Then they could hear dry sticks cracking.
“Oh, Lapitch, Lapitch, what is it?” whispered Gita even lower in the darkness.
“Maybe a fox,” said Lapitch.
“That’s no fox,” breathed Gita, as softly as a ghost.
“Then it is. . .” Lapitch began to say. But suddenly Gita screamed at the top of her voice,
“Lapitch, Lapitch!”
Quite close to her, a man coughed.
*
As soon as Gita screamed, the rustling and cracking stopped at once.
That was even more terrifying. The silence, the darkness and knowing that somewhere near them was a man
whom they did not know—it was all horrible! Only Bundash tugged at Lapitch and quivered with excitement.
Then, suddenly, there were more sounds of branches breaking and in the darkness the children could just see a
very tall man come out onto the path. Their hearts stood still-then they heard the man strike a match. The match
flared up—
Well, if you’ve read this book so far and if you’re fond of Lapitch perhaps you’d better close this book now
and wait until tomorrow!
*
As the match flared up, Lapitch was able to see the man’s face. It was Master Scowler! He was deathly pale
and his clothes were torn. He stood there and exclaimed in his deep voice,
“Lapitch! Is it really you?”
“Yes, sir,” said Lapitch, and held out both his hands. He did not know whether he was glad or afraid. And what
do you think Master Scowler did? He came right up to Lapitch, lifted him up and said,
“Lapitch, my dear little boy!”
And for the first time in his life, he stroked Lapitch’s hair and face! Lapitch was more astonished at this than at
anything that had happened to him that night or in his life. Probably nothing that ever happens to him will surprise
him more! It was no wonder that both he and Master Scowler cried a little with joy, although, as they were both
men, they did not usually give way to tears.
*
They sat down on the tree stump, all three of them, Lapitch, Master Scowler and Gita. They were all so
stunned with surprise that at first they did not know what to do or say. It seemed that the very moon, just coming
out of the clouds, must be surprised to see who was sitting on that tree stump.
Only Bundash didn’t think that anything was extraordinary. He put his front paws on Lapitch’s knees and
looked first at him and then at Master Scowler. He thought they must both be here to make shoes, and he waited
for Master Scowler to produce his leather and scissors. Dogs seldom understand anything new, only things that
have happened often.
Master Scowler then began to explain how he had come to be in the woods, and what a story it was! Lapitch
sat there, his little apprentice’s head in a whirl. To save the reader from feeling the way Lapitch did, we will cut
the story short.
Two days ago, Master Scowler had been robbed when he was driving through the woods to the fair. He was the
man that Yana had mentioned to Lapitch. This was how it had happened. Master Scowler had set off at daybreak
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alone in the cart because the man from whom he had hired the horses had gone ahead of him with another cart.
When he reached the thickest part of the woods, two men had ambushed him. They sprang out of the trees, pulled
him from the cart, bound his wrists and led him deep into the forest. There they tied him to a tree and then drove
off, leaving him to starve.
For two whole days Master Scowler remained tied to the tree, and as he was quite sure that there was no help
for him, he commended his soul to God. He remembered everything he had done in his life, good and evil, and he
also remembered Lapitch and longed to see him once more. When a man is tied to a tree for two days without
food or drink, he has plenty of time to ponder, and the way he thinks about his apprentice then is very different
from when he is shouting at him in the workshop.
Anyway, as he told the children, he had given up hope and decided that he would never get away from the tree
alive.
“Then last night,” he continued, “one of the two men who had tied me up came to me. I thought he had come
to kill me, but instead he untied my ropes and said, ‘Go now, with the help of God, and get out of these woods
quickly.’ And he took a handkerchief out of his pocket and there was a silver coin wrapped up in it. He gave it to
me and said, ‘Take this. Since I got it, my heart has turned from evil to good. Perhaps it will bring happiness to
you too. I am going away to lead a better life.’” When Master Scowler had finished, Lapitch exclaimed,
“Oh, that was Gregory! I took him the silver coin from his mother! She didn’t weep for him in vain.”
“She certainly didn’t,” said Master Scowler. “It must be a coin that works miracles.”
It occurred to Lapitch that perhaps it was the coin that was making Master Scowler kind to him. He rather
hoped so, because he had already wondered whether the change was only due to his master having been tied to a
tree without anything to eat or drink. When Master Scowler ended his story, he added,
“You see, because of the fair, misfortune almost came to me for the second time.”
“What happened the first time?”
“I’ll tell you all about it when we get home. Because now, my dear little Lapitch, you must come back with me
and you will be happy, so don’t worry. I can’t talk any more now. I’m very hungry, because all I’ve had to eat was
a little piece of dry bread I had in my pocket—I managed to quench my thirst at the stream.”
By this time the clouds had gone and it was clear moonlight again. Master Scowler looked at Gita who sat
there quietly, and he thought she was like a small, beautiful, frightened bird.
“And who is this?” he asked.
“She’s an orphan, like me. She hasn’t any father or mother so we travel together,” said Lapitch.
“We’ll take her home with us,” said Master Scowler, and it seemed to his apprentice that he suddenly looked
very sad. Then Lapitch jumped up and cried,
“Oh, dear, how much time I’ve lost! The moon is bright now so let’s hurry to Marko’s house.”
“We’ll go together,” said Master Scowler. “I don’t like this forest. On the way you can tell me where you are
going and why you have to hurry.”
*
Soon they reached the end of the thicket. Master Scowler gave one hand to Lapitch and the other to Gita and of
course it was very nice to walk like that through meadows in the moonlight. As they walked, Lapitch told him
about the man in black and Marko’s cow. Then they came onto the road and saw Marko’s house. All was quiet as
they approached it and nothing dreadful seemed to have happened. They could hear the sound of a bell from the
cowshed. Inside it the beautiful spotted cow was nibbling hay.
So the man in black had not yet taken her away! Lapitch was delighted because he had arrived in time!
It was not yet dawn. Inside the house everything was silent. Marko and his mother were still asleep. Then
Lapitch knocked at the door, and Marko’s mother got up and came to see who was there. Lapitch told her why he
had come and warned her to guard her cow. When she heard what he had to say, she raised her hands to heaven
three times and thanked God for sending Lapitch to her. For if the man in black had taken her cow, all she would
have had left would have been ten geese. And a mother with a child cannot make a living with only ten geese.
“A thousand thanks, dear child,” she said, and hugged Lapitch, who said good-bye to her and went to where
Master Scowler and Gita were waiting for him.
Marko’s mother put on her best dress and went to the district office to get a guard to come at night. Two guards
came to keep watch on her little house every night. Guards are very brave and when they are there no harm will
come to anybody
But the man in black did not come that night, nor the night after, nor even the night after that. In fact he never
came at all. Every night, the guards smoked three pipes of tobacco and when they had smoked thirty they decided
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it was safe enough for them not to come again.
After a few days a body was found. A man had fallen, probably in the dark, into the deep quarry about which
the basket maker had warned Lapitch and Gita. The dead man was dressed in a black coat. It was the man in black
whose evil life had finished thus. He had fallen down the cliff when the cloud covered the moon. So that same
cloud which had dismayed Lapitch and Gita so much was lucky for them and Marko’s mother and Master
Scowler. If it had not come when it did, perhaps the man in black would have killed all of them.
Now for Lapitch all danger was past. What comes next is nothing but joy and happiness—such great joy as he
never would have thought of eight days ago when he had run away in the night, so lonely and so sad.
*
There is not much point in telling now Master Scowler, Lapitch, Gita and Bundash got back to Master
Scowler’s house. Happy people do not notice how far they have to go. But on the way, Lapitch gathered a bunch
of wild flowers—red poppies and white daisies—and that was all that happened.
So they came to the town, then to the master’s house, then into the courtyard. Then they went into the house.
How Master Scowler’s wife cried out with joy when she saw her husband and Lapitch and Bundash. She had
thought she would never see any of them again. She had heard that her husband had been robbed and taken into
the forest and she had supposed that he must be dead. So she was wearing a black kerchief on her head, and her.
eyes were red with crying.
But now they had all come back and brought a beautiful little girl with them! She greeted Gita so kindly and
looked at her so tenderly that the child’s heart felt as though there was some wonderful happiness in store for her.
Then they all went into the workshop.
We shall leave them there for a time so that they can hug and kiss one another, have something to eat and
recover from the hardships of the journey.
*
A little later Master Scowler, his wife, Lapitch and Gita were sitting at the table. They were rested and
refreshed now, so their faces were happy and quiet. Only the master’s wife still looked at Gita tenderly and her
expression was a little sad. At last she said to her husband,
“Our Maritsa would be about Gita’s age now.” Both of them sighed and then Master Scowler said to Lapitch,
“I promised to tell you of the misfortune that befell us at the fair, so now you shall hear about it. Eight years
ago, we lived in another town and we had a beautiful little daughter called Maritsa. She was three years old and
the joy of our lives. One day there was a fair in that town and I went there and took her with me. While I was
selling my shoes she got lost in the crowd. We searched and searched for her the whole day but the child had
vanished. We searched the whole day, and the week through, and the month that followed and the whole year
round. But we never found our little Maritsa again. There were all kinds of people there. God knows what evil
person took her away and how much she had to suffer—and we too! We suffered because whatever a child feels,
its parents feel also. In the end we moved from that town because we didn’t want to be reminded of the place
where such a terrible thing happened to us. And from that time, my dear Lapitch, I hardened my heart and you had
to suffer very much because of this.
“But now things will be different. For if you had not been kind, Gregory would never have repented and
helped me to escape.”
Lapitch did not know where to look when Master Scowler praised him. He fidgeted, first scratching his ear and
then wiping his boots with the sleeve of his red shirt. Then he said,
“I suppose you couldn’t find Maritsa—and if you did you probably wouldn’t know her now.”
“We shall never find her,” said the master’s wife, sorrowfully, wiping away a tear. “But we should still know
her.”
“How would you know her now, since she was so little when you last saw her ?” asked Gita. She was nearly
crying herself because this kind and gentle lady was so sad.
“We would know her,” said Master Scowler’s wife, “because when she was very small she grabbed at a knife
and cut her thumb. It made a scar shaped like a cross.”
Have you ever seen a mother and child hug when they are reunited after many years! For Gita had that scar on
her thumb—she, of course, was Maritsa!
“Mother, darling mother! I am your Maritsa!” she cried, and flung herself into Mistress Scowler’s arms.
“Oh, my dearest Maritsa! My own darling!” The master’s wife wept from sheer happiness and hugged her
daughter. They hugged twice and three times and ten times. All you could hear in the room was Mistress Scowler
sobbing with joy. Master Scowler went up to Gita and laid his hand on her head, and was so happy that he could
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not say a single word. Their joy seemed to flood the room with golden light.
Our good little Lapitch felt as though he were in church. He stood quite still, his eyes cast down and his hands
joined.
They sat and talked for a long time afterwards and Gita went from her mother to her father, and the more they
looked at her the more beautiful she seemed to them. And to her, her parents seemed to grow more wonderful
every minute. Of course, she was really Maritsa, and that is what her parents called her. But we shall call her Gita
until the end of the story, because it is difficult to get used to a new name. And Lapitch said,
“I shall go on calling you Gita, because when I say it I think of all the adventures we had together. When I say
Maritsa it seems as though I’m talking to a stranger.”
“You certainly had enough adventures, dear Lapitch,” said Gita’s father. “I suppose we shall never know who
took away our Maritsa at the fair and gave her to the circus. Who knows—perhaps it was the man in black, the
thief who took the black horse, as you have been telling me. Ah, Lapitch—without you we would never have seen
Maritsa again!”
“I don’t deserve to be praised,” said Lapitch. “If you had not been so strict with me I should never have run
away and found your daughter. So perhaps it’s all through you, really.”
Lapitch was right. You cannot always tell who really deserves praise. So when two people praise one another,
they had better give thanks to God.
And this is what they did. The next day Master Scowler and his wife bought new clothes for both the children
and then they all went to church, dressed in their best. Joyful sunshine fell on them through the church windows.
It made them feel they had done the right thing in coming there to give thanks.
*
When they came back from church, Lapitch said,
“There is still something I must do. Please may I go out for half an hour?”
Of course Master Scowler let him go, because now everything was very different from the time when poor
Lapitch had had to make a joke of the green trousers he disliked so much. So Lapitch took the bunch of poppies
and daisies he had gathered on the way, and explained that he had promised it to somebody.
Now you see how kind Lapitch was. In spite of all his adventures, he had not forgotten that he had promised
some flowers to the maid if she helped the old milkman by carrying the heavy milk can upstairs for him.
So now he set out with the bouquet for her. He soon found the house. Climbing up to the third floor he rang the
bell. The maid opened the door and was very surprised to see the funny Lapitch dressed in such elegant clothes.
Still, she knew him at once, for you don’t know a person by his dress, but by his eyes.
“I promised you these, Miss,” said Lapitch, giving her the daisies and poppies.
“I must say you’re a man of your word,” said the maid, “and you’re lucky too. I’ve got a letter for you, and if
you hadn’t brought the flowers you’d never have got it.”
Lapitch had had many adventures on his journey, but he never had a letter in his life. He was quite
dumbfounded when the maid went into her room and came out again with a large envelope.
“A boy brought this,” she said. “He told me the milkman had died from old age. Before his death he had
written this. And the boy said that if Lapitch the apprentice brought me my flowers I should give it to him.”
Lapitch took the letter and turned it over and over in his hands. He really didn’t know what to do with it and he
wondered whether he should give it to the maid as a present along with the flowers. But then he thought that this
would be silly, because on the letter it said, “To Lapitch the Apprentice,” and he was the only person in the world
called that.
So he opened the letter right away. It was the right thing to do. If you are worrying about the contents of a
letter, do as Lapitch did, for a closed letter is always much more worrying than an open one.
However, this letter was a wonderful one. It was printed in large letters and it said:
The old milkman had no children or relatives or godparents. When he died, he remembered Lapitch the apprentice and left his donkey and cart to him. This is to tell Lapitch the
apprentice to come to the old man’s house by the town toll bar to collect his inheritance.
At the top and bottom there were things written and numbers and probably the signature of the person who had
written this and his address, but Lapitch didn’t read that either at that moment or ever. He was too full of
gratitude.
“Oh, how I wish I could thank the old man!” he exclaimed. “How I wish he could know how well Gita and I
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will look after his donkey! Good-bye, Miss,” he said to the maid. “I must run back and tell Gita the good news!”
He was just about to run downstairs when the old lady of the house came out of her room, an old and very
distinguished-looking person, wearing a black silk dress and a small white cap on her head. She was the maid’s
employer and she had heard from her what a good and unusual boy Lapitch was. She offered to adopt him and
send him to a good school. Lapitch took off his cap, kissed her hand and said,
“Dear madam, you are very kind. But if you don’t mind, I would rather be a shoemaker because I like the
trade.” And he added,
“As it is, many more people wear out shoes than mend them.”
The old lady laughed and agreed that it would be a great pity if Lapitch did not become a shoemaker. So he
kissed her hand; again and ran downstairs with his letter.
Lapitch certainly did like making shoes, but at the moment all he could think about was his donkey. And if he
had accepted the old lady’s offer he would have had nowhere to put it. He ran through the streets and was at home
in next to no time.
“We’ll be able to take the shoes around with our donkey and cart,” he shouted to Master Scowler, waving his
letter. And he told him what had happened.
So that afternoon he and Gita went to collect the old milkman’s legacy. They might have had difficulty finding
his house but the directions in the letter said it was near the town toll bar. The toll bar sticks up high in the air and
can easily be seen. When Lapitch showed them the letter, the people who had shared the milkman’s house handed
over the donkey and cart.
So he and Gita had a wonderful ride through the town, and Gita only regretted that she didn’t have her golden
trumpet to blow! After all, she had grown up in a circus!
But Lapitch pointed out that it would not be suitable for Master Scowler’s daughter to blow a trumpet, riding
on a donkey through the town. So they just sang cheerfully and now and again cracked the whip, while the
donkey pricked up his long ears. As soon as they got home, though, Lapitch couldn’t help showing how happy he
was. He jumped down from the cart, throwing his cap in the air, and ran to the house. He put his head round the
door and shouted at the top of his voice,
“Here’s the donkey!” Gita burst out laughing.
“Do you mean yourself?” she asked.
So to avoid any more mix-ups of this kind, they gave the donkey a name: Kokodan. A woman stood nearby,
and when she saw Lapitch and Gita so happy she sighed and said,
“Wouldn’t it be wonderful if children stayed that age forever!”
“If we did,” said Lapitch, “we should be in the same class at school all our lives. And the teachers wouldn’t
like it. So it’s really better to have fun now and then grow up just like other people.”
*
And that is what happened. Lapitch and Gita grew. Lapitch remained a shoemaker and Gita almost forgot that
she had ever been in a circus. But once, something reminded her of it.
Some years later a circus came to the town and Master Scowler took all of them to see it on Sunday. Gita,
sitting among the audience, saw a beautiful little girl come riding in on a white horse. The horse was Soko, just as
good and gentle as he had always been. But he was even whiter than before because he had aged as horses do,
even though their troubles are not as great as those of men.
Gita also saw her parrot and learned that her bird and her horse were quite all right with the new circus boss.
Soon after Gita had gone home with Lapitch, the old boss had fallen ill. But happily, he repented of his sins before
he died.
*
When Gita and Lapitch were really grown up they married. Later, when Master Scowler was very old, Lapitch
took over his business.
They had four children and three apprentices. And sometimes on Sunday afternoons, the children and the
apprentices would gather around to listen to the story of Lapitch’s wonderful adventures.
His boots stood in a glass case, where everybody could see them. And if anybody is sorry that we have come to
the end of the story, he may read it again and count up all the people that Lapitch was able to help—because
though he was small he was as cheerful as a bird, as brave as a knight, as wise as a book and as good as the sun.
26.164 The Master Of His Own Body\fn{by Slavko Kolar (1891-1963)} Palesnik, Bjelovarsko-Bilogorska County,
Croatia (M) 13
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The Postmaster-General has very little to do with Pavuncec Hill. If he had as little to do with other villages and
towns, his lovely and interesting institution would soon go bankrupt, to the great sorrow both of the Minister of
Finance and of keen, good-natured stamp-collectors.
This is why, whenever a letter reaches this strange part of the world, it is considered a great curiosity and
people at once find out who it is from, who it is for, and where it is from: from America, from the lawyer, or from
the Army. For these are the only three worlds in correspondence with Pavuncec Hill.
So it happened on this occasion as well, when Constable Mata Domitrovic, having finished his official
business with the head of the village Petar Pavuncec, made for the courtyard of Jacob Pavuncec with a letter in his
hand; rumors spread like wind throughout the village:
“Bagusar’s Iva is writing from the Army!”
As distinguished from other Pavunceces—who because of a peculiarity of their house or of their family, or
perhaps some other feature, had attributes like Drytail, Snorter, or Goggles—those of house number 16, as well as
of several other numbers, were called Bagusars. That is:
“I am called Bagusar, and they write to me as Pavuncec!”
As the constable entered the yard, somebody was coming down a rickety ladder from the garret of the hay-barn
—it was Roza, Jakob’s daughter-in-law and the legal wife of this self-same Iva who, undoubtedly had sent this
letter.
“Here’s your husband writing to you from the Army,” Mata told her.
Brushing off hay dust, she started and looked in wonder at the constable. To tell the truth, her slack-skinned
yellow face, with eyes which were neither white nor blue but somehow washed out, seemed to be wondering
incessantly. This made the constable snap:
“Yes, yes, your husband’s writing to you, anything surprising in that? Here it is, take the letter!” Roza did not
take the letter, but without saying a word rushed into the house, all in a flurry, shouting:
“Father! Oh, father! Have you heard, a letter’s come from Iva. Here it is, the constable’s brought it!”
Coughing came forth from a hollow throat in the big, dismal wooden hut, there were angry mutters, and finally
something appeared in the door; it was a lean, tall, hairy, scowling man—that is to say Jakob Pavuncec in person.
He crossed the doorstep, lazily and as if against his will, greeted the constable sourly, and took the letter. He
turned it in his hand two or three times, held it further away and squinted at his, and then gave it back.
“Come, do read it for me,” he said with endless boredom. “I’ve got a pain in my stomach! And besides … I
cannot see very well.”
The letter was returned to Mata again. The frail envelope was all creased, dirty, and shabby. No wonder, after
all that long journey! From Kosovska Mitrovica to Pavuncec Hill! And then passed for a fortnight from desk to
desk at the District Council at Bikovski Vrh (the premises of which are at the same time a kind of post office),
until one day it was discovered by the alert and careful eye of Constable Mata among the latter. As he was a literate man, he had no difficulty in discovering who it was for, and so, at long last, the letter reached its destination.
In a flash the whole family, and even some neighbors, gathered around it. Something puffed, panting, in from
the field: it was mistress Bara, Iva’s mother. Her loins were huge, her back was broad, her breasts abundant, but
she had difficulty in getting her breath. She had been a beauty—once; even now she like to boast that in those
days there had not been a single gendarme or tax-collector who could pass her by without looking back!
Being a soft-hearted woman, when she learned what it was all about, her large blue eyes, still lively, were
flushed with tears—both of joy and grief.
“Is it my Iota writing? Eh, my dear child, may God keep you and give you good health, that’s all I wish for!”
She sighed again and again, and then turned to Constable Mata:
“Come, Mata, dear, read us every word of it!”
Mata, however, had already opened the envelope and was examining the letter with an air as important as if he
were going to read a Sunday proclamation under the lime-tree. The Pauvnceces enjoyed this, because reading
came to Mata as easily as it did to the parson ministering at the altar. Perhaps one of the Pauvnceces could do it
too, but he would be difficult to follow; deciphering each letter slowly, and joining it even more slowly to the next
one, as an unskilled bricklayer fumbles with bricks.
Praised be Jesus and Our Lady!

Mata begins to read, and his audience mechanically answers:
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“For ever and ever—amen!”\fn{As if they were at Mass, where this is one of the traditional responses}
My dear parents,

proceeds the Constable,
\t’s Me Iva writing to You, sending you every good wish for happiness from Our Lord and from my own heart

“May God keep you, my dear son,” interrupts fat Bara, covering a long, long distance in her thoughts, and,
deeply touched, wipes her eyes with her hand and sleeve.
“May God give you health and speed your return home!”
“Shut up, you old fuss-pot!” growls her dry and hairy Jakob angrily.
Dear parents,

proceeds Constable Mata again,
I want to tell you that I will be through with the Army soon, and they’ll let us go home. And I want to tell you that I
need civilian clothes to come home in, because moths have eaten away all my old ones. And I beg you to send me the
above-mentioned clothes and a little money for expenses, because it is a long journey. And there is nothing else I have
to write to you or to tell you, except my best wishes to all of you, father and mother, and brother Joza and sister Ljuba
and sister Bara, and the young bride Kata and uncle Peter and all his family, and aunt Mara Labudanka and my old
man. And remember me to Stefa Goggles and Mika Drytail. This is all, and see you soon, and send me civilian clothes.
Maple is green, so is pine, I wait for a quick answer to this line!!!
And let me know if you’ve sold the oxen and if Pisava has had a calf!

The Pavunceces listened to the letter with pricked-up ears. Tears dried up in the beautiful eyes of mother Bara;
she was worried, and her Jakob even more so. Money has to be found, my dear! It’s easy just to write that!
Others began to tell stories about their days in the Army—how it used to be once, and how it is now, and they
went back to Kosovska Mitrovica and to Stip, where there were Arnauts and malaria, the ill-omened fever which
had begun to shake people even at Bikovske Gorice.
Only Roza, Iva’s wife, moved away from the others and leaned on the door-frame. She stared blankly with her
wondering, washed-out eyes. Her eyelashes did not blink, but blue veins were showing along her thin, long neck.
As if she were drowning.
All at once, in a strange excitement, Roza jumped at the constable, pulling him suddenly by the sleeve.
“Listen to me, Mata, have you really read every word of it?”
“Why do you ask me that?”
Her voice glittered with tears. Mata perceived this, and readily looked for the letter, went through it again
carefully, shrugged his shoulders, and began to wonder himself.
“Yes, indeed, not a single word for you!”
Roza went back to the door-frame and clung to it like a caterpillar. Then she howled, as if keening, wildly and
desperately.
“Good God, you see everything! Good God, you see and hear everything! My Iva remembers everybody, his
father and his mother, his brother and his sister, all the family. He hasn’t forgotten the ox or the cow either, but
there is not a single word for his wife! A good or a bad one!
“Good God, you know so well how I toil, how hard I work and take care of everything … I live an honest life
and behave properly, yet my legal husband has not a single word for me! Is that just? Is that honest? Oh, my dear,
dear mother, why was I ever born?”
They were all astounded, the members of the family as well as the neighbors, for nobody had ever heard Roza
shout. They knew her misfortune, but she had humbly put up with it till now, and even if she did complain, it was
in thin, half-audible whispers.
Everybody felt uneasy. The gathering dispersed slowly. The mother-in-law, Iva’s mother, was angry, because
nothing could stop Roza.
“Can’t you stop wailing, has anyone died here?”
“My happiness has died!” sobbed Roža and went on with her dirge.
Jakob also bared his teeth at her, cursed female brains, and then asked the constable to come in for a bowl of
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wine.
*
In fact, a cow was to blame for all this.
And not an outstanding animal at that, not of a fine breed, but an ordinary home-bred cow, distinguished only
by her twenty years of age and by the fact that she had but one good hip and one horn. The other hip had been
maimed and the other horn lost in the course of the various adventures of her stormy life.
So she was not a beauty, but she gave a lot of milk and was therefore of great value in the household of Jakob
Pavuncec-Bagusar. The more so as she was the only milch-cow in the stable—her companions being two small
oxen and a degenerate, horribly hairy heifer. This is why Jakob esteemed her so highly and in spite of all the
shortcomings of her exterior was really proud of his Rumenka
His wife Bara, however, occasionally swore at her on the pasture or when milking her, because Rumenka had a
restless temper. But still Bara was deeply attached to her.
However the greatest, indeed the fatal vice of Rumenka was her wild lust for clover. (The good God easily
forgave her recklessness in fighting with just one horn!) But clover is a dangerous plant for cattle!
And it was just that trifling matter that Jakob’s son Iva forgot, when as a lad of seventeen he was charged to
take care of Rumenka for a while as she grazed in the stubble-field below the house. It was a hot summer
afternoon. The field was enclosed by very strong hedges—consisting exclusively of hornbeam, hawthorn, and
hazel, and their shade seduced Iva to hide himself from the hot star of heaven. And while Rumenka, choosing
earnestly and deliberately, was nibbling the little grass and buckthorn that she could find in the dry stubble-field,
Iva lay down in the shade, sprawled like a young god.
At that time there were no worries or heavy thoughts to trouble him, and so, squinting from time to time at
Rumenka, and barking at her now and then (for instance—“Rumenka! … Where are you going? … You vile
beast, may God’s arrow strike you!”), he sailed away into a sweet sleep, as if into warm water. His eyes closed,
his mouth opened, and his nose began to fiddle a high-pitched tune like a locust.
Iva was disturbed neither by flies flagrantly buzzing around his nose and idly walking on his healthy, rather
grubby cheeks, nor by the bumble-bees making a deep humming sound and flying lazily from one flower to
another. The boy slept in the shade like a cat in the sun.
In the meantime Rumenka went on grazing, stepping slowly over the ridges until she came to the hedge. There
she began to nip the leaves, but her eye was soon caught by the clover on the other side of the hedge, in the field
of Jakob’s neighbor, who was a cousin of the Bagusars.
The clover did not grow in profusion (for on Bikovske Gorice, apart from nettles, little else grows in
profusion), but it was very nice, most attractive, perhaps irresistible. That is why it did not occur to Rumenka that
clover would not do her any good, that she would cause damage, probably expose herself to a sound thrashing,
make an estimate of damage necessary, and set on foot other complications; it did not even occur to her that
clover was very dangerous food for bovine abdomens. She was simply led on by her desire and, light and adroit as
she was, she crawled through the branches without great difficulty and went straight into the clover. She grazed
and guzzled in it as she had never done in her life.
When she had had her fill, she sauntered, gratified, back home. But hardly had she entered the yard and mooed
two or three times in order to have the door of the stable opened for her, when her belly began to puff up like a
balloon.
Rumenka was in labor, gasping. Her eyes rolled in wonder and sadness. She was restless. She felt she was
going to burst.
From behind the stable, where he was whittling a prop, old Markan crawled out, Jakob’s father, the retired
master of the house. The old man, bowed and asthmatic, approached, scraping the ground with his heavy, torn
shoes of woven leather; his sunken eyes, blinking in anger, were deeply set in his skull under the large clusters of
his eyebrows.
“Hmm … playing one of your old tricks again, you monster! And where’s your keeper? Said good-bye to his
cow, did he?”
But though his sight was weak, he noticed at once what had happened. The old man was in a flutter, he ran up
and down, fidgeting, and began to shout in his hollow voice, calling the family and the neighbors.
“Oho—ho, Jakob! Ho, Bara! Rumenka is blown up! Hurry up, or we’ll lose her!”
As if the house was on fire people rushed there together. They started to rub the cow, opening her mouth,
pouring paraffin and oil into it, chasing her around the yard, but there was no sign of its doing any good.
“Indeed, we’ll lose her!” moaned mistress Bara in despair, getting hold of the cow and working hard at her
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loins with her strong hands.
“Good God, have mercy on us and on our heed! What shall we do without the cow?”
Bara burst into tears, her daughter Jaga cried too, and the eyes of the others were also wet. A great misfortune
this, a loss difficult, if not impossible, to replace, in such poverty. When they saw that indeed nothing could help
the cow, somebody ran to fetch a knife, to kill her. There was moaning and wailing—as in a graveyard.
They killed the cow and there was a moment of silence. One could hear only the gurgling, bubbling sound of
the blood which mistress Bara was catching in a large bowl, tears running down her cheeks like large drops of
rain.
Suddenly it flashed into somebody’s mind:
“And where’s Iva? Why didn’t he look after her?”
“He, he … but he’s surely fallen asleep, the devil take him! God’s thunder wake him up!”
His father Jakob, his hands dripping with blood after the slaughter of the cow, his eyes cloudy and sunken with
woe and misfortune, began to turn round as if looking for somebody. He only muttered an awful curse through his
yellow snag-teeth, and added:
“Tell him never to appear before my eyes again—or I’ll kill him, as I’ve killed this cow.”
Poor Iva had just sneaked up and, hidden behind a haystack, was peeping out to see what was going on. When
he had woken up and found that there was a not a trace of Rumenka, he had had ill forebodings, particularly as he
could hear wailing and shouting from far away.
He was worried not only because he was afraid of a whipping and of the shame, but also because he himself
realized into what misfortune he had plunged all the household.
*
But still, one’s own head as well as one’s own back had to be looked after. So without further reflection he
cleared off to the other hill, to an uncle of his called Dugijan.
Towards the evening Jakob was visited by Jew Mukic of Bikovski Vrh, an inn-keeper and a butcher when one
was needed, and, after long bargaining, after all the strain of pulling one way and another, he bought Rumenka
cheaply, both skin and meat.
He carried it all away, on a flea-bitten white horse, and worry and grief fell over the house of Jakob PavuncecBagusar like a black cloud descending on the countryside.
But grief by itself is not of great avail. One has to live, as the good God has ordered it, and one has to suffer.
So Jakob Pavuncec went on plowing, and digging, and dragging wood from the forest, all the time thinking over
and over again how to come by another cow. Should he borrow the money and buy it, or sell the heifer which, as
it seemed, was never going to make a good milch anyway? Or do it another way? Which way—nobody could
guess.
The heifer was sold, but they did not get a new cow. They got too little money and there were other needs to be
met: taxes, charges, flour to be bought, shoes, and the heavy leather-woven boots. Both the money and the heifer
were soon gone.
All sorts of schemes and calculations were examined until suddenly a solution was found—the simplest, the
cheapest, in fact the only possible one. How amazing nobody had thought of it before!
*
One day on his way home after a fair, going through the village of Batinjani, Jakob Bagušar met an old friend,
his mate from his American days, Jura Batinjan.
They had worked together for three years, over there in Milwaukee, and then Jakob went back to his “old
country,” whereas Jura stayed on for a few more years. So he learned a little more, and he already owned land: a
lot of land, and it was good land!
Jakob stopped at his place for a glass of wine and they remembered the old days, talked over new worries, their
glasses clinking from time to time. Jakob noticed everything, he found out about everything, drowsy, weary, and
sour as he seemed (his face always looked sour!); he noticed that Jura was a prosperous farmer. There was a
wonderful stable, of new oak timber, with tile roofing. In the stable five or six cows, and among them a piebald
heifer, already with calf, beautiful, like a young damsel. Jakob could hardly take his eyes off her.
Jakob noticed further that there were two girls and a boy in the house. One of the girls already advanced in
years: twenty-four! Nobody was going to marry that one.
Jura’s wife nagged about this incessantly, though nobody had asked her about it. But it was clear that it pained
her deep in her heart. She was so unhappy about it—such a good family as theirs, and to feed an old spinster!
Besides, there was the younger daughter, she was fifteen, she would also like to marry, but there it was: the older
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one was in her way!
She was not what you would call “attractive,” she was not a beauty, her mother herself admitted that much, but
she was good-natured and hard-working. So quiet, you didn’t notice her in the house. They were also, she said,
meaning the parents, partly to blame for it, for her not having married. There had been suitors, wooers, but they,
her parents, were too fastidious, nobody was quite good enough for them. That’s how the years had gone by, like
fog, unnoticed.
Jakob listens to this story—one would almost say without being particularly interested in it. But he pricks up
his ears, which always seemed to be pricked up anyway, and squinting his drowsy eye he stares at the girl
whenever she passes through the room, taking her measure, sizing her up.
The wench is big, bony, but somehow “out of proportion.” Her breast like an ironing-board, her face long, as
long as the litany on All Souls’ Day. As if she were going to cry. And her voice so soft, wailing, one would think
she had a stomachache. (Eh, his Bra, what a wench she had been in her day! For Jacob, though sour and drowsy
all the time now, was a great one for women in his younger days. But now he has pain in his stomach and he is
oppressed with worries!) However, all that would not matter much—for what’s the use of beauty?
But it seemed to him that the wench was hobbling a little. Her left foot was somehow turned in, and it seemed
all the time as if it were going to stumble on the right one! That was a more serious defect! But then on the other
hand, if Jura were willing to give away that heifer, both the heifer and the calf to come, one might forgive
everything. And people would understand, they would even approve of it—for such a cow has never been seen on
Pavuncec Hill.
However, Jakob was a wise man, so he wisely kept his thoughts to himself. He just made one or two hints, as if
by the way, about his Iva being a good and clever boy, though quite young. And so he parted from his friend Jura
and his talkative wife, and, taking a short cut, hurried back to get home before dark.
What with wine, what with these thoughts, he warmed up and the picture was quite clear before his eyes: the
piebald heifer, heavy with calf, slowly and proudly coming into his yard! … Into his stable!
He came back home, took off his leather-woven shoes, undid the muddy leggings, soaked in sweat, and his
wife laid them out under the stove to dry; then he grasped the bowl of potatoes, and when they were left alone he
told her everything.
In the main she approved of it. It is a little awkward, of course: the bride seven years older than the bridegroom, and one of her feet turned in at that! But on the other hand, it has been three months that they have had to
do without a cow! She is well aware it will be hard on Iva, but isn’t he himself to blame? He has ruined one cow,
he should bring home another. Isn’t that right? And after all, what’s the use of beauty and youth? What matters is
that the wench is hardworking and obedient.
On the next day a council was held with Aunt Jela Futacka of Futac Hill, a wise woman and a diplomat of
repute.
In a few days Jela was ready, after many quiet and important consultations with Jakob and his Bara, to set off
for the village of Batinjani. She had a bosom friend over there, so she would go and see her, but she would not
miss Jura Batinjan either. The arrangement was that she would ask the girl, and find out about the advance-money
and the dowry. For the moment not a word was to be said about the heifer!
Aunt Jela left early in the morning and came back late in the evening, so that she did not even stop at her Futac
Hill, but went straight to the Pavunceces. The report was promising.
Jurica Batinjan was willing to give away the girl, there was no doubt about that! And he himself was not quite
so forthcoming as his wife—she was all for it. He would give three thousand guldens (“Four at least, damn his
American God!” muttered Jakob), he would give a bed and a fine wardrobe with a mirror, in the latest fashion,
and a cow, of course. But he did not say which one, and Aunt Futacka did not ask either. What did she have to do
with it?
Now it was the bridegroom’s turn to go and see his bride. There was no convenient fair or church gathering
just at that time, so there was no other way but to go straight to the bride.
Bara dressed up for the occasion as well as she could. She borrowed from a cousin of hers a new cabajka, that
is to say a black jacket, she even put on white linen and she took a pair of shoes in her hands, the ones which she
used to wear only on great feast-days. (If her age had permitted, she would have put a mottled scarf round her
head—but as it was, she dressed simply and quietly, as behooves a mother who has a son to marry.)
Iva was also spruced up, so far as that was possible, and then mother and son set out for Batinjani: the mother
ahead, and the son following her. If they had been bound on any other business, the son would have had to lead
the way, but as it was, Bara kept turning back every now and then—to see if her fellow-traveler had run away.
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Along the way she gave him instructions and explained the situation.
And all the time she was making one and the same point. Marriage, she kept saying, is inevitable anyway.
Though he is little more than seventeen, it is not too early. And as to youth and beauty, he shouldn’t think too
much of those, because they both, as the Very Reverend himself says, pass away so quickly, and they are not
much use anyway.
Well, she herself was beautiful once, and what’s left of it now, and how long did it last? And if a good and
hard-working wench is offered, even though perhaps elderly, together with such a fine cow and four thousand, as
the father stipulates, eh, one mustn’t hold back and play tricks, but one should obey those who are older and wiser.
Particularly as he is well aware himself that it is he who has brought to ruin such a lovely cow. (Well, that has
certainly been brought to his notice!)
However, Iva’s hook of a nose hung sadly down, his face was narrow and long (the very spit of his father!),
and he did not utter a word. And when they came to the village, and asked for the house of Jura Batinjan, Iva
stood immovable like a young ox, in front of the unfamiliar door.
“Oh, mammy, I won’t! … Do walk in just by yourself, I’m afraid.”
“Are you crazy, Iva?”
“I won’t go, I won’t!”
But Bara, a hefty woman, grasped him firmly by the hand, and pulled hard, so that he, resisting helplessly with
one foot after the other, was walked into the yard. There he stumbled to a pear-tree, stuck to it, and could not be
moved an inch farther. He would see the bride, he said, from behind the pear-tree. Fortunately Jura’s wife
appeared from the house and, genial and talkative as she was, she led them both into the house.
Everybody talked nineteen to the dozen. Bara and Jura’s wife, like those who would soon belong to the same
“family,” were getting on fine. Only Iva was stiff on his chair, as if he were sitting on a nail. But when he caught a
glimpse of the wench who had been chosen for him, he began to sweat with pain. Even his mother Bara was
slightly shocked at the sight, but she was a woman of sense and reason.
And while the mothers were absorbed in their small talk and long stories, Iva crept out unnoticed. At last they
remembered him, but there was no trace of him. They looked behind the pear-tree, then behind every other tree,
behind the drying-houses and the stable, but the boy had disappeared—he had run away like a hero.
But this did not help him. The wench was properly engaged. The advance-money was paid out. Jura Batinjan
agreed to give it, and finally he also gave the piebald heifer, heavy with calf, though he parted with it reluctantly
and only after his wife’s persistent persuasions. But he came to hate, with all his heart, both his own wench of a
daughter, the unfortunate Roza, and his old American mate Jakob, now a member of “the family.”
For a certain amount of cash and a fat goose the doctor gave the certificate that Iva was mature to marry. The
parson of Bikovski Vrh put up the banns and published them three times, and on St. Catherine’s Day he wedded
the young couple.
The wedding celebrations began in the bride’s house. Next day, before noon, they went to church and were
married, and then set off for the bridegroom’s place. Everything as behooves the occasion: banner, tambouraplayers, and yodeling.
All the Pavunceces, as many as there were, ran out to see the wedding procession. There was a joke or two at
the expense of the bride, but not too biting, because everybody had seen the heifer and paid her all the tokens of
respect. And they knew besides that on this occasion the heifer was more important than the wench. Iva’s mother
came out too, although she had so much to do.
At the bottom of the hill, along the winding and slippery path, and over the ploughed land, the wedding
procession climbed up, shrieking and howling. And the mother caught a glimpse of her son, poor devil, swaying
small and reluctant by the side of his ungainly bride. He was hardly up to her shoulder. And she held him by the
hand, while her turned-in-foot kept on rowing, rowing like an oar as she climbed up.
Bara sighed. The mother’s heart in her was weeping.
“Dear Ivek, my dear son, what have you done that God should so punish you?”
*
However, in her Ivek’s small and knotty head, under the new hat adorned with paper-flowers of lively colors
(in the latest fashion) and with green rosemary, in that hard head of his an obstinate thought had been born and
incessantly repeated for the last two days and one night:
“Well, well. We’re going to see who is the master of my body!”
And indeed, when the dinner, the dancing, and all the wedding celebrations were over, when the time came for
the bride and the bridegroom to go to bed, Iva disappeared. There was groping and fumbling in every corner,
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some even peeped into the garret and the hay-barn.
He was found by chance in a drying-house of an uncle of his. And he obstinately refused to budge. He was, he
kept saying, the master of his own body.
“Are you touched in the head?” they asked, amazed. “You aren’t afraid of the bride, are you?”
“Let him who cares sleep with her, I won’t! I am my own body’s master!”
Under the directions of the commander-in-chief, his Uncle Tomo, they clutched the strange bridegroom and
dragged him back to the bride. It was a hell of a job, for the boy was wrenching his arms and legs, biting and
howling. There was laughter too—for nobody had ever seen such a strange sight before.
They laid him down at last by the loathsome bride, who was dying with shame, plunging her head into the
thick, new pillow, all her body clinging to the wall.
Iva was finally broken in, but he wrapped himself in his rough coat, stiffened, shrank into himself like a snake
beside a hedgehog. Thus stiffened, all the time repeating through his clenched teeth his guiding thought, that he
was the master of his own body, he fell asleep. At long last the bride fell asleep too, stiffened, crumpled, as if
frozen.
*
So on the first night. So on the second, the third, and all the others. So for four long years. Until Iva went into
the Army.
Roza was left behind—neither a woman, nor a girl. Always yellowish, she now turned quite yellow. Always
quiet, she now became almost speechless. Her voice was thin, as if she were breathing her last, shaky and almost
inaudible.
But there was nothing to reproach her for. Hard-working, taking care of everything, always up with the lark,
obedient to everybody, she kept her grief for years in her heart, all the time praying God to be her mediator.
But Iva was the same—from the first day to the day of his departure to the Army. He esteemed her work and
her goodness, but without showing it. He did not abuse her, he did not beat her, he gave her no look of love or
hate, without great need he never said a word to her, either a good or a bad one.
And so they merely slept in the same bed (and that only in winter!), they went out to work and came back
together, they went together to church, and from the church to the fair and from the fair back again—side by side,
or one after the other, without a word, without a look, without a touch.
Like two wheels of a cart, carrying the same freight, going the same way, rolling at the same speed, always the
same distance apart, with no thought for each other, connected only by a muddy axle or a knotty perch.
Our Lady of Bistrica and St. Antonio of Padova, or perhaps some clever old woman, might be able to do
something about it. Hope had not died in Roza’s heart—the heart of a girl and a woman.
Iva’s return from the Army had to be awaited.
*
On the shiny iron rails the black train thundered and puffed in. The yellow, barren leaves lying wearily
between the rails were whirled wildly up and scattered in the air lie a flock of frightened sparrows. The guard
jumped out lightly and began to bleat in the guards’ voice and accent:
“Veliko Gnijezdo! … One minute only!”
Several old peasant women with baskets and bundles squeezed out of the train, a smart lady elegantly
descended the high steps, and from the carriages at the rear, with a noise of heavy boots, three or four young men
jumped out with forage-caps on their heads.
Iva Pavuncec was among them. That is at least what it said on the black wooden box, which apart from his
Christian and family names had a Cyrillic inscription telling his company, his regiment, and his town.
They jumped out, and then stopped and stared. As if they had never seen this station before—though this had
always been their nearest station. It was here that they had seen for the first time the famous ajzliban.\fn{ A note
reads: The peasants’ pronunciation of the German eisenbahn (train).}
But they looked at each other, as if they could not believe their own eyes that they were back here, that the
eighteen-months-long dream had finally come true. Then they rushed to the exit, but there was nobody waiting for
them there. Admittedly one of them—the one from Sapovac—had written home telling the day on which he was
arriving, but his father might have thought that it was not worth while to trouble the horse on this occasion, or
perhaps on of the mares was in foal.
So they started on foot. Three of them going the same way, the fourth parting from them at once, as his village
lay in the opposite direction.
They took a short cut. This soil seemed so soft to them. The countryside they knew so well was somehow
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funny and tame, the heavens and the air too mild. It had been different down there.
Their step, their carriage were still military, their forage caps all on one side, their breasts swelling with the
self-confidence which was so lacking “down there.” But now, back home, they were “important.” They were not
yet ordinary civilians. At least for the first few days, or until the forage caps wore out and had to be replaced by
hats.
They came to the first crossroads where a road branched off for Pustike. Lovrek Stepancic said good-bye to the
others there. They stopped, shook hands, earnestly and with dignity, and saluted each other, clicking their heels
correctly. So it was on each occasion when one of them parted from the rest.
They were never long at it. There was not much to be sorry for, and yet each of them found it hard in a way.
Invisible threads were being broken. They were no longer what they had been to each other, and they never would
be again.
*
At last Iva Pavuncec was left alone, and he hurried. It was not long before he caught a glimpse of the small
white church sitting like a loaf of sugar on the top of Bikovski Vrh, and it was to this parish that Iva Pavuncec
belonged. It was only now that he felt that he was nearing his home. Because here he knew everybody, the Very
Reverend, the teacher, the notary, and Jew Mukic. He knew almost every house, well-nigh every field. The grapes
in the vineyards had been gathered, and half the maize as well. Autumn.
His heart was glad. Everything here was his, close to him, familiar. Admittedly there was great poverty, there
was a long way to go to get anywhere, the soil poor, too many people, earnings low. And yet this was his—more
loved and dearer than anything else!
He straightened his back more than before and marched proudly through Bikovski Vrh, but nobody took any
particular notice of him. A young woman coming back from a well smiled at him, Mukics dog Sarko barked at
him lazily and went on snoozing, the notary looked at him through the window but did not recognize him and did
not care who or what he was either.
Half an hour more to go and he would be back home!
About the time when Iva Pavuncec-Bagusar started home from the station at Veliko Gnijezdo, his wife Roza
started from the opposite side of the world for the same destination, i.e., for the house on Pavuncec Hill. The only
difference being that she had one or two miles more to walk.
But as the dumb cannot be surpassed in talking, so the lame cannot be beaten in walking; and the unfortunate
Roza rowed with her turned-in foot more quickly than her Iva with his pair of army-trained limbs.
Nothing good had taken Roza on such a distant journey. Her old grief and trouble made her go. Should she stay
on like this—neither a woman nor a girl? Should she remain the laughing-stock of all sorts of old spinsters and
sluts? Should she suffer her Ivan not to touch her, not to look at her, to go on sneaking into the thicket to find Jaga
Skrinjaric keeping her pigs there, the old slut, the hug and the tug of all the youngsters and shepherds in the
village? And suffer the story which was bound to go on for a hundred years, telling about her husband not
touching her though they slept together? For such a wonder had never been heard of—since the creation of the
world.
Roza was not an inflammable woman, no passion or sinful desire boiled in her, she was not longing for
extraordinary love or tenderness—she did not dream about that—she only wanted to be a wife in fact, as she was
a wife in law, and perhaps to be a mother (but this tiny desire was hidden more deeply inside her…). She also
could have found a lout of a lover, if she had cared for sin, but she wanted Iva, she wanted everything lawful and
proper, she wanted the old customs observed.
What did that Jaga have that she hadn’t. Why did Iva go to see her? If Roza was lame, Jaga was squint-eyed,
and there isn’t much to choose between the two.
But Iva is pig-headed. He wants to take vengeance on her. As if she were to blame. Did she propose to him?
Did she bring his cow to ruin? Hasn’t she brought him four thousand and a fine heifer which her father has not
been able to forget till the present day? Such a fine heifer has never been seen before on Pavuncec Hill! What has
she done to deserve so much hatred and contempt? Isn’t she as good and hardworking as an ant? Isn’t she honest
and quiet?
True enough, he doesn’t do her any harm either, he has never struck her, but what’s the use of that—he has
never stroked her either.
Eh, she would tell him all this, if she had a chance! If he could be only a little softened. …
While he was in the Army, life was a blessing. The peace of heaven. He wasn’t around, and the misfortune and
the grief were somehow less obvious. But ever since his letter came, in which he mentioned everybody except
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herself, since they sent him a little money and began to expect his arrival every day (“He might turn up today—
who knows!”) since that time Roza was agitated as she had never been before. She lived in the fear and pain of
apprehension that the old life was to go on, the old shame and woe.
*
And she opened her heart, standing one day in the pasture and keeping an eye on the cattle, to her neighbor
Marena, the wife of Mike Drytail. Marena was kind, perhaps too kind, and Roza did not like here very much. But
now, bewildered, restless, and frightened as she was, she told Marena her woes as she had never told them to her
next of kin.
Marena listened to her with lively sympathy, sighing heavily, shaking and tossing her head, rolling her light
blue eyes, almost incredulous—as if she were listening to it for the first time, whereas all the parish knew about
this comedy. Then she told her in the greatest confidence that she knew an old woman over there in her own
village (Marena had come from far away), who would surely give her something, a safe device, such a “charm” as
would put a spell on Iva and enchant him so powerfully that he would follow her as a turkey-cock follows as
turkey. He would, she told her, go quite crazy with love and desire. She should just go and see the old woman
living in the village called Taboriste.
So Roza prepared herself, wisely and cautiously, as it were to visit her mother. She prepared the basket, put
eggs, cheese, and honey into it (which she had put away and taken, unnoticed by her mother-in-law), and off she
went. She took with her a little money as well—for though the old woman did not charge anything, a bribe did not
rouse her anger.
And he arrived in the village of Taboriste. The village was on a hill, a village of naked poverty, worse off than
Pavuncec Hill.
The houses were small, leaning, and most of the straw in the thatch seemed to have been combed off by winds
—an ideal village for witches.
Roza was bewildered when she came into the village. She did not know which way to take or how to ask for
old Kata, she felt shy and uneasy about it. She stopped in front of the first hut, without a fence around it, its
thatched roof tilted like a shabby hat on a drunken head. There was a black tom-cat in the small window, and in
the empty yard there were a few black hens with long tails, and a disheveled, lanky cock.
No stable, no pigsty, no henhouse, but only the sooty, mean-looking hut which had grown like a stone fungus
in the midst of a piece of fallow ground.
She suspected that this might be the place, and when a small, lean old woman crept out of the house, gasping
hard, bent at the waist and hump-backed like a withered quince-tree, with a long pointed nose, then Roza crossed
herself furtively and signed deeply:
“My God, forgive me my sins, and help me, but it seems to me that this must be the witch!”
She greeted the old woman, abjectly and tenderly, but the woman was as deaf as a post. However, she got her
meaning and roguishly winked one eye at her over her huge spectacles. Roza felt at once that the old one knew
everything—she was dealing with the devil incarnate. So she crossed herself again, stepping across the threshold
and entering a smoky little room. There, shouting in her ear, Roza told the old woman her trouble and asked for
her help.
The old woman puckered up her mouth and, leaning a ladder against the opening in the garret, climbed up
gasping and hissing like a burrow of snakes. She was asthmatic, and her bent-in chest played like a damaged
bagpipe. She fumbled round the garret, all the time murmuring something inarticulate and horrible. Then she
climbed down again slowly.
She brought something down with her from up there, something black, sooty. Like a cloth or a piece of leather.
When Roza took a better look at it, it seemed to her like a dried frog, but then she recognized a night animal—a
bat.
The witch explained to her that this bat had been drying for seven years in her garret, and that now the time
had come for it to be used. Then the old woman got hold of a wooden mortar and gave it to Roza to pound the bat
in. Roza grasped the pestle and began to beat, cold sweat bursting through her skin with dismay and horror. In the
meantime the old woman took a glass of water and, hissing, began to whisper, each word stranger than the last.
All kinds of charms.
When it was over, she poured the powder of the unfortunate bat into the cloth, sprinkled it with water, wrapped
it up, and put it into Roza’s breast There she should carry it for thrice seven days, and then she should pour it into
the drink of the man she wanted to charm.
Roza gave the old woman the money, the eggs, and all the rest, and then, as if bewitched herself, rushed back
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home. The turned-in foot was not in her way. It moved so quickly that dust rose all over the road.
*
Hardly had she come back to Pavuncec Hill and found shelter in the shadow to regain her breath, when
somebody cried out:
“Ho—ho—is that our Iva on the road?”
Bara, Iva’s mother, mumped up and began to rub her eyes. Yes, it’s him, her Iva, her dearest son! Immediately
tears burst into her eyes, she rushed out through the gate of the yard, embraced her child, smacking him again and
again, so that her kisses could be heard at the other end of the village.
Jakob, Iva’s father, coughed once or twice, but he was not agitated in the least, He rose up slowly and crossed
the doorstep even more slowly, and sourly muttered through his teeth:
“Ah, have you come back?” and stretched out his hand to him.
All the rest of them were quickly assembled too. In blissful surprise they watched with their eyes wide open,
looking at the “soldier” as if he were a prodigy. They examined him, devouring him with their eyes, measuring
him from his cap to his boots. Each of them shook hands in turn, awkwardly and with difficulty. It was not every
day that they had such an occasion!
Roza also approached, hot after her journey, and with a courage she had never shown before she held out her
hand to her wedded husband and said to him:
“Hello, Iva!”
He took her hand in a friendly way, like anybody else’s; he just looked at her with surprise and laughed:
“Hello, Roza!”
He should kiss her, his wife, and this thought suddenly flashed through his mind, but that would be going too
far. There might be some who would mock him,. At that moment the mother grabbed Iva’s box and they all went
in. A hundred questions poured from all sides, what it was like down there, if he was glad to be back home,
whether the food was good, whether he fought the outlaws, what kind of people they were, and all sorts of other
things. He answered every question readily, but with an air of importance.
He had changed a great deal. He had become bigger, stouter, and more earnest. You could see that the boy had
self-respect.
Roza stared at him. She watched him with love and respect. She was glad that he had greeted her so well.
Perhaps the charm was already working. Oh, may God grant it!
However, that day was over and nothing unusual happened. Iva went to sleep in the hay-barn. It did not even
occur to him to go to sleep with his wife. She was a stranger to him as before—perhaps he did not find her
loathsome any more, but still quite indifferent, as if she were an elderly woman, or an aunt in the family of whom
one would not, even in drunkenness, think with sin.
*
Time passed in daily work. Potatoes had been dug out. The little maize left in the field had been collected.
They began to plough the land for barley and corn.
Roza counted the days. In the beginning patiently, but when two weeks were over, she was restless again. How
was she going to carry it out unnoticed by Iva or by anybody else? Would the powder work or not? Should she
pour it all at once or just a little? Or should she perhaps knead it into his bread? And what if the father should eat
it instead of the son?
She argued it all over with her neighbor Marena. She became blindly attached to her. Marena was her only
consolation.
But Marena gave different instructions every day. Obviously she did not know anything about it herself. She
just grinned all the time.
It was not long before rumors spread in the village. The story got about that Roza had been to see the witch
Kata. And people began to tease Iva.
“You’ll fall in love, you know—nothing can help against an old woman’s charm!”
He did not worry much about it, but still, before taking a spoonful, he began to look suspiciously into the pot.
And that was all.
But the day of St. Martin the Bishop was decisive.
*
On reason being that the three-weeks’ time expired on that day, the other that it was the day of the big fair at
Bikovski Vrh, so that everybody alive in Bikovske Gorice, those who had something to do as well as those who
had not, gathered at the fair.
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The Pavuncec-Bagusars decided to sell their oxen. They all set off for the fair, except for mistress Bara. Jakob
and his son Iva drove the oxen, and Roza carried in her basket two hens and a goose to make the business bigger.
It was a rainy, dreary day. It turned cold. Paths and roads were soaked with water, but the patient peasantry
plodded through the mud with great courage, and from every hill a small procession of men, women, pigs, and
horned cattle descended. From time to time a cow mooed, a pig squealed, one of its hind legs tied by a rope, a colt
snorted. Everything else was dignified and solemn.
A festal mood. Surely more so than when they just went to church. For the animal fair was a unique festival.
Some were glad, because they would see so many people, children were looking forward to the roundabout,\fn
{Merry-go-round; roundabout is an English expression} some dreamed of getting something for nothing (they would cling
to those who bargain and offer free drinks afterwards), and some were calculating rigidly and working it all out.
The Pavunceces found a very good place for their oxen on the fairground. It was still early. The real business
had not yet started. Merchants and middlemen cruised round the marked asking for prices carelessly. But little by
little the fairground became crowded with people, there was a smacking of palms, there was shouting, people outcrying each other, wrangling, wisecracking. Old, worn-out jokes, cruel but indispensable in successful business.
An old man came along to the Pavunceces—he would buy the oxen, and after long wrangling, one way and
another, after the palms of their hands were mercilessly worn out with smacking, they began to swear like
troopers and finally parted. Stubborn are the Pavunceces. They do not surrender so easily. And it was not long
before the same old man came back and the story started again from the beginning. At first there was quiet and
friendly arguing—one of them pointing out that the oxen were fine, good, healthy, and strong, the other claiming
that his offer was excellent and that the cattle were not outstanding. Then there was the striking of palms again—
for the second time and for the twentieth. And finally they swore at each other in the most abominable way. You
would think they were going to come to blows, but at the moment of the worst crisis, the old man gave in, the two
palms were struck one against the other once more—parting this time in a living arch which meant that the
bargain was made!
There were sighs of relief. Money was counted out. The change of ownership was registered in the papers and
then, following the old custom, they went to Mukic’s tent—to the Jew of Bikovski Vrh. The bargain had to be
celebrated with drinks.
They ordered a bottle of wine. They called for the second and the third one. They were the best of friends now.
Jakob’s tongue was loosened, he forgot all about his stomach and his stomach-ache, and he was telling wonders
about his oxen. He was sorry to have sold them. He almost wanted to cry. He would never see the like of them
again! But he wished the buyer every luck and blessing.
*
Roza was also sitting with them. She had also sold her goose and hens. And purchased some trifles. She came
and sat by their table and they offered drinks to her as well.
There was more and more noise in the tent and in front of it. Roosters were crying out at the top of their voice.
Pork sizzled, exciting the nostrils dangerously.
“Get it while it’s hot.”
Bakers and confectioners, pewterers and tinkers, peddlers from Dalmatia, small dealers and linen-drapers—
each of them shouted, trying to out-cry all the others, calling and calling, and it was difficult to tell whether one
was more merry and intoxicated with the wine or with all this wonderful din.
Roza sits next to Iva and he is so gallant. As soon as he drinks up his bowl, he pours some wine for her as well,
and she does not refuse. She is glad of it, but at the same time anxious. Both frost and warmth have crept into her
veins. Now or never? Every now and then she touches the packet with the charm. At last she could resist the
temptation no longer, she sneaked out of the tent and, hiding behind a cart, she took out a little of the powder,
poured it into her hand, and came back. Her people were drinking. The fourth bottle of wine was on the table—
everybody’s tongue was loosened.
“Now or never!” thought Roza, herself warmed up, maddened, bewildered.
Iva offered her a glass of wine again, she took it, sipped just a little, and then with a quick gesture poured the
powder into the wine. Her hand was shaking as she gave him back the glass.
“Come, finish it off, I’ve had too much of it!”
But unfortunately Iva had noticed. The thought blazed up in his mind: so it was true! She really wanted to
charm him! The cheek of it! His eyes flashed. His jaw trembled.
“What’s this powder doing in the wine?”
Powder, of course. There was no denying it. Everything had turned out so silly. All was lost. Roza looked at
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him foolishly, frightened into a smile.
“What powder? I don’t know anything about it—honestly!” Poor Roza was so baffled that her colorless little
eyes did not know where to look.
“And so, damn it, you’re playing your tricks on me, are you?”
He slapped her in the face. Her many-colored Sunday scarf fell across her nape with the blow and the fear.
Another slap—like the crack of a whip. Roza shrieked, like a widow in a graveyard. She fell twisted on the bench.
People jumped up. What had happened? True enough, this was not anything unusual, but whenever someone
else is beaten, it is always an interesting sight.
Meanwhile rage was bursting into flame in Iva’s drunken head. He was offended. His pride was hurt. The pride
of a Man. The self-confidence of a soldier. He had been in the Army. He had seen the world. He had fought the
outlaws. What did she take him for? Was he to be poisoned by old women’s charms? And after each question,
instead of a question-mark, there was a blow.
People interfered. There was shrieking and shouting. The constable turned up. The self-same Mata Domitrovic,
the only constable in the district. He was in an expansive mood, his moustache drooping, but still:
“In the name of the law, what’s going on over there? Hold on, boys!”
Iva grumbled. Who had to hold on? He had not touched anybody, and as to his little talk with his wife, what
had the constable got to do with it?
“Is my wife a government or public article?” he asked the constable, with an air of learned importance, instead
of any further justification. Constable Mata, of a philosophic turn of mind himself, was out of his depth there. The
was in no mood for guessing puzzles. And besides, by nature as well as by his sense of police duty, he was rather
a peace-loving than a peace-making man. He only waved his hand and shrugged his shoulders:
“You can beat her as much as you like! But mind out—there are gendarmes about.”
However, during this learned dispute Roza had sneaked out and disappeared, so that when the bayonets of the
gendarmes glistened in front of Mukic’s tent, there was no occasion for restoring order.
*
The party broke up and they set off for home. They would have gone on with another bottle or two, but the
small misunderstanding had cooled off their hearts and their heads. At the other end of the fairground Roza was
waiting for them, with frightened eyes, looking humbly aside.
Iva gnashed his teeth. So she had the cheek to wait for him? What did she want of him, the devil take her? His
small, hard eyes flashed in hellish, uncooled hatred.
“You’ve made fine business of my marriage!” He tossed the words to his father. “Come on—just look at her! Is
that a woman for me?”
They started, walking in the middle of the road. The mud splashed under their shoes. What with so many carts
and such a lot of cattle, the road was like porridge.
They waded on, but Iva could not digest and forget the offence. The question was repeated—now with even
greater superiority: Did she know who he was? Didn’t he tell her, when he was not much more than a youngster,
didn’t he tell her and everybody else, that he was the master of his own body? How then did she dare to attempt to
bewitch him? Should he, a man in his place, now go crazy about her, such an ill piece of luck and a monster? How
could he not beat her? He would kill her, nothing would save her!
A blow was struck again, coming this time with all his strength against her nape. Roza was laid out in the mud
like a frog. Jakob jumped up and grasped his son. The woman was foolish, it was true, and she was to blame, but
she was good natured and hard-working. She had had as much as she deserved! He, the head of the house, would
not allow any more blows.
But Roza, rising up from the mud, defied him.
“No, no, father! Let him beat me!” she cried out and, maddened and muddy as she was, destitute, her white
eyes rolling, she rushed to Iva.
“Strike me, my dear Iva,” she shrieked, sobbing, “strike me. I want to feel by your fist at least that I am your
wife!”
Iva started back, amazed, stung in his heart. He clenched his teeth and hurried on without saying a word. His
father Jakob behind him, and Roza following them, muddy, disheveled, sobbing and wiping her tears with her
palm and her apron.
1920
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49.66 & 295.178 1. The Bone Stars 2. Excerpt from Cyclops\fn{by Ranko Marinković (1913-2001)} Komiza, Vis
Island, Split-Dalmatia County, Croatia (M) 24
1
No account of the terrible strategic schemes in the Second World War would be complete leaving out the
exploit of Torquato, a little lieutenant of the Occupying Division Bergamo. In the very first days of the warfare
against our country he jumped out, an important detail, from as small motor boat on the coast of our little island,
holding two pistols pointed at the Town Hall and crying in an awful voice: “Surrender!”, so that the Town Hall
almost gasped with consternation:
“We surrender, without appeal.”
But nobody answered Torquato’s call for surrender, because there was nobody about. Even the lean dog, a
cynic, which happened to be wandering absentmindedly on the quay like an antique philosopher obsessed with his
own thoughts, would not have barked at this representative of the occupying forces (he thought him such an
insignificant phenomenon within the framework of his dog-like Weltanschauung),\fn{Worldview} if Torquato had
not drawn his attention by his strange demeanor, such as our dog had never seen before on our island. But
nevertheless the cynic, endowed with philosophical wisdom, did not say a word; he just looked at Torquato, very
superficially, with insulting carelessness, and then propped up the corner of the Town Hall building with his leg
—“OK, I surrender to you—” and walked off.
Torquato’s sense of honor was extremely delicate and he easily came to the conclusion that the dog’s gesture
with its leg was very offensive and, if you like, a most unfortunate way of meeting an enemy. This put him in such
a rage that it suddenly seemed to him that the dog was not in fact a dog, but a mocking, sensible being, parodying
his war exploit; he felt the Duce’s\fn{ One of Benito Mussolini’s titles as Fascist dictator of Italy (1922-1945 )} violent slogan
like a whip:
Chi non è con noi, avrà del piombo\fn{Who is not with us will get a bullet.}
and Torquato fired his first bullets and entered the Second World War with a sense of the importance of his
participation. Having received the lead from both of Torquato’s pistols, the four-legged satirist came to understand
too late that there was no joking with the devil; he made two or three drunken circles round the place where he
was going to lie down for the last time, and moaned hoarsely as if cursing his murderer; Torquato’s heart was in
his mouth with vague fears.
Surrounded by the company of his Bergamese Torquato felt very uneasy on dry land. He had about a hundred
people with him, all aged forty, from the reserve class of 1901, who suddenly rushed without waiting for his
command to the walls, the door, corners, and all possible shelters—shelters such as the casks on the quay, or two
or three stunted palm-trees waving their withered fans as if charitably offering a miserable peace to these
frightened people.
Torquato had a lot of trouble with the unfortunate and very personal caution of the people dressed in the same
clothes, given rifles, and sent like soldiers to disembark on foreign shores, to clamber on foreign karst, to tread
foreign stones, and, if questioned there as to what they were doing, to treat the questioner as an enemy and, if
possible, shoot him.
The extreme personal caution was not called fear when people were dressed in the same clothes and had rifles
in their hands; this miserable human feeling was called fear only by enemy propaganda (so liable to exaggerate)
and, later on, by the writers of fiction who, like the lovers of truth and chroniclers of human feeling, tried to
understand every feeling and turn it into fiction in which they did not mock human fear but its misnomer.
When Torquato shouted, not very loudly, “Avanti!”\fn{Forward} the forty-year-olds made sluggish movements
and jumped into “new positions” and the front line was steady again. Torquato’s offensive could by no means
penetrate from the quay to the small streets further inland, where no human soul could still be discovered, which
inspired the Bergamese with even greater caution.
The torpedo-boat San Marco stood protectively calm in the middle of the harbor, the mouths of its guns
pointing at the town. However, this could only guarantee a successful outcome of the operation as a whole. But if
we look at the detail of that pale, unshaven dealer in old clothes from Bergamo, clinging to the door of the Harbor
Master’s Office, his soul imploring the inhabitants of the island to forgive him for being there through no fault of
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his own—what protection was offered to him by the torpedo-boat San Marco, with its guns pointed at the town, if
a rifle was leveled at him from a window so that a bullet could whistle and pierce his head any time?
“Oh, mamma mia,” sighed the old-clothes dealer from Bergamo while Torquato was shouting: “Avanti, evviva
il Duce!”, shouting for promotion, for distinction, and for all the advantages which this exploit could bring him,
but taking as much are of his back as anyone else, as if he were stuck to the wall. And the old-clothes dealer went
on sighing because he found the idea that he could die then and there difficult and unbearable—and die as soon as
he pushed off from the Harbor Master’s Office and moved inland—in that narrow street a man could be stoned to
death. And Torquato was shouting
“Avanti!”
“Antonio,” whispered the old-clothes dealer to his neighbor, wiping his eyes with his thumb and forefinger.
“Francesco,” answered Antonio, and turned pale as if he had seen death.
“Avanti, ragazzi!”\fn{Forward, boys!} exclaimed Torquato waving his hand and briskly giving orders so that the
colonnello on the torpedo-boat could see that it was not just a matter of walking about the town, that there were
difficulties, “porco can.” Everything came to a halt; from the military point of view the situation even became
serious.
“Ma, ragazzi,”—Torquato was no longer giving orders; this was more like an appeal: this way, please, to the
right, for heaven’s sake—but the forty-year-olds had their own civilian professions back at home, they knew how
to translate Torquato’s worries in a different way—and the poignant word ragazzi only reminded them of their
mothers, sad in their mourning, with their vows and rosaries; each could feel on his breast the gentle, protective
pressure of the amulet, soaked in prayers and maternal tears.
Torquato was a little student who was inspired with enthusiasm for fighting and for a violent distribution of
Epsom salts by G.U.F.\fn{A note reads: Gioventu Universitaria Fascista (students’ fascist organization).} He was a descendant
of Scipio and Caesar; one of the sons of the she-wolf who, when going to war, did not hang the consecrating
medal of Loretto around his neck, but the Duce’s words: “Chi non è con noi, avrà del piombo.”
They gave him lead soldiers and the boy had great difficulty in moving them: fear is heavier than lead.
But Torquato believed in the endurance of the wall: otto milioni di baionette, and his army clutched at the same
article of faith: stone is better protection than a mother’s tears. There is power in every faith, and the forty-yearolds were offering to Torquato with all their heart what they had, like honest men, who did not, like war
contractors, swindle their own country by supplying inferior goods.
*
But of course, had it been only a matter of strength, of mere shooting, of brave hearts pumping heroic blood in
the veins, the damned vermin would not have been walking like this about the island before Ilija’s eyes! But what
could one do: the invention of the sling had brought the giant Goliath to his knees and made a dwarfish shepherd a
king, and here the guns of the enemy’s torpedo-boat were aimed at Ilija, asking him in his capacity as commander
of the gendarmes’ station and the chief in command of the forces on the island—to capitulate.
Six gendarmes, six rifles under the command of Ilija, who had a sergeant’s saber hanging from his hip, were
faced with the wretched San Marco aiming its high-caliber guns as if saying: Surrender, poor devils, you’ve had
it!
“Eh, mate, if only you hadn’t so much iron,” Ilija grumbled, angrily looking from the small garret window at
the San Marco in the harbor, as it moved its feelers as if searching for him Ilija, all over the town, to crush him
like a bug.
“But still, take it easy! Freedom hasn’t come to us as a gift.” And Ilija felt his saber, straightened his back
defiantly in his garret, and spat over the roof into the street.
God, how long Ilija had had to wait for this saber! The corporals pushed like rams, they even played tricks on
you so that you would fall headlong while they moved ahead and got your place. The saber only came with the
third star,\fn{A note read: The number of stars denotes rank .} and with the saber—eh, mate, you were somebody, you
stood for something! Your hands no longer dangled in an idle, gendarme-like way, but you could hook them with
your thumbs to the official belt and look important, while your saber pattered, carelessly as it were, on the
pavement until you raised it like a weeping child and put it under your right elbow to stop it bothering you, or you
just moved it across your posterior while talking to somebody, and so you would be sitting on it, as it were, and
still standing on your own feet, like a man—a sergeant.
As a sergeant Ilija came to understand the world of high politics, and he would offer his opinion in the barber’s
shop and pass judgment even on Hitler and Mussolini—being himself a government man and therefore in the
know about all the tricks of all governments. Ilija tapped his saber against the floor, his thought resolute and
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straightforward, what was there to be afraid of, didn’t he always stand by what he said?
“I’m not, mate, one of your fine nincompoops, your humble servant, as they say in Zagreb; where I tread no
grass grows, and mind you don’t get into my hands! No, mate!”
And the barber’s shop was silent as death, only the scissors working on the heads and cutting thoughts and
hairs standing on end; there must be order in the state. Ilija’s saber tapped zealously against the floor of the state
and the scissors clicked in their orderly rhythm.
“Sergeant, sir,” had such an endearing ring in the official contacts of Ilija’s ear; but it was also nice to hear
“Signor Ilija” from the mouth of the shopkeeper selling him hair-oil; that familiarity brought respect into human
relations. And when you went into the shop like a customer, you had to exchange a word or two with the
shopkeeper, it was a debt to the decency of the relations existing among the right people
“Oh, yes, I share your opinion, Signor Ilija, Hitler is stronger than Mussolini.”
“Eh, that bald-headed bastard!”\fn{Mussolini was bald}
Ilija noticed that Mussolini had driven him to the garret, into the mouse-hole, while the San Marco preyed in
the harbor like a tom-cat. The gray tom-cat kept quiet, his guns raised like hairs—he must have smelt a mouse
over here in the garret of the gendarmes’ station, and he seemed to murmur, You just stay there, I can afford to
wait, sooner or later you’ll come out!
Come out? As if Ilija himself had not seen through this; he had no need of those macaroni brains over there,
had he?
“But you won’t have it your own way, mate, do you think I am a greenhorn? Oh, yes, you want me to come out
on the quay and make a target for your guns? Eh, a fig for it! Shame, coward! Do you think I shall sit for you with
the whole garrison in the line of fire, so that you, gentlemen, can give us a fine, free hair-cut? No, mate, here I
am! You come here to me, if you’ve got the spunk!”
*
“Sergeant! Sergeant! Sir!” The gendarme’s face was pale, yellowish, and unshaven, like that of a bed-ridden
man.
“Don’t disturb me, I’m thinking! What’s the matter?”
Ilija never liked such faces. (And he was all the time telling them to shave—blockheads! One was ashamed to
appear before the enemy.)
“Fasten your belt before you drop through the bottom of your own trousers. Come now, what’s the matter?”
“They have disembarked, sir!”
“So what? Did you go to meet them? Did you welcome them with bread and salt, my joy?”
Yes, indeed, Ilija spoke like this, but he also felt a stab in his belly: oh, damn the bastards, so soon? The
invasion seemed to Ilija to have come too early, to have been somehow against the rules. He expected the fire of
the marine artillery first, and then an attack by the infantry. But all right, thought Ilija, you have disembarked, but
you’re not going to embark again! I’ll teach you the rules of warfare, you coward! You’ll learn something about
my tactics, and may your Roman Father help you then!
“What shall we do, sir?”
He had forgotten about the gendarme who looked at him with a beggar’s eyes.
“What shall we do? Have you come to ask me that question? Look at him, what shall he do? Go and get an icecream for your Jerlica! Don’t you know what’s a soldier’s duty in war? To fight and die, mate! That’s what you
should do!” The gendarme took the whole thing seriously.
“So we should shoot, sir?”
“Who will you shoot at?” Ilija was losing his temper. “Who will you shoot at, you ramrod?”
“At … at the enemy …” The gendarme was sick of his own lack of insight: it was hopeless trying to guess the
sergeant’s thoughts.
“And where’s your enemy? Can you see him?”
Uh, what’s this? thought the gendarme, terribly unhappy. There’s no way of coming to an understanding with
this blockhead, and the enemy’s down on the quay!
“Well, I can’t see him yet, sir.” He deigned to raise his voice towards the sergeant’s starry shoulders. “But
we’ll see him soon enough.”
Ilija recognized his own thought which he had waved aside. It came now from this unshaven mouth and he felt
that some of his own wisdom had been stolen. As of the gendarme had broken into the confidential archives of the
staff and stolen the war plans, Ilija leaned towards his face like a tamer of lions and asked him sternly, as though
in the court martial:
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“How have you come to know that?”
“What, sergeant?” The gendarme was as innocent as a virgin when asked about the seamy side of life.
“That we’ll see him soon?”
“Well … sergeant, he’s opened fire!” The gendarme’s surprise was the fruit of his natural suspicion that the
sergeant had perhaps lost his head; had fled up here to the garret, and was now blabbering …
“Oh, indeed! You’ve heard that too? You seem to know quite a lot, mate.”
He put two fingers into the collar of the gendarme’s blouse and pulled him lightly toward himself as if he were
going to whisper something confidential; the gendarme stretched his neck obediently and pricked up his ears, and
Ilija whispered straight into his eardrum:
“Traitor!”
First the gendarme felt the sergeant’s warm breath tickling his ear, and then the word struck deep in his brain,
like a flash. He tried to smile like a man who has a sense of humor, but his smile remained foolishly carved at the
corners of his mouth, when the sergeant, with a quarrelsome movement, pushed him away, sighed with
disappointment, and looked through the garret window at the sky.
The sergeant was frightened by his ridiculous helplessness and so he found treason for an ally: the lack of
loyalty came easier when shared with someone else. The gendarme had done him a favor with his readiness for
action, and he would have come to like him had he not begun to believe that he was really betrayed. He could
even taste the grief of loneliness in his mouth, and swallowed it bitterly with his saliva, like a great man meeting
his destiny in a worthy way.
But this was an inadequate place to meet one’s destiny. In the garret there were some boxes and on one of them
the fat tom-cat Doko, the pet of the gendarmes’ station, was sprawled; he watched with curiosity all the time,
glancing from Ilija to the gendarme, and when the silence after the “treason” set in, he meowed impatiently,
“Shame on you, mates.”
Doko’s voice raised the gendarme’s morale; he could not swallow the word “traitor.”
“Sergeant,” he began in solemn, civilian tones, but the words stopped in his throat when he heard his own
strange voice, sounding like someone else’s and coming from him unexpectedly, as if from a gramophone.
Ilija turned round on his heel, his saber rattled provocatively against his hip, as if reminding him “who we are.”
“You’re still there? Get out of my sight!”
Doko jumped from the box, threw himself prostrate at Ilija’s feet, and was very ingratiating—as if seeing
injustice done and begging for mercy. Ilija never liked tricks between his legs in official business, and so he
kicked Doko with his heavy boot, size twelve, and the unselfish cat was tossed among the boxes, shrieking with
amazement and surprise. He had never experienced anything like it in this house.
*
Ilija was left alone in the garret. He recalled that he was there for the purpose of reconnaissance, and so he
began to watch the neighboring roofs in a strangely absent-minded way, as if what mattered here, after all, was not
the San Marco with its guns. Still, he was losing sight of it; moving its horns like a snail.
“Four and twenty tailors went to kill a snail,” little Ilija was saying in the pastureland, his fingers touching the
feelers of the yellow snail which was painfully sliding along the stone, carrying its shell on its back. The snail
drew in its horns, and Ilija talked to him, lisping with love and joy:
“The best man among them durst not touch her tail.” Ilija raised his finger before his eye and touched, in
perspective, the guns of the San Marco—“none durst touch her tail.”
He was playing. The sheep grazed among the stones of Zagora, and he was building a bridge of leaves between
two stones for the snail, and enjoying the sight of the snail moving along the bridge.
Something rustled and ran on its bare little feet across the garret. Ilija jumped.
“Doko!” But the cat gave no sign of life. He was sorry for Doko now, and so he began to call him tenderly:
“Dokica, look, a little mouse! Dokica!” Doko purred, mortified, from behind a box and did not move.
“Three little kittens, they lost their mittens.”
Ilija had always found things funny at school in Zagora: “The three little kittens, they found their mittens”—
and so he wanted to cheer up the cat, but Doko did not respond. Ilija felt the bitterness of seclusion and sighed.
Those six down there, and all these cowards on the island, and those over there on land, across the sea—they had
all renounced him! There was no one over there, in the towns, at headquarters, in the staff offices and garrisons,
thinking of him, Ilija, who had to sit helplessly here, on the island, as if in a trap:
“The Man in the Moon was caught in a trap, for stealing the thorns from another man’s gap.”
And like a mouse Ilija listened to the voices, quite new to his ear.
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From the narrow streets inarticulate cries could be heard, as of people calling each other in the darkness.
Darkness fell before Ilija’s eyes:
“They’ve come!”
*
“Sergeant!” Long Mile’s head appeared in the garret—he was known as a big eater, but the seat of his trousers
always drooped behind him like a pricked balloon, and the gendarmes kept teasing him about it.
“I pump it up every day,” Mile would say, “but there must be a puncture there, so one can’t really help it.”
“Sir!” Mile repeated, looking for the sergeant in the dark corners of the garret, behind the boxes.
“Here I am. Where are you looking for me? I’m not a cat!” Ilija snapped out irascibly. “That treacherous
bastard must have told them!”
“Well, come on, what’s the matter, Mile?” he asked coolly like a great general in retreat. “What’s the
situation?”
“They’ve broken through our lines, sir! The corners are in their hands.”
“What corners? Speak clearly, damn it!”
“Well … so to say … from the lavatory\fn{ Public lavatory; common at one time in European towns and cities } to the
chemists. And on the other side the corner of the notary and the shoe-shop.” She put out her horns, like a little
Kyloe cow. Then Ilija added aloud:
“You mean that he’s cut us off completely?”
“Yes, sir.” Mile waited for orders with his rifle in his hands, standing at attention; he was at war.
“I should say there are two squads of them, with reserves.”
“So the enemy knew where the station was situated.” The sergeant went on with his analysis of the position.
“And what does it men? It means”—he stopped, pulling his nose with his forefinger, as if thinking—yes,
somebody has informed them about our position … and they’re heading straight here. If they had started for the
Town Hall—of course, they should’ve started for the Town Hall, had it not been for the treason!—My plan was
based on that assumption: attack from the rear, and then I would’ve hit their left flank, from the post office … and
driven them straight into the sea! But what can one do now? Ilija waved his hand in resignation and was lost in
thought.
“Eh, yes,” sighed Mile and stood at ease, putting his rifle down in front of him.
The war was over.
And he left the garret, bowed. He used the rifle like a walking-stick.
*
Ilija listened to the beating of the butt-end of Mile’s rifle against the wooden staircase, like the drum in the
funeral march of the military band last year when they were burying the commander of the gendarmes’ regiment;
the one who did not want to promote him to a sergeant:
“Not in my lifetime!”
Then the beating of the drum resounded in Ilija’s soul, God forgive him, sweetly like a waltz. Marching in the
funeral procession with mournful steps in the select company of bright gendarmes, Ilija felt like dancing to a tune.
The old one had died. Now he was going to embrace it, the long desired! … And indeed, a little later he kissed it
and fastened it at his waist, firmly believing that they were never going to part.
“Damn it, hardly six months have gone by.”
Ilija raised his saber on his hands, like a dead child, and gave it a long, tender kiss, the last kiss of parting by
which they living take leave of the dead. Then he unfastened it and laid it at the bottom of a box, as if in a grave.
“It’s over,” he said, his heart crying: “Hardly six months.”
“Sergeant,” Mile called in a strange voice, without showing his face; he called from the staircase. “Sergeant,
they’re looking for you.”
Ilija felt that nothing mattered any more.
Torquato was as excited as a boy who had won a race.
Ilija greeted him like a soldier. Torquato smiled with scorn and carelessly raised his hand to his eyes. In his
small yellow boots, with his Alpine feather, he looked like a little bird fidgeting on a bough. Small as he looked
standing before Ilija, he found a personal satisfaction in his victory. He kept raising alternately his right and his
left hand to his hips, walked about Ilija’s office as if treading conquered lands, kicked the vanquished chairs,
stopped in front of a map of Europe on the wall and measured it with the spans of his hand, as if traversing the
continent in his enormous, proud steps, bursting with a sense of victory.
One little kitten has found its mitten, thought Ilija, and felt better after taking his little vengeance.
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Torquato pointed with his finger at a spot on the map (our island was under his finger) and looked at Ilija
interrogatively.
“Yes,” Ilija agreed gloomily, as if his confirmation were the act of surrender of the island to the enemy.
And indeed, Torquato signed to him to get out.
“So—dismount!” said Ilija to himself, and went out.
In such moments one cannot think further than the next night’s sleep. Ilija felt like sprawling on his back,
spreading out his legs and putting his hands under his head, and sleeping, sleeping like a man, and the devil take
all the rest of it! Let the past bury its dead.
*
In the corridor six rifles stood against the wall, like six orphans without father or mother, on the bench there
were bayonets, pistols, belts, like the dowry of the dead. Not a single gendarme anywhere.
“Cowards,” said Ilija and felt the pathos of his destiny swelling in his breast. He raised his head high and
marched proudly through the corridor and the Bergamese made way for him with respect, and from their whispers
one could gather that this was “quel caporione”.\fn{A note reads: The ringleader.} Ilija was pleased with the whispers
about his personality and he did not even look at this wretch of an enemy.
On his bed there were well-stuffed straw mattress, sheets of yellow linen, and brand-new blankets smelling of
naphthalene. He bundled them up quickly, fastened the bundle with his belt, and put it on his back.
Francesco, the old-clothes dealer who knew his stuff, approached with curiosity and felt with his fingers the
quality of the blankets and of the yellow linen. Ilija, of course, interpreted his move wrongly.
“Beat it! Left about! This isn’t your old man’s legacy!”
Francesco guessed from the tone of Ilija’s voice what he should do and so he moved back, ashamed. “ Si ssignore, scusi.”\fn{A note reads: Yes, sir, excuse me.}
Ilija found himself in the street. But where could he turn now with this burden? As if saving the last bit of the
state he disappeared quickly round the corner and headed for the quay. As he walked with his head bowed under
the bundle, he suddenly came across a dead dog at the corner of the Town Hall and stopped for a moment to
examine the case in passing:
“Knocked down, mate, eh? Bloody cowards! There’s no joking with the devil,” thought Ilija, feeling that his
burden was stolen goods for which he might have to pay with his head. He remembered the guns of the San
Marco, blinking in their direction under his straw mattress: they were aimed straight at him! He was possessed by
an unpleasant feeling which is, for want of a better word, usually called fear. And anyway, even if it was not
exactly that, Ilija looked about for a shelter.
*
In the unfortunate sequence of events on that memorable day he found himself—let this trivial fact be forgiven
—in front of the public lavatory and, full of gratitude, he kissed the hand of Providence for mercifully directing
him to this place. Rushing into the enameled room, he felt the atmosphere of safety, as if he were under the roof of
a hospital protected by the international sign of the red cross.
“Hmm,” a voice was heard from behind the partition-wall and Ilija’s heart was in his mouth. “Huh, huh.”
Ilija answered by coughing.
As if following a signal Manzo, the old guardian of this institution, came from behind the partition-wall and
looked at Ilija with surprise.
“Listen, Manzo,” Ilija whispered hurriedly, “don’t stare at me like a calf, but … hush—are we alone here? Eh,
then listen to me, keep these things for me. I’ll give you a blanket.”
Manzo felt a tickle behind his ear, then he adjusted his cap on his head, as if fearing that someone might see
the loose ends of his thoughts.
“A-ha.” Then he added, as if he had at last understood, “A blanket?”
“Look it’s new, I’ve hardly used it twice. Still smells of the storehouse.”
Ilija thrust the blanket under Manzo’s nose as if to drug him with the smell of naphtalene. But Manzo was
fastidious, he preferred the smell of leather.
“Give me your boots.”
“My boots? Shall I walk bare-footed! Bastard! Take the blanket!”
“No. And your blouse too, and put your things over there.” Manzo pointed to the small room where the
lavatory things were.
It was warm. The April sun was hot, sweat dripped under the thick cloth of Ilija’s winter uniform.
“Well, I’ll have to take it off anyway.” Ilija tried to reconcile himself to the idea, but suddenly the image of the
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official uniform, buttoned-up, severe-looking, all according to the regulations, cropped up before his eyes, and he
felt like slapping Manzo’s damned lavatory snout with his left hand.
“Do you want to take everything and leave me naked, you rascal! I’ll smash your teeth.” But the fury came
from under a lid of straw and was soon over, like a poor, harmless performance.
“Eh, I’m frightened, Ilija,” said Manzo, searching for him under the straw. “And where’s your saber?”
“Uh!” Ilija sighed like a martyr, having finally decided to swallow the offence; at the same time this was a sign
that he had accepted the blood-sucker’s conditions. He knew the rules of warfare: he had snatched from the
enemy’s beak a little of the plunder, and heaven knows what laws “they” would apply to this deed.
“Come, bastard,” he said, reconciled. “Where’s that damned room?”
“What about the blouse?” Manzo couldn’t trust a mere nobody, a man without power or income.
“You’ll get it when I put my civilian clothes on,” Ilija shouted at him, hoping that this might work.
“Ah, no! What’s it you often say? No go, mate!” And Manzo spread his hands; he wasn’t going to let him go a
step further. “Give me the blouse now, or take everything away, I’m not risking my life for you!”
Ilija said “Uh!” again and bowed his head under the bundle of his destiny. He put the bundle down in the small
room among the brooms and buckets, wiped the sweat off with his crumpled handkerchief, and stood before
Manzo vested with all his old authority. When he had taken the burden off his shoulders, the bone stars shone
forth again. Ilija straightened his back and threw out his chest; he could sense the sergeant’s dignity in his heart,
feet, and hands. For a moment he let himself be drugged with the past, so that he even managed to confuse
Manzo’s sense of reality. But he was startled from his momentary, beautiful dream by the hobnailed steps in the
street, and a strange voice tossed him back into the reality of the enameled municipal institution, with Manzo’s
impatient features before him.
He began to unbutton his blouse absentmindedly and even solemnly, as if saying a special little prayer with
every button. Then he emptied his pockets, taking out his wallet, a metal pencil, a comb, and a small round mirror
with the picture of a naked woman on its smooth rubber back. He pulled his hands out of his sleeves with his eyes
closed, as if being skinned alive, and held the blouse for a moment in his hands as if saying good-bye.
“Wait!” cried Ilija, speaking to the intruder on the solemn hour, took a penknife from his pocket and unripped
six bone stars, counted over and over again in his palm, and laid them carefully in a partition of his wallet.
“Take it, skinner!”
Manzo looked twice at the blouse from both sides, and then raised it to the light. Had the moths made any
holes in it?
“And when will you come to collect this? For they might put one of their men here. And if they find it, well, I,
you know, I won’t—”
“Don’t worry, as soon as I find a place for myself.” Ilija went to the door, tucking his shirt into his trousers.
“Ilija, take off your cap,” Manzo warned him kindly. “You’ve got only your shirt on now, how can you go out
with your cap?”
Indeed! He was sick at the thought that he was going to wander about the town like a lout, in his shirt and
trousers, still with the gendarme’s leggings—he could not tell how he should walk now, for he wasn’t sure what
he was. He remembered that he could have a cigarette—one of the small ways of facing things. He found a
crushed “Ibar” in his pocket and took pity on it—it was so poorly wrapped in its white, crumpled paper, like an
orphan. He put it mercifully to his mouth as if about to kiss it—and did not light it.
He was a long time getting started at the door of the above-mentioned public institution; he even moved his
foot towards the street to step out, but always drew back as if stepping into cold water. Then, seeming to have
reached the final decision, he took his cap off with both his hands, like a clown, blew off the cobweb which had
gathered in the garret, undid the royal badge\fn{ Yugoslavia was a monarchy from 1918-1945 .} and put it away in the
same partition with the stars. He took out his handkerchief, wiped his sweaty face and the leather lining in the cap
(this he did as a matter of habit without any deeper symbolic significance), and then gave the cap to Manzo to
keep.
Well, so the state had gone to the devil.\fn{Formal resistance in Yugoslavia to the invasion by Italy, Germany, Hungary and
Bulgaria was ended in a period of ten days.} Ilija felt this like a cold breath of air on his uncovered head, and he found a
steady consolation in a sad sense of irresponsibility; he almost seemed to have been looking forward to this. He
felt the curse of a sense of liberation, or what not, and he even pitied the state as an old, respectable person with a
moustache, in the rank of a general. In his soul he felt the pressure of a sick relief, as if he had vomited after a
night of hard drinking. Certain shapes of hope even danced before his eyes, pink and plump, with rosy cheeks and
swelling breasts, standing on stout, rounded legs.
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Ilija was slowly possessed by a sense of warmth, of a carefree idyll with a soft bed and white rugs smelling of
washing, and in the midst of it all there were soft, plump arms, naked to the pit. Something naked and soft flew
across his desires, like a breeze rippling water.
He did not have the courage to step into his new status and so he tottered hesitantly at the door as if tearing off
the petals of a daisy: yes—no, yes—no.
*
Ilija became good; he felt the need to ask somebody for forgiveness or to save a drowning child’s life. He
wanted people to love him, or at least to pity him, if this were easier. He wanted, in a word, to carry in public the
burden of his martyrdom and to pass among the warm whispers of the onlookers, and then to disappear round the
corner into oblivion—leaving only wonder and recognition behind him.
He looked for a modest kind of dignity, for a cloak for his vague personality, before taking the road—like this,
almost naked, in his shirt sleeves and gendarme’s trousers, with the leggings, and his legs no longer knew how to
walk in a gendarme-like fashion. This pair of scissors which had been stern (but just, Ilija used to say: I am a stern
master but a just one) no longer knew how to cut the government streets lengthwise and crosswise, and if you
happened to come between my blades, mate, I’d cut your nails together with your toes, and you’d have something
to remember! I am a stern master but a just one!
And now … as if he had been born today, into a great and unknown world full of tricks and ambushes.
Once upon a time there was a world, in a barber’s shop, with our local man in it, and you had your hands on
the ropes; if he blundered out, for the fun of it, you just raised your brows and he was in your hand, tiny and
obedient, all you had to do was to put him in your pocket. And if he were to try to escape round the corner, you
just stepped on his toes—oh, don’t sprout, mate, where I do not sow you, and, taking him by the scruff of his neck
back there, play your tricks here where I can see them. Shave and have your hair cut like a man, and speak up if
you have anything to say, this is your place, I don’t want you browsing off the beaten track, in the dark, sighing
for this and that.—Well, you’ve lived to see this and that yourself! Didn’t I tell you, mate?—But oh, clubbing
people with the butt of my rifle, a gendarme—this is what I was!
Come, try to deal with this little cock with a feather now. Here he is, coming, try him for a change!
And Ilija felt like getting out of the way, retreating into a house before Torquato, who had entered the stage
from round the corner, coming—how shall we describe it?—in epoch-making strides, or what not, for he kept
looking back at the windows to see if flowers would shower upon him, his feather shaking with worry on his
head, as if he could not see any good coming from above. But, with a sense of reality, Torquato trod the soil which
he had just conquered, and the soil, quiet and obedient, was prostrate before his feet, Roma-doma.
Ilija felt his soaked “Ibar” in his mouth and bit it off, but it was too late to spit the tobacco out; the little man
could get a wrong impression. I spit upon you, bastard! And it wasn’t proper; the man was passing by in order,
you could almost say someone you knew was passing by, you couldn’t spit on him. Eh, some of us behaved like
cattle on some occasions.
And he was a quiet officer, spick and span.
However, Ilija was tickled by the hen’s feather in the officer’s hat, but he blinked respectfully and skipped over
the ill-timed joke like a reasonable man and tried to establish a pose of a civilized human being, hoping to be
noticed. He showed himself eagerly at the door: a soldier facing a soldier … or (you couldn’t help it) a noncommissioned officer facing an officer of the army which had won the war—there was no denying the truth!
Ah, well, the man would certainly nod to him, after all we’d met before, he would exchange a word or two, ask
what people were like here. It was no laughing matter, the man was taking over power, and who could tell him
better who was a peace-loving citizen here, and who the rascal lurking in the dark. And he would say:
“Thank you, sergeant; if I could do anything for you, sir, I’d be delighted to.”
“Thank you, Captain, I don’t need anything, but these people here, if you could be nice to them and look after
them, and as for a glass of prima-primissima wine and good fish—don’t worry; I was like a father to them.”
“This is what I am here for,” Ilija seemed to hear the officer saying while passing by.
Ilija clicked the heels of his boots briskly and, in token of gratitude, raised his hand above his ear, but it
touched only his bare head there. He grinned, embarrassed—you could have taken him for one of those weakheaded tramps who always fumbled with their pots about the kettles of the commissariat service, getting
occasionally some worn-out military garment for a minor service, saluting everyone in uniform, and considering
themselves part of the military forces.
It seems that this was how Ilija appeared to Torquato’s eyes—first he sized him up smiling with protective
benevolence and then signaled to him with his finger to come nearer.
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“Ohè, tu lazzareone! Vien qua.”
“Yes!” Ilija answered respectfully. (You see, he’s a man! Didn’t I tell you?)
“Guarda.” Torquato turned Ilija’s head with two fingers towards the dead dog. “Quel cane, hè, butta via.
Capito! Butta giu,”\fn{Throw away that dog. Understand? Throw it there} and his gesture pointed to the dog and the sea.
“Eh, it’s unsanitary, the carrion in the street,” said Ilija to help the conversation. “And on the other hand, this
sun … burning.”
“Eh?” Torquato asked with moderate severity.
“Well, I’m just saying it’s so hot, you can’t stand having your blouse on,” and he began to roll up the sleeves of
his shirt to prove it.
It looked as if Ilija were rolling up his sleeves for the job. Torquato liked his submissive readiness and he
offered him a thick, strong-smelling cigarette, unwrapping it from cellophane and tinfoil.
“Thanks so much,” Ilija put the cigarette behind his ear and unbuttoned his shirt at the breast as if stifling with
heat and said “Uh!” by way of illustration.
Torquato thought that Ilija was entertaining him for the cigarette he’d given him, so he gave him another one
and quickly left, mindful of his reputation.
“Fa presto, hè,” he said as he left, and pointed to the dead dog.
“It won’t take a minute, signor.” Ilija was surprised by his own use of the last word; it came upon him
unawares and he accepted it like an old friend. Looking like a strong, young lout with curly hair and hairy chest,
who had just done his military service and come to town, in a white peasant shirt and military trousers, to look for
a job, Ilija was left in the street, his long, big, bony arms dangling idly by his sides, and he was saying “sir” to
every man he met. He walked as if he had rubber heels on his boots—as humbly and obediently as a sexton,
careful not to disturb the solemn way in which people moved in town. He approached the dead dog and leant over
it as if over a dead man whose death had been his own fault.
“Eh, mate, you used to bark so much, didn’t you, mate, and this is what comes of barking!” Ilja said to the
dead dog, taking it in his arms like a lean, dead orphan, sorry for the little animal and therefore blaming it for its
death.
“You’re as light as a feather, only skin and bones. And what were you up to, poor devil? Defying an officer?
Eh, mate, be careful what tree you bark up.”
Ilija stroked its ears and smoothed its hairy back, the tears gathering in his eyes.
“Oh, he didn’t bark, brother, but some men are no better than dogs,” grumbled Manzo in the lavatory, busily
clattering the buckets one against another. Ilija did not listen to Manzo; but continued to speak gently to the
puppy, carrying it towards the quay:
“Eh, mate.” Suddenly he heard Doko meowing in the vicinity, and looked about him. Round the corner there
was tall Mile Glutton, standing in a suit which was too short for him. He had a cap with a hard cardboard peak,
broken in the middle, giving a harsher and more severe appearance to his eyes. Doko was ingratiating himself
about Mille’s legs and meowing.
“Leave it, sergeant,” Mile was saying to him earnestly—even with a ring of command in his voice if he heard
it right.
“Leave what? What do you mean?” Ilja looked at Mile as if in a dream; he could hardly believe his eyes.
“Sergeant” seemed to come from far away and sounded like a memory. He felt as if he were being dragged back
again, into a sick, indefinable state, into something difficult and severe, with duties and responsibilities. They
wanted to dress him up again as something that he no longer was, that he had done away with, that had died, and
here were tears for that death.
“Leave it!” Mile repeated, his voice quivering with anger.
“Leave what, Mile?” Ilija asked him humbly, like a subaltern.
“The puppy.” Mile’s voice rose in anger. “You haven’t become the enemy’s skinner, have you?”
“Skinner?” (This word woke him up.) “What damned nonsense! This has to be done to stop infection.”
“Let it spread infection! It’s none of your business! Let them take care of themselves!”
“Ah, you don’t like order, is that it, Glutton? That’s what you’re like! I suspected you before! You were lurking
with those who were hiding in the dark! Traitor!”
“Hee, hee, hee,” Manzo laughed among the buckets like an evil spirit of the lavatory.
Mile went pale and his hand trembled in his pocket, but he suddenly turned on his heel and disappeared around
the corner.
Doko, the tom-cat, was puzzled and remained standing at the corner; he began to meow like an orphan girl.
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“Come, Dokica, come here.”
Ilija laid the dog down and tied a fairly large stone round its neck and the, without tears or sweet words, filled
with an eager sense of duty, whirled his burden in the air, throwing it far away from the quay.
Manzo watched from the lavatory, then turned away in disgust and spat with a sense of outrage.
The water swallowed the dead dog, and Ilija watched the circles on the surface.
“Well, mate, you’ve had it.”
And he wiped his palms against each other, as if washing his hands, like Pilate.
2\fn{This is the entirety of the first chapter of this book}
“MAAR … MAAR …”cried a voice from the rooftop.
Melkior was standing next to the stair railing leading down below ground; glowing above the stairway was a
GENTS sign. Across the way another set of stairs angled downward, intersecting with the first, under the sign of
LADIES . A staircase X, he thought, reciprocal values, the numerators GENTS and the numerators LADIES (cross multiplication), the denominators ending up downstairs in majolica and porcelain, where the denominators keep a respectful silence; the only sounds are the muffled whisper of water, the hiss of valves, and the whirr of ventilators.
Like being in the bowels of an ocean liner. Smooth sailing. Passengers make their cheery and noisy way downstairs as if going to the ship’s bar for a shot of whiskey. Afterward, they return to the promenade deck, spry and
well satisfied, and sip the fresh evening potion from MAAR’s air.
MAAR conquers all. When the darkness falls, it unfurls its screen high up on the rooftop of a palace and starts
yelling,
“MAAR Commercials!” After it finishes tracing its mighty name across the screen using a mysterious light,
MAAR’s letters go into a silly dance routine, singing a song in unison in praise of their master. The letters then
trip away into the darkened sky while giving a parting shout to the dumbstruck audience,
“MAAR Movietone Advertising!”
Next there appears a house, miserable and dirty, its roof askew, its door frame battered loose, wrinkled and
stained shirts, spectral torsos with no heads or legs, jumping out of its windows in panic. To danse macabre music, the ailing victims of grime proceed to drag themselves toward a boiling cauldron bubbling with impatient
thick white foam.
With spinsterish mistrust, wavering on the very lip of the cauldron (fearful of being duped), the shirts leap into
the foam … and what do you know, the mistrust was nothing but foolish superstition, for here they are, emerging
from the cauldron, dazzlingly white, one after another, marching in single file and singing lustily,
“Radion washes on its own.”
Next, a sphinx appears on the screen and asks the viewers in a far-off, desert-dry voice: “Is this possible?” and
the next instant a pretty typist shows that two typewriters cannot possibly be typed at once.
“And is this possible?” the sphinx asks again.
No, it is also not possible for water to flow uphill. It is equally impossible to build a house from the roof down,
or for the Sun to revolve around the Earth—“but it is possible for Tungsram-Crypton double-spiraled filament
lightbulbs to give twice as much light as the ordinary ones for the same wattage”—and on goes a lightbulb, as
bright as the sun in the sky, the terrible glare forcing the viewers to squint.
Then a mischievous little girl in a polka-dot dirndl\fn{A type of traditional dress worn especially by Alpine peasants }
prances her way onto the screen and declaims, in the virginal voice of a girl living with the nuns, “Zora soap
washes clean, cleaner than you ever saw … you’ve ever seen,”—she hastens to correct her mistake, too late, the
viewers chuckle. The little girl withdraws in embarrassment.
She is followed by a traveler carrying a heavy suitcase in each hand, the road winding behind him in end less
perspective. The sun beats him with fiery lashes from above, but his step is spry and cheery; with a sly wink at the
audience he whispers confidentially, “You go a long way without tiring thanks to Palma heels” and displays the
enormous soles of his feet: sure enough, Palma heels!
Next comes a mighty horde of cockroaches, fleas, bedbugs, and other horrible pests, afforded air support by
dense formations of moths and flies and escorted by speedy mosquito squadrons—but suddenly there is a clatter
of heavy hooves and a Flit grenadier comes galloping into the fray, armed with the dreaded Flit spray can. Before
long the battlefield is littered with dead bodies (of the pests).
From the platen of a Remington grows the legendary portrait of the great Napoleon with a curl of hair, drunkard-like, down his forehead. As Napoleon grows so does the Remington, and when the two have covered the
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entire globe the Remington types across the equator the historic words, “We have conquered the world.”
“And ended up on St. Helena,” muttered Melkior, “don’t give yourself airs.”
Afterward a Singer uses Eurasia and America to stitch a many-colored coat for portly Mr. Globe; it fashions
black trousers from Africa, and a white cap from Greenland, and Mr. Globe chortles with glee. Bata asks a
passerby tottering along with lightning bolts flashing from his corns,
“Is that necessary?”
“No,” replied Melkior, “not if you buy your shoes at Bata’s. Shoes are an Antaean bond with Mother Earth, the
pedestrian’s secret power.”
And there is Brill kissing human footwear with its polishes, two long-haired brushes curling and cuddling like
two sly cats around a pedestrian’s feet; he walks on tall and proud, his shoes shining!—Kastner & Ohler’s, the
Balkan’s largest department store, has spilled unbelievable and magic objects, “even the kitchen sink” out of its
horn of plenty, and the viewers’ imagination pecks away among the luxuries.
Julio Meini desires to fill everyone to the brim with Chinese, Ceylon, and even Russian tea; as for coffee, Haag
is the brand—it caters to your heart.
Sneeze if you can after a Bayer aspirin! Darmol works while you sleep, and Planinka Tea has the patriotic duty
to cleanse Aryan blood. Elida Cream looks after your complexion. Intercosma swears to afforest your denuded
head sooner than possible. Kalodont is the arch enemy of tartar, while VHG asks you, rather saucily, if you are a
man.
Finally, First Croatian Splendid Funerals Company takes the respectful liberty of reminding you of your dignity and—well, see for yourself: black varnished hearses with baroque gold angels, horses with glossy black
coats, a comfortable coffin, attendance of ideally sober personnel in admirals’ hats, making your death another
success and a thing of almost poetic beauty.
From the tall roof MAAR announced urbi et orbi its glittering standard of living.
*
Its mighty acoustics had all but drowned out a blind peddler’s feeble supplication issuing from a dark doorway:
“Shoelaces, black, yellow—two dinars; ten envelopes, letter paper inside—six dinars.”
The blind man’s monotonous litany sounded tired and unconvinced; the pathetic bit of verbal advertising
aspired only to mask the begging, that much and no more.
Melkior took refuge in the doorway with the blind man and fell to watching: what can this MAAR thing hope to
accomplish? The viewer stands entranced with his head thrown back and drinks in, henlike, the filmed comfort of
well-being. From his earthbound condition he watches MAAR’s looming mirage, listening to this voice “from the
other world” and is already intoxicated by the luxurious illusion of his eternal longing to be pampered—and then
there comes the voice of the accursed petty things—the shoelaces, black, yellow, for two dinars—and he fingers
his two dinars in his pocket and his petty need for shoelaces, black or yellow as the case may be.
Tungsram-Crypton’s glare has dimmed—and what do I need the Flit grenadier for—and I see this business
with Napoleon is just a ruse.
The evening has gone down the drain.
To think that he was actually willing to die for the sake of First Croatian! Can’t they have blind people weaving baskets or something instead of letting them beg like this?
Melkior felt the thought himself, through irritation with the beggar’s plea. Why indeed can’t they open a center
with heating provided, for the poor blind people to gather; think of the savings on electrical lighting—he made to
redress his cruel thought, even bought a pair of yellow shoelaces (although he needed black) and generally cast
about for a way to help the blind man. He dropped a silver piece on the ground, picked it up again, and asked him,
“You lost this coin, didn’t you?”
“Could be, I’ve got a hole in my pocket,” replied the blind man half-jokingly, just in case, but he did, eagerly,
accept the coin.
The quaint act of charity moved a person nearby. A clerical collar around his neck, the man had cast only a
passing, sadly indifferent glance up at MAAR’s magic tricks as he squeezed through the throng. Then his spirits
soared with a “true glow” when Melkior found a way (and how Christian a way!) of being charitable to the blind
man.
“When giving alms, no need to make a show of it.” He patted Melkior on the shoulder and, giving him an
approving smile, dipped into the crowd again.
Melkior only managed to catch a glimpse of his head, wrinkled, sad, wrung between the hands of some terrible
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misfortune, and a pair of large ears thereupon, jutting grimly out on either side. He was astounded by how oddly
large they were, so similar to a very familiar and well-remembered pair—but back in those days the head had
been ruddy and full, young and terrifying, with those selfsame batwing ears amid waves of thick hair which
protected them from ridicule.
“That pale scrawny neck!” cried Melkior in a low voice, “is it possible?”
After him, then! He had to see those ears again!
But who is to know whether or not ears have a hiding place for their memories?
A secret spring-catch drawer from which at night, when they burrow into solitude, they take out trinkets to
caress and sob over?
*
Melkior launched into a romantic tale about the mysterious soul of a priest roaming through the urban hustle
and bustle seeking peace and salvation. But the romantic tale is something else.
Those ears carry with them a different secret, one that darkened his entire childhood. He still wears the
catechistic slaps, riddle-like, on his cheeks. And all that subsequently befell Dom Kuzma was cobbled together by
his imagination into a story of a man apart.
He was even ready to proclaim Dom Kuzma a martyr, for all that the martyr had whacked a pair of red-hot
slaps on his darling cheeks. (The older ladies used to say at the time how “that child” had such darling cheeks—
and they would kiss him, even nibble at his cheeks, the old maids.)
All the pupils in Melkior’s school, including the tiny first-graders who didn’t even know how to write an i,
knew how to draw an ear. They all, everywhere and at every opportunity, drew ears. Ears on the blackboard, on
the classroom desktop, on the floor, on the roadbed, on fences, on walls, on any wall near which they happened to
have a piece of charcoal handy.
All the books, the notebooks, were doodled over with ears. Ears on agave leaves, on the beach sand. There
sprang into being a secret sect of otosists, aurists, ear maniacs, in hoc signo vinces. Ears everywhere, like earlyChristian fish. A large, huge, outsize ear on any potatolike head.
The head did not matter, what mattered was the ear—to draw it as well as possible. To master the technique
and the cliché. The older lads did the Charleston in trendy bell-bottomed trousers; the small boys drew ears
fanatically.
They did not know why it had to be the ear. Their parents, their teachers, asked,
“Why ears?”
“Everyone is drawing them,” the child would reply, puzzled that this, too, should be forbidden.
“An epidemic,” people shrugged, “the measles.” And the local gendarmerie post received a telegram from
higher up: had the phenomenon anything to do with the Communists?
The silly puerile manias. Collecting stamps was all right—adults did it, too, philatelists, postal-oriented thinkers. But carob beans!—that was for seminarians (the independent faction). Melkior had kilos of the things. He
threw the lot away when sock knitting caught on. The socks naturally never reached the length of the heel; the
boys were ignorant of either the utility or the futility of work.
The ear-drawing was an outburst and it spread like the plague. Later on, measures were taken (by the educational authorities), but they served only to fan the epidemic: they helped to reveal the meaning of The Ear—which
previously no one might have divined.
When he learned the reason Melkior thought it seriously insulting and undignified, and he never drew an ear
again. But Dom Kuzma’s hand eventually reached him nevertheless. After the physical pain subsided he felt
ashamed before the catechist, he claimed his part of the guilt. Shame made him stop going to school, lest he meet
Dom Kuzma again.
Which he did not—until tonight. (But in such pathetic shape!)
*
Dom Kuzma brought too much passion to his struggle to prevail. What he did was senseless, even mad; he
seemed to want to wipe all those provocative “ears” around him with his bare hands (or, slaps). He went in for
mindless collective face slapping in his classes, for purely preventive reasons. His vengeful fervor, brandishing a
heavy hand, reached everywhere, like God’s punishment.
Vengefully, he gave every pupil a zoological nickname. Or two, in tandem. He used the names of curious
animals so that he could ridicule a person, to provoke laughter.
But there was no laughter, only the low cunning of children: how to weather the blows.
Dom Kuzma spied a bumpkin sitting at his desk and, wiping his avian nose on his sleeve, the thatch of his hair
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overgrowing his neck and (remarkably large) ears:
“What is hope?—you there, Andean Condor!” The ornithological individual felt the two bright swords of Dom
Kuzma’s gaze on his avian countenance and promptly identified with that large predatory bird of the Andes.
“Ho … hope is … hope is when—”
“Come here, I’ll whisper it—in your ear.”
The Condor approached the lectern, hand on ear (as though unsure of his hearing), but Dom Kuzma smacked
him on the other ear with his meaty hand.
A boy with a funny nose, which gave him a permanent grin, instinctively flinched at the blow to the Condor’s
ear. That is why Dom Kuzma chose him:
“And what is love—you, Duckbilled Platypus?”
“L-love … love is … when…”
“When you get one across that snotty duckbill,” Dom Kuzma finished for him, while the Platypus’s nose made
a wet and hollow sound under the blow, letting out a trickle of blood as proof of its virginity.
“Now then. I want you, Seal Penguinsky, to tell him what love is.”
It was a shortish attentive boy who could not open his mouth for terror. His large eyes suspiciously followed
the movement of Dom Kuzma’s hands: he was mustering all his scanty cunning to dodge the blow.
But it suddenly happened that the boy resolutely raised his head and fixed an impertinent stare on Dom Kuzma’s ear. The ear was clearly ashamed at the stare. It began to change color, going pale, reddening, more and more
violently, angrily red, into scarlet, purple, the colors of a stormy sky
Thunder and lightning were imminent. The entire class dropped their eyes, hugged their desks, they knew what
was coming next. In their minds they were each drawing a terrible, vengeful, murderous ear: everyone knew, now,
what was behind the ear-drawing craze.
But the ear began to darken into a leaden blue-gray, to a gloomy indigo: the rage had died inside it, leaving
only dead, beaten blood.
Dom Kuzma let his hands drop to his sides, turned around, and went out of the classroom.
Melkior nearly applauded. What an example of human greatness! He felt curiously unburdened of a grueling
thought about Dom Kuzma: all the cruelty of the man’s fate was revealed to him in an instant, dimly and darkly. It
was indeed the first time that the word had made itself known inside him; soundlessly he said, “Fate”, and felt
moved almost to tears.
*
“And God saith”—Dom Kuzma was saying majestically; he was creating the world before their very eyes
—‘And there was light!’
Again, saith the Lord, but Adam and Eve ate the apple and God banished them from Paradise.
Dom Kuzma was personally banishing them from the classroom, pointing his forefinger at the door.
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread! And that was where human suffering began. Cain slew his brother
Abel; Absalom rebelled against his father David; Jacob fled from his brother Esau and his brothers sold his son
Joseph to the Egyptians; Potiphar’s wife tempting Joseph; Joseph testing his brothers; Benjamin. The three young
men in the fiery furnace; Daniel in the lion’s den; Jonah in the whale’s belly; David slaying Goliath; the terrible
story of Samson who slew thousands upon thousands of Philistines with an ass’s jaw but was subdued by a fallen
woman who delivered him to the mercy of his enemies.
At the point where the accursed Delilah was shearing Samson’s hair Dom Kuzma’s face was transformed, his
words hobbled by bitterness, his eyes veiled with sorrow.
Melkior pictured Dom Kuzma standing shorn and blinded in the center of the Philistine temple, his ears protruding in solitude among the pillars.
But then Samson, in desperation, called unto the Lord and said, Oh Lord God, remember me, I pray thee, and
strengthen me, I pray thee, only this once, Oh God, that I may be at once avenged on the Philistines for my two
eyes. And Samson took hold of the two middle pillars upon which the house stood, and on which it was borne up,
of the one with his right hand, and of the other with his left. And Samson said, Let me die with the Philistines.
And he bowed himself with all his might; and the house fell upon the lords, and upon all the people who were
therein. So the dead which he slew at his death were more than they which he slew in his life.
Melkior saw tears of vengeance in his Bible teacher’s eyes and, moved and overwhelmed by the story, driven
by a passionate desire for the vengeance to be complete and terrible to the end, he asked excitedly in innocent
elation, purely out of a feeling of justice:
“Was Delilah there in the temple, too?”
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That was when his darling cheeks were slapped.
Melkior interrupted his primary education. He did not want to face Dom Kuzma again.
Because of the shame and the humiliation.
Because of the fatal misunderstanding. He had not meant to mock the tears in Dom Kuzma’s eyes, which may
have been there, after all, only in his imagination.
But how was he to explain that now? How was he to say, having been slapped in the face,
“I was feeling sorry for Samson myself, Father. I only wanted that cow Delilah to be punished, too. That’s why
I asked … why did you hit me?”
*
But something strange happened to Dom Kuzma shortly thereafter and he mysteriously disappeared.
Gossip had it that he had been dispatched to Rome for a rigorous confession, since only a cardinal (indeed,
according to others, the Holy Father himself) could absolve him from certain abominable sins.
Later on the word went around that he was with the Benedictines at Monte Cassino, doing penance, and later
still that he had been “seen” at the Trappist convent in Mostar, wearing a white rope girdle with severe-denial
knots, mortifying his flesh by hunger, thirst, and vigils, and making the fabled Trappist cheese in absolute silence.
Melkior had himself heard a thing or two about the cheese—as well as some other things which had elevated
Dom Kuzma to Biblical martyrdom.
Delilah’s identity was never fully established. Some suspected the pretty tobacconist who smiled secretively at
men; others said it was the spinster schoolmistress who had fallen in love with Dom Kuzma’s virility (which she
made no effort to conceal).
Then again, perhaps neither of them was the despicable traitress. It may have been a third woman, angel-faced,
who snipped off seven locks of Dom Kuzma’s hair while he slept and sent them to the bishop himself, with a
letter in her own hand, as evidence of his sinful ways. The letter is supposed to have said,
“Look how his bare ears stick out now.”
A terrible piece of mockery.
But why seven locks, no more and no less?
Why seven?
Might Dom Kuzma have told her, too, in love’s sated ease, chuckling with his masculine superiority, how
perfidious Delilah stripped Samson of his strength? The omnipotent male would have had his fun while in the
arms of the fragile female, relaxed his tired strength, and cynically launched into the story of the mighty Samson
and the scheming little bitch—and fallen asleep. And she, the tobacconist or the schoolmistress—or the third—
would have leaned over the sleeper’s repose and thought, “Look how helpless my Samson is now! Why don’t I
…” and she would have found in the story a wonderful recipe for her long-contemplated revenge.
On top of which she might have been after that silly superiority poor females fall prey to only too often...
The unknown woman had thus deprived him of all his strength, exposed him to horrible shame.
*
And there he was, the wretch, plodding along in the autumn dusk, emaciated and pale as if he had spent all the
intervening years in a dark basement, sharing his crust of black bread with mice and asps and drenching it in bitter
tears.
His once-strong neck whose veins would writhe furiously when he was angry was now a thin, fragile twig
bearing its wrinkled desiccated fruit with the two vast ears as though doing penance.
Melkior moved with effort through the dense throng that spilled across the city on this pleasant warm evening.
The fragrance of autumn made itself felt in the freshness of ripe fruit coming from the open windows of fruit
stands: odors wafted down the streets like a mild hint preceding a momentous farewell. A yellowed leaf or two
fell in the alley, rustling sadly like an old letter from a past happy romance.
Autumn, autumn … To the tune of the season’s hit the summer had danced away—Addio, mare. Autumn had
come in on little cat feet over the lawns and greens, the wilted courtesan in rustling silks had walked the parks, her
breath making the birches shy like innocent little girls.
Melkior plunged insolently into the warm torrent of bodies, words, smells, looking impatiently for Dom Kuzma’s scrawny neck. Using his elbows and shoulders, he forced his way through the thick, tough dough of evening
strollers, receiving insults and threats and “underwater” blows to the ribs.
But he scarcely minded them. The pathetic soul adrift in the town so occupied his attention that he nearly
yelled out loud when all of a sudden he discovered in front of him his poor corporeality preparing to cross the
street.
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Dom Kuzma first cast a cautious look to either side and then, hesitating for a moment as if about to step into
crocodile-infested waters, hurriedly crossed the insecure riverbed waving his arms about in a curious way as if
really walking on water.
“How prudent he is, the restless soul!” Melkior thought with compassion as he crossed the street with more
caution than Dom Kuzma himself.
“Trams are not what kill you nowadays, my dear sir!” remarked a passing stranger to him. He was not drunk,
nor was he a meddling sneerer; holding his evening paper open, he was frightened and desperate, and wished to
impart his condition to someone.
Melkior decided to ignore the man. Of late, since reserve-training calls to the older age groups had begun to
multiply, grifters\fn{Con-artists} using the “psychological” approach had appeared in town. An operator of that kind
would casually cast his hook at a passerby, gauging from afar the extent of the man’s generosity. The gullible and
considerate mark would easily swallow the bait, and the expert would proceed to hustle him:
He had been called up, not that it mattered so much except that there were the wife, the children, the aging
parents, the ailing mother-in-law (an angel!), not to mention the rent that was due and he stone broke, and winter
on its way … God, I’m at my wits’ end! And he would flail his arms about in desperation, and his words would
flow easily and convincingly and in the blink of an eye he would mesmerize his victim and break any attempt at
resistance.
*
Only the other day a man had been hurrying down the street, striding along at a fast purposeful clip. Topped by
a greasy floppy hat, his shoes Chaplinian—each pointing in its own direction—his face stubbly and sad, his look
worried, he acknowledged Melkior with a casual, absentminded, and almost careless greeting, as if meeting him
for the fifth time that day.
“Hello there, Filipović,” and strode on without looking back.
Surprised, Melkior stopped in his tracks and turned. The man did not turn around right away: he merely Registered that Melkior had halted. Only a moment later, still hurrying, he looked back a little, out of sheer curiosity,
gave Melkior a casual wave of his hand, “Hey there,” and a pleasant smile. He was in a hurry though, he had no
time for friendly banter on life and health.
Melkior was still standing there, sheepishly: he couldn’t recall any previous encounter with the face. On the
other hand, he knew he had not returned the man’s greeting and feared the man might take offense. He was even
about to run after him, to explain himself, to apologize.
But the man knew what was up, knew Melkior had stopped and was looking after him, so he, too, stopped and
looked at Melkior with the smile of someone who was in no mood for smiling. Wagging his head slightly in disapproval, he made toward Melkior at a slow and seemingly patient pace. His whole behavior (when he came
close) reflected embarrassment at “such an appearance” before a friend who had not even recognized him in such
a state.
“Four Eyes,” he enunciated with a feeling of utter embarrassment, mourning his cruel fate by way of his sobriquet.
“I’ve changed, sure,” he added in elegiac tones, gazing mournfully into his past. His eyes actually went moist
—or so it seemed to Melkior.
“I really … can’t …” stammered Melkior, himself ashamed for some reason.
“What? You don’t remember? Junior year of grammar school, two desks behind you. Four Eyes. Rotten grades
in Latin the whole time. Ipse dixit, I was so sure I’d fix it—but I couldn’t. You went on, I lagged behind. I can still
see you as you were then, your clever little head. You had sitting next to you that little … what was his name
now? Wait, it was something to eat—”
“Tokay?”
“Or drink, see? I knew it had to do with …”
Melkior felt ill at ease. For all that he had never in his life known anyone called Four Eyes, this fellow was
quite at home in their conversation, had even grasped him by the elbow and was shaking it in the manner of a
close friend, waking boyhood memories inside him.
Melkior fell to rummaging in his memory to see if he could winkle out this man Four Eyes from somewhere
after all. Perhaps Four Eyes had really existed at some desk behind him as a modest, unobtrusive little schoolboy
who was in no way remarkable? Meanwhile Four Eyes was eyeing him hopefully.
“Well? Remember how we put horse chestnuts in the stove in wintertime, the noise they made cracking in
class?”
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“We did indeed … only my name isn’t Filipović!”—and Melkior communicated his reservation to Four Eyes
out loud.
“Filipović?’ he said in surprise and smacked himself on the forehead. “God, yes, you’re right! I’ve got it all
mixed up, it’s been years, you know. God, yes, Filipović used to sit next to me, he was always writing riddles,
making crosswords, reading words backwards, tractor—rot cart. Of course, you can’t be Filipovié when you’re …
er …”
“Tresić,” Melkior blurted out imprudently.
“But of course, Tresić-Pavičić! Christ, I’ve got it all—”
“No, just Tresić. I’m just Tresić.”
“That’s it! Why, we even called you Distressić, remember?” said Four Eyes, delighting in his own memory, so
much so that Melkior unconsciously confirmed it with a nod, although he had no recollection of anyone ever
calling him Distressić.
“There must’ve been others who called you Tresić-Pavičić, too, and you telling them ‘Just Tresić,’ and it came
out ‘Distressić.’ Somehow or other it just rolls off the tongue together, Tresić-Pavičić, like Rolls-Royce. As if
Rolls could not stand on his own without Royce. Silly, isn’t it?”
“Yes, it is silly,” Melkior agreed and shifted his weight from one foot to the other, which Four Eyes interpreted
as impatience and showed fear.
“In a hurry, old boy? Now me, I’m fresh out of the hospital. The old kidney problem. The doctor said, ‘We
must have it out’—Four Eyes made a sharp gesture as if slicing his own side with his thumb—and I said, ‘Not so
fast, doc! I’m not having my kidney pickled in alcohol,’ I said.
“And so, my dear Distressić, I lost a nice little job with First Croatian. I went to see the Old Man this morning.
“‘The Board of Directors meets tomorrow,’ he said, ‘kindly have your resignation in by then.’
“‘With a government stamp?’
“‘Government stamp and all.’
“‘The usual? The one that costs seventy-five in change?’
“‘Seventy-five in change.’
“Short and sweet. Goodbye—Goodbye. While I was in hospital, the wife pawned all we had. If only I had
something to pawn! … but there’s nothing left. No job—no credit. I needn’t tell you, do I, you know well enough
what our damned Scrooges are like. Got money to burn while you may as well croak for want of a piddling seventy five in change!”
Four Eyes fell silent, hanging his head in expectation. It was only out of the corner of his eye that he followed,
animal-like, Melkior’s embarrassed dive into the inside breast pocket, where wallets are usually stored. And surely enough Melkior took out his wallet...
“No, please, I didn’t mean”—and Four Eyes made a belated attempt to stop his arm”—“I only told you as an
old …I’ve got no one to share my troubles with.”
“Unfortunately,” Melkior stammered shyly, “this is all I’ve got.” He offered Four Eyes a silver fifty-dinar
piece and displayed his empty wallet.
“Look.”
“Heaven forbid!” Four Eyes cried out, flinching as if frightened. “Take a fellow’s last penny? Never! I’m not
that kind of guy!”
“But it’s not my last,” Melkior was almost pleading, “I’ve got some coming tomorrow.”
“Are you sure?”
“Quite sure.”
“Well then … but listen, I don’t want you lying to me! If you’re lying, then this is charity, and I won’t have
that!” Four Eyes asserted with pride and added in a confidential tone,
“And look, I’d like to ask you as a favor, let’s keep this between ourselves, shall we? By the way, where can I
find you to pay you back?”
“No problem, we’ll be in touch.”
“Distressić, old boy, I can’t thank you enough. I’ll never forget it, so help me God!” He gave Melkior a hurried
handshake, looking him in the eyes with sincere gratitude.
“Bye then. I’m off to buy the stamps,” and he took off at the same hurried purposeful clip with which he had
come into view a little while before.
*
Melkior knew that Four Eyes had duped him, but had been unable to resist the extraordinary form of the
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effrontery. He then wisely resolved never to heed again any baited hooks thrown his way.
So he now thought he’d ignore the Trams-are-not-what-killyou-nowadays man with the newspaper and to
hurry after Dom Kuzma; he had lost him again among the passersby.
Nevertheless he cast a glance at the man with the newspaper out of some sort of curiosity. The other perceived
the glance as a door that was opened a crack and scuttled right inside:
“It’s not the trams that kill you these days, my dear sir, it’s this!” and he nodded at the bold headlines in the
newspaper. Melkior read:
BOMBS HIT LONDON IN WAR’S WORST RAID
and, underneath:
Six Hours of Hell and Horror—Entire Quarters in Flames

But he could picture nothing specific behind those alarming words, no dead child, crushed skull, man despairing over his demolished home and slaughtered family, none of those terrible scenes which were really there behind headlines. Melkior remained indifferent, which seemed to offend the man:
“What do you say to that? Hardly a traffic accident, eh?” he was saying with a bitter smile, proud at being able
to comprehend the extent of the horror in the headlines.
“What can I say? You could have read the same thing yesterday and the day before—”
“Yesterday and the day before. If it was there yesterday and the day before, does that make today less
appalling?” the man asked sternly. “You don’t have to be a doctor to see that.
“But of course, doctors see only what it’s like to be ill when they get sick themselves. Now, what about when
those people over there”—he gestured vaguely with his head—“read about us in the papers one day? When a California doctor starts muttering that the headlines are boring, always the same as yesterday, and the day before?
Just because you and yours were spared yesterday and the day before, does that mean you’ll be saying today and
tomorrow that everything’s the same?”
Melkior was finding the conversation strange.
And why the devil had this man picked on no one but him?
“Yes, well, people are funny that way,” he said, merely to end the unexpected encounter.
“What way?”
“Well … if one of us were to be run over by a tram they would be more upset about it than about those thousands killed in the ruins in London. Not because they like us more—simply because they don’t want to expend
their imagination on things like that.”
The man didn’t understand what Melkior was on about, and the word imagination struck him as downright offensive.
“Imagination?” he asked sternly. He knitted his eyebrows and looked Melkior in the eye with unconcealed disapproval.
“Conscience, not imagination! What’s there to imagine? Shall I pretend I’m not afraid of war? No, not for myself! Nor for the wife! I told them this morning at the Mobilization Office. They gave me papers for Apatin.\fn{ A
town in the Vojvodina region of Serbia } I said, I’m not talking about my wife; if there’s got to be a war, I said, you won’t
be canceling it for my wife’s sake. Right? But how can I look my fourteen-year-old boy in the eye and pretend to
be as full of cheer as if I were going bowling when the child reads the papers and knows that the Jerries broke
through the Maginot Line and took France in a month?
“Children are no longer babes these days. The boy knows where I’m going and he never says a word. And I
hear the little ones talk: Daddy’s going to drive a tank, they say. That’s what things have come to!” and the man
spread his arms, showed that they were holding nothing, empty helpless arms.\fn{ There is no internal punctuation in
these paragraphs, nor indeed does there need to be any, strictly speaking, nor is it my story. Lol:H }
“So you’ve been”—but the man didn’t let him finish.
“Called up!” he cried sharply as if cursing God.
“There, see for yourself: youngsters strutting about free as birds, picking up girls, while they go calling us up,
the class of nineteen hundred! They told me—because I’m a driver with Impex—they told me I’d been reclassified as a tank driver.
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“But I’ve only seen tanks in the cinema! How on earth am I going to drive one? And Russian—because they
say the Russians are going to give us the tanks—Russian tanks are not designed for our kind of terrain, no sir, not
by a long shot! That’s something for those bigwigs up in Belgrade to sort out, not for a simple driver like myself,
right?”
Melkior had been looking in all directions in search of Dom Kuzma and scarcely listened to the argument
about the tanks. He asked the man offhandedly, only to be polite:
“Not for our kind of terrain, you say?”
“By no means! Those are steel fortresses, weighing upwards of ninety tons, what use can they be up our hills?
This is a mountainous country.”
“How strange,” said Melkior quite absentmindedly. He was overcome by an odd kind of queasiness at the
word mobilization.
“Mobilizing, aren’t they?”
“You bet they are! My best friend’s been in since last Tuesday. Class of nineteen hundred, same as me. He’s all
right, he’s a tailor, they didn’t post him, he’s stitching great coats, sleeping at home. They didn’t even cut his hair.
And me they’re sending to Apatin!”
The man had softened with self-pity, so much so that his eyes went moist. Melkior felt the pointless need to
offer consolation which humans resort to when failing to find a better or more sincere feeling.
“Who knows? Perhaps it’s only exercises. After all, there’s a war on in Europe, nobody wants to be caught by
surprise.”
“That’s just it!” cried the driver with desperation as if Melkior has guessed what he feared most.
“That’s what Hitler is counting on—surprise!” Coming quite close to Melkior, he said in a confidential whisper,
“There are Jerry spies and fifth columnists everywhere. They’ve been paddling about in rubber boats since
nineteen thirty-seven, photographing the natural wonders. Tourists,” and he laughed with bitter irony as if he had
found some relief in a shot of stiff drink.
“But you’re busy,” he added, self-conscious, having noticed Melkior’s impatience. “Yes, well, we’ve all got
our worries. Goodbye,” and off he went, opening his paper again with an air of importance, like a caring man
among the lot of happy-go-lucky fools.
*
Melkior remained where he was.
What was his rush? His pity over Dom Kuzma’s fate struck him now as ridiculous. The word mobilization had
filled him with a feeling of unbearable dread, the restlessness of a terrible anticipation had come over him. This
was now something he would have to live with.
There appeared (childish, of course) images of deserted streets, of doors and shops boarded up. The dead city
has shut itself into its walls, with not a sound to be heard, not a light to be seen. Behind closed shutters cautious
matches were struck, papers burned in stoves, things piled into suitcases: people packing, hurrying, leaving. The
streets were deserted and silent. The eerie quiet was disturbed only by an occasional government motorcar driving
past at breakneck speed; it carried urgent orders: burn the documents; submit the report. The echoes of horses’
hooves in the night, the whisper of mysterious words among the sentries, top military secrets.
Unrealistic and childish, like Dom Kuzma’s Samson story in Melkior’s boyhood.
Nevertheless Melkior found serious, military pathos in those images. He pictured himself as a muscular, strapping soldier decked out in full army gear (isn’t that what they call it) standing at attention in a column of awesome
Samsons about to slay the Philistines with the jawbone of an ass. All they were waiting for is the order from the
officer on the white charger.
Reflected in the plate glass window, among the shoes on display, was Melkior’s thin, unprepossessing silhouette, a poorly built city dweller. The slanting image reflected in the shop window triggered a crafty sneer inside
Melkior, and the word mobilization suddenly found itself in autumn mud churned by a squelching olive drab
monotony of dejected strangers on some endless trek; there was the bluster of angry sergeants, the tired voice of
sodden boots, and the mysterious word aide-de-camp.
Here was born a fear of the new events around him: the driver bound for Apatin to drive a tank across our
mountainous country—oh for a mountain and a forest in which to go quiet and still like an insect curled deep
inside the bark of an indestructible tree: I’m not here—and to live, to live. How to conceal one’s existence, steal
from the world one’s traitorous body, take it off to some endless isolation, conceal it in a cocoon of fear, insinuate
oneself into temporary death?
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*
Dom Kuzma had no idea that he might be the object of envy.
Arriving at a weighing machine tended by an invalid in a passageway, he doffed his hat, ran his handkerchief
over his small moth-eaten head with ears—as if two angels were carrying it—ran his handkerchief over his thin
sweaty neck and the inside of his hat, donned the hat, put the handkerchief in his pocket and stepped up onto the
platform.
The invalid was waiting only for him (it was getting very dark): he stirred obligingly and made a hurried stomp
with his wooden leg, put on his thread-reinforced glasses and weighed Dom Kuzma with what might have been
due reverence.
By all appearances, Dom Kuzma was a good regular customer who had long since earned the man’s full
confidence. The question of confidence was key here.
The patient whose life depends on testimony from a common weighing machine is likely to have little confidence in a commercial device (which was after all invented for the purpose of deceiving), and even less in its
master. He is suspicious and thinks everyone is out to con him, to do him out of several precious decagrams, of
the last thing supporting his life—his very life, my friend!
Dom Kuzma waited anxiously for the fateful amount which meant to be or not to be. He actually fiddled with
the arms of the scale and had some words with the invalid, brushing the latter’s hand away impatiently, but
calmed down eventually and made his peace with the scale, collected his ticket and went away, worried.
It seemed to Melkior that he was witnessing a crafty rite designed to test the grace of God, if not His actual
existence. With intellectual embarrassment, as if he were extending his palm to be read by a palm-reading neighbor, he stepped onto the platform with an anxious heart. Apatin is a town on the Danube, he thought, or the brand
name of an anti-apathy drug.
“How much?” he asked the invalid, faking a casual tone.
“Sixty-one kilos, seven hundred and eighty grams.”
“It can’t be!” he cried in alarm.
“Oh yes it can,” replied the invalid with self-confidence. He was used to the bickering of skinny clients.
“What? Why, I’m—”
“You’re skinny enough to weigh that much,” said the invalid with a doctor-like cynicism. “My machine does
not steal,” he added for the sake of his reputation. “Don’t worry, we earn our bread fair and square.”
“I’m not worrying about it stealing,” he used a smile to explain his meaning. “What I’d like to know is, does it
give a little?”
“Neither. The true weight whatever the freight.”
“And that … that priest fellow … how did he fare?”
“Same as this morning.”
“You mean he was here this morning as well to—?”
“Oh yes. Twice a day he shows up.” The invalid had visibly had enough of the pointless conversation; he was
finding Melkior’s curiosity a bit suspicious: “This fellow’s too nosey by half …”
“Could it be a case, then, of mortification of the flesh?” insisted Melkior. “He may be trying to become a saint
for all you know.”
“I don’t know what saints you have in mind, but he’s a subscriber, if you must know. Pays in advance by the
month, he does. Third year running.”
“Third year? And he weighed more then—three years ago, I mean—than he does now, didn’t he?”
“Not up to anything funny, are you?{ the invalid shot a glance at the newspaper in Melkior’s hand. “He tipped
them at eighty-plus to begin with. He was so strong his eyes flashed. Now he barely makes fifty-six. And that’s
with my help.”
“Your help?” Melkior felt fear at the technical term. So the scrawny neck did not come of the cellar and penance at Monte Cassino? To the invalid he said hypocritically,
“Well, there you are, it’s like I said: he’s bound for sainthood.”
“Ahh,” the invalid waved his hand compassionately, “he’s bound for Mother Earth, that’s where he’s bound.
He’s got this wasting disease, poor man, and every single gram he’s lost has been registered by me—and my old
gal,” and he gave the machine’s iron neck a chummy slap.
“The twenty-six kilos he’s lost so far, that’s nothing. He never noticed how I slashed them, I did it all little by
little. He knows I took them away, of course he does, but he’s not said a word to me about it. But when it’s a
question of ten grams—you’re killing me, he mutters, you’re killing me indeed.”
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Melkior thought back: perhaps it was all due to the loss of those seven locks while he was sleeping?
“And now I have to drop him by over eight hundred grams a month. The man’s dying on my machine, as it
were, before my eyes, and I have to keep a record of it day in and day out. I’m having a hard time of it, but what
can I do?”
The invalid was not lying, he genuinely felt for Dom Kuzma.
“I give him anything up to sixty grams of an evening, to set him up nicely for bed, but come morning I bring
him down by a hundred and twenty. He hangs his head, there are tears in his eyes, he doesn’t believe me; you’re
lying, he says, how could I have possibly lost so much overnight? Your machine’s out of whack, he says, get it
fixed! I’m a human being, don’t forget! and he cries with fear.
“He goes to the blind colleague over there on the corner, who consoles him—by mutual agreement, shall we
say—with a couple of grams. But then he won’t believe him either, and comes back to me again, the pest.
“Your machine's good, he says, all things considered. On second thought, he says, you can lose weight
overnight, through the digestive process and so on. All the same you should keep an eye on it, you should indeed!
As for that man on the corner, his contraption’s no good at all. If you ask me, he says, his license should be
revoked. Chose a corner position, no less! You think he’s really blind? That’s their cover, no doubt about it.
“And I have no choice but to say yes. Now then, he says, let’s have another go in the name of God. So I weigh
him again, pressing a wee bit, to reassure him. I’ve driven this here nail into my peg leg for him special, and I
press the bottom bar, careful like, as if I am squeezing drops into his eye. But he smells a rat, thinks the measure’s
now too good all of a sudden, and he won’t believe me. Go on, he says, press your scale! There will be somebody
to press the scale for you, too, when your soul is weighed before God!
“And off he goes, all angry and unhappy. He was unhappy just now, too, over weighing the same as he did this
morning. He’d had the feed of his lifetime, he said—he even showed me his belly. There he is now, over at the
other fellow’s, he may yet be back here again. I feel sorry for him, you might say. The man’s wasting away like a
leaf in autumn, and all I can do is look on. Not to mention that he still owes me over two kilos.”
“Oh, you give credit then?” Melkior joked to hide his feeling of shock. The invalid did not like the joke and let
it pass with a sigh:
“Ahh, he’s to be pitied, believe me.”
“Pitied indeed,” Melkior echoed in all sincerity, but presently hastened to undo it, “and yet conceivably he can
retrieve his kilos, while you can’t get your leg back. Your loss is greater than his.”
“But he’s going to die!” the invalid cried didactically.
“Meaning you won’t? Haven’t you in fact been at death’s door, weren’t you dying in Galicia when the Russian
Emperor’s brotherly shell kissed your leg? And later on, in the field hospital in Káposvár or somewhere, bedbugs
eating you as punishment, as if you’d invented war! ‘Wasting away,’ indeed! Come off it, man!”
*
Without bothering to collect his ticket, Melkior hurried over to the corner where Dom Kuzma was standing on
the blind man’s weighing machine, leveling the arms himself, seeking a balance for them. His fingers were trembling in the prayer wherein he supplicated God to stretch forth his arms and show His mercy by way of the arms
of the scale. And, lo and behold, God lent him a hand, Dom Kuzma stepped down, elated, and began hurriedly
emptying his pockets, as if preparing to rob himself. He piled his keys, wallet, watch, coin purse, breviary, and
handkerchief and other odds and ends on the small bench next to the scale. He even took off his hat—and stepped
back up.
The inspired machine mercifully overlooked the fact that the client had divested himself of a thousand grams
and showed his previous weight with a smile. In vain did the priest and the blind man shake and whack it (Dom
Kuzma actually struck it)—it stood firmly by its statement, suffering for the truth.
Dom Kuzma took offense at the act of consolation. What was the point of sprucing up reality so stupidly?
“Damn you,” he said and decided to weigh himself once again, with all his possessions back in place.
The scale now gave a joyous leap of a full one thousand two hundred grams and stood steadfastly by its
assertion. It bore all the torture unleashed upon it by its frightened rider, stubbornly repeating what it had said
before. The martyr. Its beaklike weights were seeking each other with the yearning of amorous birds, to come
together in an everlasting kiss of equilibrium, harmony, and peace.
“At last!” Dom Kuzma sighed with relief and gave his blessing to the innocent kiss.
“See?” he said to the blind man. “Obviously it got it wrong the first time. It’s not without reason that I keep
telling you to have it fixed. Oh well, third time’s a charm, as they say.” He paid the blind man twice as much as
usual, but warned him before leaving, “Anyway, you’d do well to have it checked. You’ll lose your customers, my
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friend!” and away he went, his faith shaken in all the scales in the world.
“How interesting,” thought Melkior, himself feeling a weakened confidence in the invalid’s machine. Dom
Kuzma’s mistrust was weighing on him; God only knew how many tricks of the trade those people had up their
sleeves. Nevertheless he stepped onto the blind man’s machine.
*
“Oh Eustachius the Long Lost! Oh Ineffable Eustachius!” called out a clarion voice behind his back.
Melkior broke out in goose bumps: he had a sudden feeling of standing stark naked on the scale watched by all
the passersby. He pretended the cries had nothing to do with him: he went on talking with the blind man.
“Defies the imagination, gentlemen, defies the imagination!” The man with the clarion voice was laughing an
ugly laugh, baring front teeth pocked with large dark fillings.
“An intellectual, a Schweik, speculating on the weighing machine. Look at him! Take a good look, all you
sharp-eyed people! The military speculator! Heh, heh, heh. Going to the blind man! Good-looking people!”
Passersby stopped and watched with interest. Somebody asked his neighbor: What did he steal? You were here
when it started, weren’t you?
No one knew anything about the curious incident, nor was anyone able to make sense of it. Was there going to
be a brawl?
The drunkard had come right up to Melkior and was touching his ears, his chin, displaying him to the audience
as if he were a carnival barker showing off a freak dwarf, a two-headed pig, a shark that had devoured a Swedish
tourist …
The blind man extended both hands to fend off the drunkard, but the other pressed a two-dinar coin into each:
“Not a lot, but it’s the gesture that counts,” and patted them.
The audience was now expecting an amusing spectacle: the man was totally drunk. Having got his first laughs,
the drunkard went on with his makeshift show.
“So, dear bard,” he addressed the blind man, “how heavily does the fear of war weigh upon the mind of this
Eustachius the Peaceable?”
“What’s this nonsense? You’re mad!” Melkior whispered in his ear.
“How about you, Monsieur Boulechite?” the drunkard addressed a short stout man who was grinning with glee
and stroking his ear with pleasure. “What do you think of my madness?”
“Listen, you!” the short fatty took offense. “Watch it or I’ll box your ears in, you.”
“Oh, that I will, you. Stroking your ear, I see? Is that ear your breadwinner by any chance, working in the
capacity of eldest son for May-I-See-Your-ID-Card-Ltd? If so, please treat it paternally; such an ear is worth more
than seven plump cows. Also, by all means protect it from contact with heavy fists wearing bulky rings.”
Fatty had not been able to pull the right strand out from that tangle of words: he was thrown off by “ID card”
and “heavy hands.” He plunged sensibly in among the overcoats and umbrellas, mutter ing unlikely threats. The
drunkard meanwhile leapt onto the platform of the weighing machine, waved his hat and shouted:
“Drive on, izvoshchik!”\fn{Sledge-driver} He had one arm around Melkior’s neck, waving with the other and
clucking his tongue: driving horses and, closing his eyes, enraptured, he began reciting Yesenin:\fn{ Sergei
Alexandrovich Yesenin (1895-1925)} Russian poet}
a troika is dashing across the field but I'm not on it—
someone else is instead.
My joy and my happiness, where have you fled?

and tears welled in his eyes. He kept repeating “My joy and my happiness, where have you fled?” as tears
streamed down his cheeks.
The onlookers watched as he wildly drove the troika on the weighing machine, tears flowing from his eyes,
and someone whispered respectfully,
“He’s crying.” And he, perhaps having heard the whisper of sympathy with his grief, suddenly jumped off the
machine and bared his dark fillings in a grin.
“Eustachius Equivalentovich, I haven’t got a kopeck to my name, you pay the izvoshchik,” he said to Melkior.
“Citizen Ferdyshchenko, I think it’s time to shut up shop,” and on the overcoat button of a curious passerby
who had just stopped to see what was going on he surreptitiously hung a CLOSED sign he had kept tucked under
his overcoat, having apparently lifted it from a shop door.
The curious citizen had no idea anything was hanging down his belly and was laughing with the others. Mean64

while Melkior was still standing on the scale sweating in dismay. He’ll slink away as soon as Fer dyshchenko
spots the sign, and then Ferdyshchenko will take it out on me …
“Tell me, Ugo,” he said pleasantly, “where might I find you later on?”
“Ugo, quoth he! Have you forgot my Giventakian moniker?”
“Parampion, I mean. Where will you be later this evening?” Melkior corrected himself patiently.
“Now you’re talking! At Hotel Pimodan, dear Eustachius, of course, at Hotel Pimodan … or, in our parlance,
at the Give’n Take. Everybody will be there. They are looking for you … Maestro the Mad Bug has been asking
after you for months. Over and over he asks: where’s our sagacious Eustachius? Don Fernando will be there, too,
for a change. Do come.”
“I’ll be right behind you. There’s just a thing or two I—”
But Ugo was no longer listening. He had already turned around to face the audience and was bowing to
someone in Spanish ceremonial style:
“My humble respects to the noble hidalgo!”
It was the choleric tobacconist who was busily closing his little corner kiosk for the night and had looked back
to see what the monkey business was all about.
“Your generosity, señor, will surely harvest a cigarette on the tobacco island o’er which you rule?” The
tobacconist took this as an insult. He resolutely dropped his keys into his pocket, muttering angrily,
“Damned spongers.” And spat as he left.
“But, sir, what if the tuberculosis you just spat out comes back to your daughter on the eve of her marriage as
her paternal dowry? You cannot be too careful. Therefore, no spitting on the floor, gentlemen! Right, Comrade?”
he said to a man with a bicycle putting up posters.
*
“Right,” said the cyclist, proud at being addressed.
“And what are these, swastika posters? Not by any chance working for the German consulate, are you, von
Velocitas? Dropping hooks among us, eh?”
“No,” the cyclist laughed artlessly, “I work for Franck-O.”
“For Franco? Well, well! I said you were up to some Fascist business. Working for the Caudillo himself! So
how’s General Queipo de Llano? Getting old, isn’t he? Hemorrhoids, confession, come over all holy?”
“Listen, you!” the bill-sticker\fn{One who puts up advertisements} went serious. “A joke is a joke, but this …! Me
and the Fascists? Think I’m crazy, do you?” The last sentence was directly linked with his right hand, which had
already handed the bicycle to the left …
But Parampion—was his grinning mug to be punished for the mischievous little game of the harlequin who
was performing his silly show inside his head?
“Bicycletissime!” he cried with delight and went on in a sober, bright, and solemn tone, “May I, before the
honorable folk of this ancient, royal, free, capital city, firmly shake your hand for your proud and manly revulsion
at the idea of being in any way connected with mankind’s greatest enemy, illiterate Fascism!’ and he grabbed the
cyclist’s abovementioned right hand, all ready to do a job of another kind, and pumped it thoroughly to mark
“eternal friendship.” There was even a kiss to the man’s brow, the seal on the covenant.
The well-pleased employee of Franck-O, whose job it was to stick up posters advertising the Franck factory’s
chicory coffee substitute, was happily excited over the public proclamation of his political integrity.
“And now, gentlemen,” Ugo addressed the audience, “I’m off—perhaps to Pampeluna. This concludes our
Street Treat Show for today. We wish our listeners a very pleasant goodnight. The anthem—and we’re done:
apropos, bicycletissime, would Your Velocipederasty happen to have a cigarette to spare?”
“Make it two, make it two,” and the cyclist took out a large pigskin cigarette case, filled to bursting.
“Here you are, help yourself.”
“I thank you from the heart of my bottom! No, no, only one, for what the Ragusan gentry called harmonious
memory. Then again … perhaps another one for my Eustachius. No, not a parrot, it’s that friend of mine on the
weighing machine. Certain specialists he has been seeing prescribe smoking for his condition. Look, I’ve got him
riled, heh, heh.
“Right, thanks a million and a half. Such a velocipederastic gesture shall never be forgotten. Hail, fair knight!”
exclaimed Ugo.
Taking three steps backward he made a flourish with his hat, bowing to the cyclist in a ceremonial manner. He
then shot Melkior a quick glance and burst out laughing.
“Hah, good-looking people, pay attention, he’s angry. No, both smokes are for me actually, and the third, if I
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may, bicycletissime”—and he slipped one more cigarette from the posterer’s case—“the third Iwill give him
tonight at the Give’n Take. He’s ashamed of me for the moment, but as a rule I enjoy his affection and respect.
And you, honorable Mr. Ferdyshchenko: open Sesame!”—and he surreptitiously lifted the CLOSED sign from Nosey’s belly.
Nosey took offense at the drunkard handling his person for a second time and calling him what could only be
an insulting name, but he wanted to be sensible and only said in a cautious mutter:
“Wonder who these scoundrels mooch off.”
“And now, gentlemen, hah, you thought I was off to a place called Pampeluna? No, they were wrong! I am
now off to Pantogegone. And Pantogegone is … nothing. Zero, nihil, nitchevo! Adieu, perhaps pour toujours, you
never can tell.”
Ugo elbowed his way through the crowd toward a passerby on the other side of the street, cadged a light off of
him and went on his way singing Aupres De Ma Blonde without a care in the world.
*
Melkior remained alone before the crowd of disappointed spectators, like a culprit who was now to answer for
the letdown. They were looking at him as if he had invited them to a show which had not amused them and they
would now ask him to explain. Indeed, he began behaving as though he had really wronged the disgruntled mob.
“All I want to know is, who these scoundrels mooch off?” repeated the curious citizen with the CLOSED sign.
His question had now been asked aloud of all those present; they were duty-bound to supply an answer.
“Hah!” shrugged one of those who sees through everything, in a scandal-mongering tone. “Clear enough, isn’t
it? Couldn’t you see how they did it? Making like that Mexican general was his pal, all the ‘bicycletimus,
bicycletimus’ hocus-pocus, a real circus, the sneak, with this guy on the weighing machine playing his second,
making a fool of the poor blind man. It’s all stage-managed, gentlemen, and now you may as well check your
pockets and see if you’re missing anything. Well, I’m not; I’ve been to Mexico, I know all their tricks.”
Like marionettes linked to a single string pulled by the experienced Mexican, all those present went through
identical swift and anxious motions. There was a round of nervous patting of chests, sides, hips, all the places
where pockets are to be found. One man even checked whether his wedding ring was still on his finger.
There was a sudden “Oh no!”—a cry of utter dismay.
All arms stopped dead and all eyes stared at the desperate man. He stood there like a man stunned, his arms in
an X across his chest, patting his empty pockets; his eyes rolling from one bystander to another seeking help.
Melkior looked at the victim of the theft: naturally, everyone could see his astonishment at recognizing the
man as Four Eyes!
His innocent idea to slip away unnoticed (he had no wish to be present when the pickpocket was nabbed) now
turned out to have been naïve. It soon became clear to him that he had been, at the Mexican’s suggestion, tacitly
proclaimed a thief himself! A thief or partner to a thief.
Under the accusation of those terrible looks which demanded that he come clean, Melkior quite foolishly
stared at Four Eyes in tense expectation of—what? Proof of his innocence?
He himself did not know what he had expected of Four Eyes. He might possibly have been hoping against
hope that Four Eyes hadn’t yet recognized him—the business the other day, the Distressić thing.
Meanwhile Four Eyes was giving him a tearful, tragic look, one full of pleading and martyr-like forgiveness
(which did not go unnoticed). Then, turning his uncertain and confused gaze somewhere aside, he said in a voice
so tearful as to be almost inaudible (but it was audible) for he was accusing no one, it was only that his paternal
heart was breaking:
“I was going to buy shoes for my boy. Daddy, he said, make them one size too big, I’m growing. The poor
little fellow, that he should have to think about such things. And here’s autumn coming, the rains. The child will
be off to school soon.”
The scoundrel’s been reading Dostoyevsky, Melkior thought hastily.
“Did you lose much?” somebody asked in a voice moved nearly to tears.
“My wallet with twelve hundred inside. And all my papers.” Then he added, after a well-measured pause,
crying out from the bottom of his heart, appealing to all of mankind,
“If only he would let me have my ID back! These are serious times.”
It was touching. A woman’s eyes filled with tears. The poor man, his child walking around barefoot and all he
wants back is his ID card!
Someone hit on the idea of notifying the police. But Four Eyes didn’t care much for that idea: he opposed it
vigorously, going on at very suspicious lengths:
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“No, no, please! Fair’s fair, we must show some understanding.”
“Listen, you!” spoke up the cyclist all of a sudden, angrily grabbing Four Eyes by the elbow. “Who d’you
think you’re kidding? You never had a wallet to begin with. Listen folks, he only showed up here a second ago,
right after the bloke from Mexico asked what might be missing from our pockets.”
“Good heavens, me?” Four Eyes rolled his eyes, the very picture of a martyred saint appealing to God to be his
witness. “I who have been here all along? Here, this gentleman will tell you whether I’ve been standing behind
him or not! Didn’t you accidentally tread on my foot and very politely say you were sorry? Here, look, the foot print’s still there.”
The Mexican was the gentleman who had accidentally trod on his foot. He confirmed it with a nod.
“The footprint’s still there my eye! I’ll give you a footprint across your thieving mug! He only got here a
minute ago, and the first thing he did was to ask me if the coppers had been around! As if I didn’t know you, you
lush! You’d barter God’s child’s shoes for booze, you would! What will he think of next, the creep!”
“Did you hear him, folks?” moaned the grief-stricken Four Eyes. “As if robbing you blind wasn’t enough, they
call you a drunk in the bargain!”
“Clear enough, isn’t it? That’s their method all right,” said the Mexican grimly, terribly disappointed by something in this world.
“Tell the truth and they’ll say you’re a drunk; tell a lie and they’ll buy you a drink. Ptui!” he spat out vehemently and began to push his way out of the circle around the weighing machine.
“Let me through before I ram someone’s teeth down their throat,” and so saying he gave Melkior another onceover glance.
Melkior’s knees buckled for an instant. The Mexican’s threat had met with approval, and Four Eyes’ unheardof nerve had found a home with the guardians of the sanctity of private property. Melkior decided it was time he
lit out from the circle of these highly honorable men, even at the risk of having them yell “Stop thief!” after him.
He stepped down from the weighing machine and tried to elbow through by way of the (so-called) ‘Mexican’s
Passage,’ but there was instantly a general mumbling—and a closing of the passage. They meant to have the thief
identified (and should there be a brawl as well, so much the better).
This emboldened Four Eyes.
The cyclist had failed to shake his reputation—impertinently he stepped out in front of Melkior:
“Hey, not so fast, young man! What about my money? Someone’s got to answer for it!”
“You go ahead,” and the cyclist gave Melkior a protective nod. He then let his left hand take charge of the
bicycle, putting his right on his hip and facing Four Eyes:
“All right, I’ll answer for it!”
“H-how do you mean, you’ll answer for it?” stammered Four Eyes, his courage evaporating. “I’m only asking
that my money be searched for, no offense meant. We’re only human, aren’t we? No need to get all hot and—but
its got to be fair!”
Melkior then made a gesture of utterly stupid magnanimity: he took out his wallet with several hundred-dinar
notes stacked in it and offered one to Four Eyes.
“Here you are. I’m sure the others will want to give you something, too, but please leave me alone.”
Four Eyes extended a greedy hand for the money, but the cyclist pushed it aside, scarcely bothering to choose
the kindest way of doing so.
“Why?” wondered Four Eyes. “You can see the gentleman is willing to give it to me. Is that how to be?” he
said with mild reproach and made another try to take hold of the note. Angered by his manner, the cyclist slapped
his outstretched hand and compounded the act by making a fist and pushing it up under his nose.
“Go on, have a sniff,” he said generously, as if offering him an orange, but the other turned his head aside with
a grimace of irritation and disgust.
“Queasy, eh? But other people’s money smells nice, is that it?”
“What other people’s? I was robbed”—but this sounded like retreat.
Four Eyes was indeed backing down, defending himself with a muffled mutter of what sounded like curses.
Once outside the circle, he heaved a soul-deep sigh of “Oh, the honest man’s burden!” and went away at his habitual businesslike clip.
*
The audience, too, began to disperse, disappointed.
“Rogues, all of them, I’m telling you, one as bad as the other. It’s anyone’s guess whether he was robbed or
not.” That was the ear-stroking citizen, disgruntled at the matter having been left unsettled.
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“He’d have hardly spoken like that if he hadn’t been, would he?”
“Oh come on, it’s only thieves nowadays who shout ‘Stop thief.’”
Only Melkior and the cyclist remained. The blind man was there, too, but he was pottering about his machine,
covering it with its oilcloth cover (for the night), and was so intent on it as to be actually absent.
Melkior felt the uneasy accident of his position and said “There” and, a little later, “Thank you” and, in his
confusion, buttoned his raincoat up wrong.
“Yes, well,” said the cyclist, ill at ease himself, but then he remembered Four Eyes:
“The thieving scoundrel! The shoes old Owl says he wants to buy his boy … when the rotten lush hasn’t got a
cat to call his own.”
“Owl?” Melkior voiced his surprise. “But isn’t his name—”
“Nah! Everybody calls him Owl. God knows what his real name might be. He does the rounds of the bars at
night, rolling the drunks, and sleeps in attics by day. The other day he nearly set our book keeper’s house on fire.
He was playing with matches, some old papers caught fire … the firemen had a job getting him out of the smoke.”
The cyclist was silent for a moment, then shyly asked:
“That other fellow … is he a friend of yours?”
“Yes. Don’t mind his behavior, he was a bit—”
“Mind?” said the cyclist genially. “I like his kind. He made fun of us all and went away singing. He can’t be a
bad man.” He then asked in a confidential tone:
“Do you by any chance have any connections with the newspapers?”
“Yes I do. I write for one.”
“Well, uh … what’s the word about us getting into the war?”
“I don’t write anything political—but they say we might.” Melkior shuddered as if they were invoking the
devil.
“Well, it wouldn’t surprise me at all if Hitler bit off more than he can chew here in the Balkans! Mark my
words!” said the cyclist with fervid conviction.
“We may meet again somewhere. You’re an honest man,” he added with a cheery laugh, then mounted his
bicycle and, tossing Melkior a “Bye now!” sped off down the street.
*
What’s this?
The words were thought soundlessly and had a blind man’s meaning of: Where am I?
All of a sudden everything seemed strange: the streets, the trams, the houses, the people—even the human
faces themselves. He had been transported here in his sleep, he had woken up on the corner by the weighing ma chine.
He felt ashamed, naked as he was, he feared they might be watching him, those passersby and those women up
there leaning out of windows and laughing in such a—
“You didn’t pay for the weighing!”
The blind man’s rude voice brought him back to familiar relationships. He paid the fee.
The small task reminded him of his other duties. In his pocket he still had a ticket for a film with von Stroheim
and Viviane Romance, but instead of going to see it he had followed Dom Kuzma down the path of childhood
memories …
And ended up by the weighing machine … weight control …
Ta-ta-taaa, ta-ta-taaa, ta-ta-ta-ta-tataaa—the bugler from the barracks was announcing the sad taps of army
life. He started down the dark alley of the 35 th Regiment, and the sad go-to-sleep tune robbed him of any desire to
go up to his rooms across from the barracks.
He was treading on autumn leaves. The leaves rustled with a withered voice … and I remembered my sweet
dreams; happy days, where are you now? The song inside him complemented the rustling of leaves underfoot. He
was supposed to do a review of the film that night in time for the next day’s issue.
Beautiful Viviane Romance played debauched vamps. He was overcome with sadness every time he saw a film
of hers. And his heart fluttered inside him for Viviana, the woman he had so dubbed for the sake of purging his
love, sad and hopeless …
The autumnal melancholy. The aimless streets, the web of tangled dreams. A warm south wind caressing his
features with a harlot’s breath; he ran his hand over his face, revulsed.
On the corner glowed the letters of the Give’n Take, blinking on and off, winking to the passerby,
“Come on in, have a drink, have a laugh.”
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Melkior, too, understood their wink. He had passed the place twice already, the blue Give’n Take winking to
him from above:
“Come on in, don’t sulk, Viviana’s here.”
Viviana, here? That was why he was not going in. How many times lately had he responded to the hint by
defying the malicious destiny beckoning to him.
“Come on in, come on in, she’s here.”
He had resisted, letting time heal—or however it was that the saying went. But tonight it had extended its
magical finger, tracing Viviana’s name in the dust …
Behind the steamy glass panels there was an orgy of laughter and, surely enough, Ugo’s voice.
“They are having a good time of it,” he said like a miser watching others squander their fortunes, and decided
to move on.
But suddenly he spun around and in he went. The bell above the door (fitted to chime after the fleeing
drunkard) dutifully announced Melkior’s entrance. …
27.116 Excerpt from As If I Am Not There: A Novel About The Balkans\fn{by Slavenka Drakulic (1949Rijeka, Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, Croatia (F) 14

)}

Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, 27 March 1993
… The child is lying naked in his cot. He is stretched out on a sheet, perfectly still, his arms and legs splayed,
like someone surrendering.
S—— sees the little fingers with their tiny real-life nails. The child’s head is turned to the side. He is asleep
and in his slumber he sucks in his little lips and his eyes move rapidly under their translucent lids. He has long,
dark eyelashes. His thatch of dark hair is sticky with sweat. His breathing is rapid and rhythmic, his little tummy
rising and falling, up and down, up and down. A shred of gauze quivers on what is left of his umbilical cord. His
pink, dry skin is almost purple around the knees and in the folds of his neck. His little feet stick up into the air,
motionless.
Observing him from the side like that, he looks dead and S—— quickly turns her head away.
This is supposed to be her son. She gave birth to him that afternoon at the Karolinska Hospital in Stockholm.
But to her this is simply a nameless little being who after nine months has come out of her body. Nothing
connects them anymore.
S—— feels relieved at the thought. She is free. Her entire past has spilled out of her body with this child. She
feels so light, as if she could get up this very moment and walk away.
She is not alone in the room. Maj occupies the other bed. The woman turns to her and says,
“My name is Maj.”
S—— does not reply. Maj is nursing her baby. She has enormous white breasts and as she pushes the nipple
into the baby’s mouth she looks as if she is going to smother it. Every so often the baby pulls away from the
nipple, waving its little arms angrily and grimacing. Maj then props it up against her shoulder, smiles and looks at
S——.
She does not smile back. She thinks how her own life is so very different. Maj, at least, is in her own country.
S—— is from Bosnia and that is like having no country. Maj’s baby, a little girl, already has a name. She is called
Britt. She also has a father and they know his first name and last, his occupation, the color of his eyes, his habits.
Maj’s baby has everything: a family, a language, a country, security. The little being S—— has given birth to has
none of that.
S——does not pick the child up. She does not want to touch it. If she were to touch it even once she would
become responsible for it. Like finding a stray kitten. As long as you do not pick it up off the ground you have
nothing to do with it. But once you pick it up, that’s it, it’s yours.
She feels nothing but animosity toward this creature. The first thought that came to her mind when she realized
that she was pregnant was death. This child was condemned to death from the start. It lived only because by that
time it was already too late for an abortion. She had to carry through her pregnancy to the bitter end, with a
swelling stomach that deformed her beyond recognition and made her hate her own body.
*
At breakfast that morning she had felt the first sharp piercing pain in her stomach. But she was not afraid of the
labor pains; she welcomed them. She could hardly wait to get rid of her burden. She was used to the pain of being
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hit by a rifle butt, slapped, tied up, to the dull pain of her head being banged against the wall, of being kicked in
the chest by a boot. Then the kind of pain from which you pass out, the pain that one body inflicts on another, the
pain you feel when somebody else is in pain. And finally, the pain you simply stop feeling.
She welcomed this particular pain with a certain sense of relief. For the past few months she had been living
like a vegetable, benumbed, waiting to give birth. This was something real, something sharp that snapped her out
of her deadness and reminded her for a moment that she did exist.
While her body was being wracked with the agonies of labor, S—— kept thinking that she had to hold on just
a little longer. Her life was going to change. She would forget, forget the summer of 1992. The nurse was saying
something to her, perhaps she was telling her to relax or to push harder, it was all the same to S——. She did not
hear her. The nurse would not be able to help her anyway. S—— did not think anyone could.
Then she saw the doctor leaning over her and felt the touch of her hand on her face.
“It’s over,” said the doctor.
That was the first tender touch she had had from an unfamiliar human hand in a long time.
Only then did S—— relax and cry. All the accumulated pain inside her slowly trickled out with her tears, and
with the blood which was still flowing between her trembling legs.
And then peace. She no longer felt any pain. Half-asleep, she was roused by the nurse who brought over the
baby, holding it upside down by its feet. S—— made out the shape of an elongated, blood-streaked little body. It
made no sound and S—— thought that perhaps her wish had been granted and the baby was stillborn after all.
That very same moment she heard it cry.
She turned her head away. The baby’s cry was no concern of hers. It had nothing to do with her any more.
Even before giving birth she had told them that she did not want to see the child. G——, who had
accompanied her to the hospital, had repeated S——’s request several times and the nurse at the admissions desk
had duly noted it down. Just in case (what case? in case they did not believe her?), she had brought along a copy
of the letter from the psychologist explaining S——’s decision to give the child up for adoption because she was
not psychologically ready to take care of it.
*
S—— believed she was quite prepared for life after giving birth, however. She had had time to think during
these past few months. She had made a bargain with herself: she would give birth to the baby provided she never
saw it again. That seemed to be the best, the most rational solution for them both. Since she had been unable to
abort. Or to finish the child off with her own hands.
She looks at the little creature sleeping and thinks of F—— When F—— gave birth at the refugee camp in
Zagreb, S—— happened to be there with her. There had been eight of them in that cramped little room with its
iron bunk-beds. F—— had picked up the pillow herself and placed it over the baby.
It was a little girl, S—— remembers. She had not even washed the blood off the child; that is what S—— held
against her the most. The woman from the next bed had cut the umbilical cord with an ordinary knife and F——
had simply pressed the pillow down on the baby, covering it completely. After about ten minutes she said,
“It’s over.” Then the woman from the next bed picked up the limp little body and put it in a blue plastic
grocery bag. S—— never saw what she did with the bag. F——’s face revealed nothing but exhaustion. Later she
got up and washed the blood-stained pillow-case herself.
Perhaps S—— could do the same thing. Press down gently and it would all be over in a second, both her
suffering and his. The baby is sleeping so peacefully, she is sure he would not feel a thing. She reaches down,
almost touching him, feels the warmth of his skin and sees how his rib cage flutters with the beating of his heart.
Abruptly she withdraws her hand as if afraid of burning it.
No, she could not do it. She has seen so much death that the very thought of it makes her sick. Worst of all
death has a smell all of its own. It is not the smell that is usually associated with dying and that makes people’s
skin crawl: the smell of freshly spilled animal blood, rotten meat, old age, illness or decay. It is not one of natural
dying, but of violent, sudden death, of the moment when one feels one is dying but does not yet believe it, not
quite. It does not last long.
The smell of deathly fear starts spreading from the still living person the moment the entire body knows that
this is the end, although the mind keeps on hoping. It is this clash that produces the stench of death, so pungent
and repellent. Once you have been near it, it is difficult to forget. Once dead, the person develops a completely
different stench, sweetish, like that of nauseating decay.
*
Earlier, before everything that happened this past year, she used to think she would have a baby one day. Now
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that seems to her like a different time, so far removed that it has nothing to do with her own life. She can no
longer be sure of anything; least of all can she rely on such a distant memory. That was in those long-gone times,
when there was still a connection between one’s life and one’s desires and decisions.
In the meantime, her life has become something different, unrecognizable. Or perhaps unimaginable. Lying in
her hospital bed in Stockholm she still does not know what to call it, although she knows that the word already
exists and that the word is: war.
But for her, war is merely a general term, a collective noun for so many individual stories. War is every
individual, it is what happened to that individual, how it happened, how it changed that person’s life. For her, war
is this child she had to give birth to.
From the day she learned that she was pregnant, there was nothing she hated more than this creature. Who
knows if it would ever have survived her hatred had she not wound up in this hospital? S—— herself found it
hard to live with. Tossing and turning in bed at night, feeling this foreign body moving inside her belly, she would
see their faces looming over her, the faces of the men, of his fathers. Nameless men, usually drunk. She did not
know how many, but here and there she did remember a face, eyes, a voice, hands, a smell, often a stench. Anyone
of them could be the father.
They come to her in her sleep. They do not leave her alone; even here in Sweden they return, like lost luggage
arriving on her heels.
She often dreams the same dream: she is walking down a street in a strange town. Suddenly she catches sight
of a familiar face. She is sure it is one of them. She always has a knife with her in this dream. She walks up to him
and stabs him in the stomach, making sure that he gets a good look at her face first. As the knife plunges into him,
she feels relieved, even happy. But she sees only surprise in his eyes. The man does not recognize her and is
surprised that an utterly strange woman should deal him a lethal blow.
S—— cries in fury that he did not recognize her as his victim and that her revenge is pointless.
*
When this being, the fruit of their seed, started growing inside her it was like a tumor. S—— fought this alien
body, the sick cells that multiplied inside her against her will. She had read somewhere that by visualizing cancer
cells you could arrest their growth. But she felt that the tumor was growing rapidly. When she shut her eyes she
saw the foreign cells quite clearly, multiplying, occupying her from within. She saw herself as an enormous
receptacle whose sole purpose of existence was to feed the voracious clusters of cells. The image drove her crazy.
Now the tumor is beside her, as if transformed by some miracle into a child. It is difficult for S—— to accept.
She has never thought of it as a child, only as a disease, a burden she wished to get rid of, a parasite she wanted
removed from her organism. She is horrified by the thought that all this time, all these nine long months, it was
growing inside her against her will. That, in spite of her, it had clung to the walls of her womb until the end, that it
had been born, that it had survived. Just like her.
Now that she has rid herself of the child’s weight, her still weary body feels somehow unencumbered, if that
can be said of flesh, bones and skin. But she is still bothered by this sense of being split in two. She does not yet
feel that she is in possession of her body, that she is in complete control of it, that she is now herself Perhaps she
will have to live like that, with this crack that cannot be closed.
Again she is obsessed with a sense of dirtiness. This is another feeling she often has, and it is just as disturbing
as her dream of revenge. She looks at her hands, at the dirt under her fingernails, at her smelly armpits, at her skin
which is peeling away in tiny, almost invisible scales, at the thin layer of dust that is like a second skin. She
knows she will never be clean again. No amount of water is enough.
She drags herself out of bed and goes into the bathroom. She stands behind the blue shower curtain and lets the
jet run over her face for a long time. The bathrooms here have no bath tubs, only a metal semi-circular rod with a
curtain and a drain on the floor for the water. She sits down on the plastic chair beneath the shower, feels the
water pellet her shoulders and breasts. A long, hot shower that gives her a feeling of luxury. She watches the light
trickle of blood run from between her legs and color the water. She feels as if trickling out with it is something
painful and heavy which hid inside her all these months. As if washing her from within, the water helps her to
forget.
Looking at herself in the mirror, she sees that her face has not changed. Nothing can be seen on it, this is a
clear, unmarked, ordinary face. She looks pale and has circles under her eyes, that is all. The first time she took a
good look at herself in a mirror after her ordeal was when they arrived in Zagreb. She was in a common
bathroom, she remembers the moment precisely. The only light came from a naked bulb and in that yellowish
semi-darkness she saw her face. The same smooth skin, the same fawn-like eyes, straight eyebrows and full
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mouth.
At first S—— did not like the fact that her face did not show how much she had changed. How could you
survive what she had gone through and have it leave no external trace, mark you only from within? Were these
traces really so invisible, or was it simply a matter of knowing how to read them? But now, looking at herself in
the hospital bathroom, she feels it is better that nothing shows. It is better that all traces of suffering have been
removed from the surface. It will protect her. With an innocent face like this it will be easier for her to lie to
people about herself
She takes immense pleasure in opening the jar of face cream. How wonderful it is to have face cream and a
mirror again. And a face in the mirror. Is that what the future looks like?
When did she realize that there is a future after all? Perhaps the moment that she reconciled herself to her own
death. It dawned on her that death would be better and it was then that something inside her snapped. And quite
unexpectedly, that moment of complete reconciliation opened her up to the future.
*
It is already over: She is lying on her back, her eyes shut. Her head is turned away. She does not want to look
at his face. That is her only defence. She feels a dull pain but does not open her eyes. She does not move. She
makes no sound. The soldier leans his boot down on her chest. Turn around, he orders her: S—— turns her head
to him but does not open her eyes. Not yet. Open your mouth, the soldier orders her again. S—— opens her
mouth. She feels the warm spurt of his urine on her face. Swallow it, he shouts. She has no choice. She swallows
the briny liquid. It seems to last forever and all she wants to do is die.
*
A man in a wheelchair is slowly moving from one end of the courtyard to the other, a blue-caped nurse
walking beside him. The air is crisp, almost like in the mountains of Bosnia. For an instant she feels so lonely that
she would gladly go down to the courtyard and sit in that wheelchair, just to have someone walk beside her.
She looks at this child who is no longer a part of her, whose future does not belong to her.
In that instant S—— believes that she is completely divested of any responsibility for him, but all the same she
is glad that she gave birth to him, that she gave him life rather than death. How easy it is to forget that death also
marks the person who causes it, she thinks to herself
She feels a sudden pressure in her breasts, her nightgown is wet. Her milk is flowing. She sits down confused,
not knowing what to do. She had not counted on this. She takes a towel and shoves it under her night gown. What
is going to happen with all this milk now?
Village of B——, Bosnia, end of May 1992
The smell, the smell of dust in the dry air, that is what she will remember. The taste of coffee with too much
sugar. The image of women quietly climbing on to the bus, one by one, as if going on an excursion. And the smell
of her own sweat. The bus drives off and suddenly S—— is bathed in sweat, the perspiration breaking out on her
face, under her arms, on her stomach, between her legs. She feels uneasy. Yes, perhaps this feeling of physical
uneasiness is what she will remember most. That is the first sign that her body no longer belongs to her alone, and
hereafter she will have to bear that, in mind.
It is late in the afternoon. The air in the bus is stuffy. S—— finds it hard to breathe, closed in by the stench of
human fear. The women are cramped together, sitting even in the aisle between the two rows of seats. Peering out
between their feet, bags, bundles and plastic bags of food is the rusty tin floor. The perspiring head of the child
next to her hangs from its mother’s arm as if about to drop off at any minute.
S—— unglues herself from the plastic seat and squeezes through to the window. She leans over and looks
toward the village. Behind the bend she sees the outlines of the last houses. The sky has already turned dark with
smoke. The village is desolate now, empty of people. Only the animals remain. Her orange cat, the sparrows she
fed on the window sill and the chained village dogs. The soldiers will take away the cows and pigs, S—— thinks
to herself and the thought consoles her somehow. She returns to her seat.
She knows that if she turns around once more she will see nothing but that whirl of smoke screening the sun,
and that soon she will start doubting the very existence of the village of B——, her life, her very self …
everything she had been so sure of until that summer day of 1992.
It was in the morning that she had first heard the voices. Yes, sometime that morning, even though normal time
stopped when she stepped on to the bus.
Still half-asleep, she hears them, male voices, swearing and shouting. She opens her eyes. She sees the white
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curtain on her window billowing in the breeze, and the blue bedroom wall, and for a moment that restores her
self-confidence. But these strange, foreign voices are getting closer. The curtain is expanding, as if it has lungs.
The cool air caresses her skin. Birds are chirping in the cherry tree next door, for an instant drowning out the
human noise. If she gets up and leans out of the window S. will see where these voices are coming from, who
these people passing through the village in the early morning are.
But S—— does not want to do that. She does not want to wake up completely. Maybe whatever is going on
outside has nothing to do with her at all. She quickly falls asleep again, hoping the noise will disappear.
A little later, she is awakened by the voice of her neighbor in the house across the street.
“Don’t,” she is saying to somebody, pleading at first and then sobbing. Her voice is quite clear, as if she were
standing right here in the room, separated by nothing but the whiteness of the curtain. The man with whom she is
pleading and whom she obviously knows, swears violently.
“Where are the weapons, where did you hide them, where’s your husband?” he shouts. His voice is drowned
out by her sobs.
The soldiers go from house to house. They are searching. They say they are looking for weapons, but who
knows what they are really looking for? S—— stands behind the curtain and watches two strange men in uniform
walk down the street. They are leading an elderly man, dressed in civilian clothes. He lives alone and is ill.
S—— knows him. She sees one of them step into the courtyard and pull the gold chain from the neck of the
woman standing there. Maybe that is what they really are, ordinary robbers pretending to be some sort of army.
She tries to remember where she put her jewelry; they may leave her alone if she gives it to them right away. She
is only a woman, after all.
Then three buses arrive. They pull up in front of the school where she lives and teaches. Three orange buses
with gray markings on the side. A group of men alight from one of them. A few are wearing camouflage uniforms,
the rest are not in uniform. They all have rifles. They spread out through the village.
Time passes but no one has appeared at her door as yet. Still, S—— does not dare leave the school building.
She still thinks that, except for the jewelry, there is nothing for them to find in her place. She thinks the soldiers
will pass her by.
Then, just as she is making herself a coffee, she hears a commotion on the stairs and the shuffling of feet in
front of the door to her apartment. S—— knows that it is them and that it is too late. She feels as if she has missed
the last train or failed to do something important, although she does not know exactly what that could be. It is
only then that it occurs to her that she could have fled. That morning she could still have gone down into the
courtyard, taken her bicycle and headed for the road. Perhaps she could have left even earlier, when the shooting
had started in Sarajevo. Why had she stayed in the village? Why had she waited, what had she been hoping for?
She feels a tightness in her throat. Suddenly the door is kicked open. It was not locked, anyway. She had not
even locked the door, that is how naïve she is. That wouldn’t have helped me anyway, S—— thinks to herself,
lying in the hospital in Stockholm. I go back to that moment for the n th time, and I’m still not sure that I
understand how it all happened.
*
Standing at the door is a young man. He looks certain that she is waiting for him. S—— is standing in the
kitchen by the stove. She turns around and stops in mid-motion. She says not a word.
“We’ll collect all the people right here,” the young man says quite loudly, although she asks him nothing. He
does not say which people or why. This, she guesses, is supposed to serve as an explanation. S—— is surprised
that the young man does not shout louder and that he offers any explanation at all, rather than just the commands
she is expecting. He is tall and thin, with long arms. He is wearing dirty camouflage pants and an undershirt. The
black nail of his big toe is poking out of his torn cloth sneakers. S—— notices the first traces of a moustache on
the boyish face topping the long neck.
S—— is still standing next to the stove as if paralyzed. She does not dare move or speak. She realizes that
what she is looking at here is the face of war. Somebody simply opens the door of your apartment and war enters
your life, enters you. She knows that from this moment on, there are no more obstacles standing between her and
war.
He sizes her up. She does the same. Will he hit her? Will he ask for the jewelry? In the meantime she has found
the little jewelry box and placed it within reach. The young man does not look dangerous, in spite of the rifle he is
holding. He even seems to be blushing with embarrassment. Perhaps in his previous life someone had taught him
to knock at the door first, because it is rude to burst into somebody else’s apartment. Perhaps that is what he is
thinking when he walks into the little kitchen with its smell of coffee, but he promptly forgets it.
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Now that he has a rifle, he no longer needs to knock. He sees the girl staring at him, her body tense. He
considers pointing his gun to frighten her even more. But he changes his mind, he slowly lifts the rifle toward his
shoulder, then changes his mind again, and lowers it. S—— does not move and he is satisfied. S—— opts for a
cautious smile.
“Sit down,” S—— finally manages to say, “do you want some coffee?” She does not know what else to say.
What she would really like to say is: I have nowhere to run, what’s all the rush?
Quite unexpectedly, the young man accepts her invitation. He sits down. He props his rifle between his knees.
He does not dare lean it against the wall. She sits down as well, facing him. He sips the freshly made coffee
unhurriedly, as if the goings-on outside the kitchen have little to do with him. The coffee is hot and too sweet. She
thinks she is perfectly calm, but she was perturbed enough to put too much sugar in the coffee. Now she wonders
whether he will notice her agitation. But he simply sips his coffee in silence, as if absent from the situation.
To this day I am not sure why I offered him a cup of coffee, maybe I felt sorry for him, he was so childlike and
gawky. I didn’t take him seriously yet, maybe because of his sneakers.
For a moment, everything is peaceful. The silence makes S—— feel uneasy. For a moment she thinks of
asking him to explain. Why? Just that one solitary question crouching inside her, coiled like a wild animal ready
to pounce. What would happen if she were to ask it now, if she were finally to ask it?
S—— looks at the young man sitting across from her. His forehead is pimply. The hand holding the porcelain
cup so awkwardly is strong and rough. It was probably holding a shovel only yesterday. If she were to ask that
question, absolutely nothing would happen. It would be left to hang in the air between them. He would not
understand it and would be furious that she had dared to ask him anything. S—— would regret ever having asked
it. Anyway, she had spent that whole morning guessing the answer.
The young man’s cup is empty. He is a soldier, after all, not your regular visitor, and he decides to prove it to
her. He gets up and fingers his rifle.
“Pack your things,” he says formally, “you’re taking a trip.”
*
S—— notices that he addresses her with the formal vi. perhaps because he knows that she is a teacher. The
peasants all address her with ti. Maybe he left school only recently, she thinks to herself and the thought brings a
smile to her face. A trip? Naturally, he does not tell her where she is going or why she should be going on a trip in
the first place.
People are already beginning to arrive in the gym on the ground floor. She hears them calling out to each other.
S—— thinks of the scene she saw on television last night, a busload of children leaving the war-afflicted area.
Among them were babies. The women touched the glass of the windows, crying. The children waved. It had
seemed to be happening somewhere else, and to someone else. Who knows why, but she thought something like
that would not happen in this mountain village. Maybe that is what everybody thinks until it happens to them.
Rumors had already been spreading that the army was nearing the village. Some villagers sent their children
off to relatives in Germany. She had been against that, the school year was not yet over. I told the parents that I
would not be able to give their children their end of term grades. Who knows where they are today, or if they are
alive? Some left themselves, thinking that it was only temporary and that they would be back once the situation
calmed down. But the majority stayed.
They had nowhere else to go. The men kept saying that they had nothing to fear, that they had always lived
together with the Serbs, that they had no weapons anyway and that the army would establish peace. There were
not many men in the village and most of them were elderly. The young ones were working in Slovenia or in towns
across Bosnia. There was still no shooting in the area. They did not really believe that this was war, the beginning
of war, not even when you couldn’t travel. And then the buses arrived.
The young man does not tell her, of course, where the buses will take them or how long the journey will take.
She is certain that he has no idea himself He just keeps telling her to hurry up, the buses are waiting. His voice
sounds harsher with every word he utters. Soon he will start shouting, S. thinks to herself, trembling.
How else can you think about leaving home except as going on a trip? S. has to believe that she will return,
even if she is thinking merely of her temporary place of residence. It is not easy to uproot a person. People are
like plants. S. feels how tightly she is holding on to the familiarity of that reality, how she is clinging to things, to
the land, to other people, to their language. She cannot even imagine at that moment that this barefaced young
man is moving her out, not only from her apartment but from her country which, until he had stepped into her
kitchen, she had thought of as being both his country and hers.
Through the open door of the room she sees her unmade bed and soft pillow, still bearing the impression of her
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head. The curtain is still billowing. S. feels as if neither this room nor the bed have any purpose in her life any
more. She is fully aware that there is absolutely nothing she can do to change her situation.
How much time does she have to get ready? An hour? Five minutes? She walks around the apartment in an
uncertain frame of mind. What should she take when she does not know where she is going? What kind of
clothes? Just summer clothes or winter clothes as well? And what about books? Is there any point in taking along
some books? She is sorry to leave the books and new stereo system behind. When you go on a trip, you know
where you are going and when you are coming back, so you know exactly what to take along. But this is no
ordinary trip. S. instinctively knows that she will not see this apartment, school or village for a long time. She
thinks to herself that maybe she will not need anything wherever it is they are being taken to. Then she quickly
suppresses this ominous thought.
She tries to be calm and collected. She should take with her only the bare essentials. They will probably put
them in some sort of refugee center. It cannot be for long. Or maybe they will immediately send them across the
border, to Croatia, or even further. If there is a way, she will look for her relative in Zagreb. Nothing terrible has
happened yet, which is why she tries to act as rationally as possible. She takes her blue canvas backpack which
she usually carries on school excursions. From the drawers in her bedroom she takes some underwear, a few
summer tops, a shirt, a sweater. She also puts into her backpack a photograph album, a jewelry box containing a
gold chain, a pair of earrings and a medallion, an empty notebook and two ballpoint pens. Then there is her
toothbrush and a tube of toothpaste, some soap, face cream and two packets of sanitary napkins and an extra
package of cotton wool, which is all she has in the house at the moment. She cannot think what else she may need
on this journey into the unknown.
If it were some earlier year, and not 1992, she would soon be getting ready in much the same way to go on
summer vacation. First there would be the bus and then a boat. It had been like that last summer. She thinks of the
coast. Every year she would spend the summer with her friends in M——a, where the boughs of the pine trees
graze the water’s surface. When they swam at night their bodies would gleam like fish. She remembers B., the
touch of his lips on her shoulder, and how he had slipped his hand through the opening in her dress and fondled
her breasts. And later, the smell of his skin on the sheets. B., too, had been swept up by this maelstrom, but earlier.
Even while they were on vacation, some were called up into the army. The shooting had already started in Croatia,
but the two of them swam, grilled fish over a fire and did not believe any of it. They thought it was all far
removed from them and not their concern. As if we were deliberately blind, we thought we could defend
ourselves against the horror by not seeing it. By not looking …
B. has not been in touch with her for months and S. does not know where he is. She wrote to his mother not
long ago but has not yet received an answer. At first, after that summer vacation, they had phoned each other
often, assuring one another that it was all a lot of nonsense, that there would be no war in Bosnia. Then they
somehow lost touch, as if they had been overwhelmed by that same lot of nonsense themselves …
His letters are already stowed away in the pocket of her backpack, but it occurs to S. that wherever they are
going, somebody might read them. The thought is unbearable. She takes out the letters and sets a match to them
over the sink. The letters burn quickly. Finally, she turns on the tap and lets the water wash away the ashes.
She feels a kind of disbelief rather than sadness, as if she is still not certain that this is all happening to her. She
knows that she is rambling around the apartment, picking things up. At the same time, however, she feels as if the
real S. is standing off to the side, quietly watching her.
S. looks one last time around the apartment. What else can she take? Her backpack is half-empty. She takes her
red summer dress and a new pair of Italian shoes from the wardrobe, her two best possessions. The shoes still
smell of fine leather.
Then she goes downstairs. As she closes the apartment door behind her she feels that her life has been emptied
of all its normality.
*
The gym is stuffy. People are sitting on the benches lining the walls and on the floor. The men are smoking and
it is already clouding the air. There are about a hundred people here in all. Among them are a handful of
schoolchildren from the village; the other children would come to school on foot or by bus from the surrounding
hamlets. Standing guard at the door is a man with a machinegun and two cartridge belts slung across his bare
chest. He is wearing a woolen cap and keeps wiping the sweat off his brow. Some twenty armed men are
assembled in a corner of the gym. Only a handful of them are in the familiar olive green army uniform, the rest
are wearing civilian clothes. They are drinking beer. S—— recognizes the policeman from the next village and
the mailman. The mailman waves at her. He still has his mailman uniform on, but now he has a pistol hanging
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from his belt.
The young man who had burst into her apartment is sitting on an overturned beer crate. He beckons her over.
He tells her that since she is a teacher, she will keep an eye on the women. He is gruff with her in front of the
other men, and now uses the familiar ti when speaking to her. His voice is deeper, as befits someone giving
orders. S—— sees that he feels proud to be in the dangerous company of adult men.
“Keep an eye on them, what do you mean?” S. asks him.
“You know, that they all get on the bus, that nobody hides,” says the young man, pointing to his rifle.
S—— ignores the gesture. She thinks to herself how unnecessary this warning is; who would want to stay
alone in the village and where would they hide? But she does not say this aloud.
Already I was swallowing not only my words, but even my thoughts; the silence I was soon to submerge
myself in, like the peasants around me, was already beginning.
A strange stillness reigns in the gym for a while. To S—— it is as if a kind of stupor has taken hold of the
people, as if they are not quite aware of what is happening to them. It is stuffy with cigarette smoke, but nobody
dares to open a window. A baby is crying, but the cry is muffled, as if its mother is holding it tightly against her
chest.
The boy next to her asks his mother softly who these people are. The woman squeezes his hand and puts her
finger to her lips. S—— notices how his eyes open—wide with fear.
She sees a fat man in camouflage uniform with a belt slicing through his stomach appoint a group of men to
search the basements and attics. Then a man with a beard orders all the men to one side. There is a commotion in
the gym. There are maybe some twenty men in this group of villagers, most of them elderly. S—— sees her
neighbor who is hunched over with rheumatism and can no longer stand up straight, and with him his deaf father
to whom she used to bring pills for his blood pressure. The soldiers will not let them sit down or lean against the
wall.
Then a little girl runs towards her father and hangs on his arm. The soldier pushes her away with his rifle. The
little girl falls on to the parquet floor and lies there curled into a ball, crying. Her father steps out of the group and
bends down over her. Then that same soldier whacks him in the back with his rifle butt. S. sees the blow coming.
It seems to her slow, very slow. She hears a muffled echo. It is the only sound, apart from the girl’s crying.
Suddenly there is absolute silence in the gym, the silence that comes with fear. Terror creeps into the people
and nestles inside them, there to remain.
The small group of men is being led out of the gym. They are escorted by five armed men in civilian clothes
and a policeman. To her it looks like some kind of established procedure or operation in which both the armed and
separated group of men know what is happening and why. No one asks any questions. No one resists. Why not? It
is as if they are all in a state of numbness. Is it because of the stuffy air, because of the mugginess? Or do the men
now being led out think this must be some sort of mistake which someone will rectify any minute? They should
say they are innocent. They have no weapons. They did not shoot at any soldiers, they did not shoot at anyone.
But they have to say it now, while they are still in the gym.
They say nothing and leave. These people seem to her unable to understand that for these armed men they are
guilty simply because they exist, because they are different, because they are Muslims. And that that is reason
enough for them …
Later, S—— is no longer sure. She thinks that they understood what was happening much better than she did,
and that was why they said nothing. They knew what was going to happen, she was the one who didn’t.
She herself feels present one moment and absent the next; she can hear the beating of her own heart, but she
can neither move nor speak.
After some twenty minutes, perhaps more, there is the distant muted sound of gunfire. Each shot is distinct and
the boy beside her flinches with every one. A woman nearby covers her mouth with her hand in a silent scream.
S—— stares at the floor, she does not dare look at the faces around her.
The armed men return alone and go back to drinking their beer, as if they had finished a difficult job. They
guzzle the liquid down with avid enjoyment. S—— observes their bobbing Adam’s apples, their rapacious greed,
their thirst. The feeling that she is attending something unreal grows. Just a while ago, those men, her acquainttances and neighbors, had been together in the gym with them. Now they are gone. They left and disappeared.
S—— is appalled by the nearness of death. She feels nauseous. She walks up to the guard at the door. She asks
him if she can go to the toilet. The toilet is cold and smells of chlorine. S. kneels down on the familiar concrete
floor and throws up. She washes her face. She is breathing more easily now. She walks over to the window and
inhales deeply. There is the smell of dust. An abandoned dog is whining in the courtyard next door.
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*
Now they are being taken to the buses. They do not have their names written down or called out, nor are their
papers checked. S—— cannot explain this to herself, unless the armed men are certain that everybody in this
village is of the same nationality and the same fate awaits them all, regardless of their names. The women climb
on to the bus slowly, one by one. They stand in line. They wait patiently as if something is about to be handed out.
It is their submissiveness that shocks S—— more than anything else, their willingness to obey orders without
question. She thinks this is so, not only because the men have guns, but also because these people are still in a
state of disbelief, in some temporary state of numbness, that they refuse to understand what is happening to them.
Or perhaps it is a kind of naïvete, the belief that surely somebody must know what is being done and why, that
there must be a reason for this action.
S—— is unable to discern what is really happening herself Later she recognizes such behavior as a result of
fear, which paralyses the whole being—thought, movement and emotion.
A youngish woman, who worked in the village store, faints in front of the bus. Her husband was in the group
of men that was just taken out and shot. S—— bends down and lays the woman’s head in her lap. She is pale and
her forehead is cold to the touch. Her breathing is barely audible. S—— undoes the belt on her dress. The woman
is wearing a flowery light blue summer dress, one of her best. S—— feels like bursting into tears at the sight of
this silky dress and the woman laid out in the dust. Someone brings over a bottle of water and the woman drinks
from it. S—— brushes the dirt off the dress and puts her in the front seat of the bus. The woman does not open her
eyes, as if her closed lids are her last defence against the truth.
“Let’s go!” somebody shouts, and the buses move off.
There are four soldiers in each. Some sit among the blankets, pillows, plastic bags and suitcases—the vestiges
of a normal life. These people are leaving behind uneaten food on the table, unwashed dishes, unfinished work,
animals in the barn, radios playing, laundry for ironing, arguments. S—— barely manages to squeeze her way to
her seat at the back of the bus. Sitting next to her is an old woman; she knows her, she must about ninety. The old
woman pats S—— on the hand.
“Don’t be afraid, dear,” she says, “we’re still alive.”
“I’m not afraid,” says S. What other answer can she give her right now?
S—— dozes off. She is dazed by the heat and fatigue. She leans her shoulder against the old woman’s head.
Her black clothes smell of old age and burned milk.
*
S—— is very little, maybe about three years old. A big red pot sits on the old-fashioned stove. The milk in it is
boiling. She watches the milk simmer, boil and rise to the rim of the pot.
“Grandma,” she cries, “grandma!”
Her grandmother runs in but it is already too late, the milk is spilling over the rim of the pot. It leaves an ugly
brown stain on the surface of the stove. The smell of burned milk fills the kitchen.
S—— stands on the chair by the stove and leans to look in the pot. Her thigh touches the hot rim. The pain is
so great she does not manage even to cry out. The smell of the burned milk blends with that of her burned skin.
She can still feel the scar on her thigh even now.
The camp, Bosnia, end of May 1992
S—— cannot say how long they were on the road. She remembers that they stopped twice somewhere by the
roadside. There are no houses around, just woods. And it is dark, the hills cast huge black shadows. The women
step out into the night, run to the woods and immediately come back. They call out to each other, like children on
an excursion, afraid they will get lost. None of them, evidently, sees this as a chance to escape.
It is night-time when they arrive at the camp. The buses pull up in front of a barbed wire fence at the end of the
white road. The yellow moon grazes the nearby woods, illuminating the path, courtyard and several buildings, the
closest of which looks like a warehouse. Darkness surrounds them. The hills and forbidding woods loom black.
She hears the voice of a man (a soldier? a guard?) tell somebody that this is an exchange camp. Right now the
word exchange sounds soothing, almost believable.
Others too are relieved that this is the end of the journey. They have arrived, even if it is in some sort of factory
warehouse. S—— bases this judgment on the tone of the voices around her. They can finally stretch their legs,
which they see as a plus. A plus? In a single day we had all been reduced to the lowest possible denomina-tor; to
brute existence.
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Together with the other women she enters a huge, dark room. She touches the floor: concrete. Then she lies
down on it, placing her backpack under her head. Without a word, the women around her lie down too, as if they
find it normal to lie down on bare concrete and go to sleep. Again that feeling that people are behaving as if what
is happening to them has some deeper significance, but it looks as though she alone seems unable to decipher
what it is. Is it because they can do nothing but adapt to the situation?
S—— had learned to ask questions. Still, in this new situation she decides to behave like the people around her
and not to stand out in any way. I am hiding in the crowd for the first time, S—— thinks to herself. The only
difference between her and the women around her is that S—— knows it.
She is awake. Again she thinks about fear. Until then, she had not been aware of fear, she had been convinced
that she did not feel fear, not even when they had taken the group of men out from the gym, or when she had
heard the burst of gunfire. She listens. She knows now that fear is the absence of all emotion, it is emptiness, it is
as if your whole body is drained of blood all at once.
The day seems to have gone by so quickly and the turn of events has left her no time to think. The young
man’s appearance at her apartment that morning had marked the beginning of a different life, and S—— is afraid
that soon she will no longer be able to compare or connect those two lives …
She lies like that for a while, watching to see whether the thin stream of light filtering in from the crack in the
roof will spread. She listens to the sleeping bodies and the quiet makes her skin crawl. She does not hear any
children crying. Perhaps they are not crying because they already know that it is pointless, because they have been
struck dumb with fear.
Sometimes children know more than adults, S—— thinks to herself as her weary body falls asleep against her
will.
*
She wakes up. Her limbs feel heavy, as if glued to the floor. Although she feels that this is her body, she does
not feel entirely present in the warehouse, in the camp, stretched out between two unfamiliar bodies. As if the bus
had transported only a part of her. For the first time she clearly notices this disparity, a kind of discomfort and
partition. She senses a crack inside her, the starting line of this separation. She tries to take her mind back to her
apartment in the school, but to no avail. She is not sure whether it is possible that she has already forgotten her
past, or whether this is some sort of defence against her premonition of the horror that is yet to come.
Whenever she slips in between two realities, she feels as if she does not exist. S—— had already experienced
this once during the trip. She had fallen asleep and when she arrived she thought she had never even left, but there
she was, already at her destination. This absence from her familiar reality hit her like a mild dizzy spell. Even then
she had had nothing to hold on to. The sight of the unfamiliar street had terrified her: she had not recognized a
single shop window, sign, façade. For a moment she had been completely displaced. Now she recognizes the
same feeling. She tries to bridge the divide between the two realities by thinking logically: perhaps their stay in
the camp will be brief, perhaps they will be exchanged as early as tomorrow. She cannot imagine why the soldiers
would hold so many women and children captive in a warehouse, in the dark, with no windows.
She is upset by the fact that the totality of the event still escapes her. Her mother, an employee with a stateowned company, is a Serb. Her father, an engineer, is a Muslim, which means that S—— is neither one nor the
other. That is why S—— thinks she is exempt from alignment. This is what she believed until the armed men and
soldiers arrived in her mountain village that same day. Now, however, she sees that for her war began the moment
others started dividing and labeling her, when nobody asked her anything any more.
If her father is a Muslim, to them she is a Muslim as well, and can be nothing else. Her mother does not count.
Her picture of reality is shattering, as if the television screen had exploded that day and the war had simply spilled
into her apartment. Now she herself is caught up in this rushing torrent. If she wants to survive, she will have to
obey those who have the weapons. Her life, like her death, is no longer a matter of choice.
In the warehouse, lying full-length on the floor, S—— consoles herself that nothing terrible has happened as
yet, at least not to her. That very same instant she is horrified by her own thought, by the stupidity of it. Nothing?
Armed men had come, and together with the soldiers they had assembled the people, separated and killed a group
of men, herded the women on to buses and imprisoned them in a camp. They had torched the village. She thought
of the woman who had fainted and of her cold forehead. Everything had already happened to her.
I am lying, lying to myself. Everything has happened to me as well, almost everything, S—— thinks to herself.
She can see her high-rise building in Grbavica in Sarajevo, the balconies whose blue paint had long since been
washed away, the television aerials and clothes lines with the laundry hanging out. But she still cannot imagine
that the night had devoured her parents and sister. I should have found a way to get there, to get into Sarajevo and
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see for myself that they were no longer there.
Her friends had advised her to stay in the village, she would be safe there. This could not last long. Still, she
had tried to leave as soon as she had heard. The bus had stopped after only an hour. They were told that the road
was closed. S—— returned to the village.
Their disappearance was still something remote and unreal to her. Like when the phone line suddenly goes
temporarily dead, because of a storm, Only now does she see that the entire time she has been refusing to accept
that they are really dead, taken away somewhere, and she cannot forgive herself. What was she thinking? That the
news of their disappearance was a mistake or a bad joke? Had she gone, to see for herself then perhaps the events
of this morning would make more sense.
When she heard that they were gone she had wanted to die, as if death was something you could request. Why
did it have to be her parents? Why her sister? If they had fled from Sarajevo she would have known it. Were they
taken away simply because they had not left Grbavica on time and, like S—— did not believe that what was
happening all around them was really war?
When she shuts her eyes she can see her mother setting the table. She can hear the dishes rattling in the
kitchen. Her father is already sitting at the table, her sister is opening the front door and smiling at them. Soon the
three of them will be sitting down for dinner. Her father will be the first to go to bed. He is usually the first to get
up in the morning and make the coffee for her mother. Her mother and sister will clean up the kitchen, and then
watch some programme on television. The next morning they will not be in that apartment.
Only later did S—— learn that there are countless kinds of pain, that physical pain usually passes and that you
can distance yourself from it if you learn how. But she already knows that there is a certain kind of pain from
which there is no escape, merely rest, sometimes. Her neighbor informed her that it had happened. She said that
the apartment was empty, and later that a soldier had moved into it. She said that maybe her family was still alive,
somewhere.
S—— realized that the neighbor was saying this just to make her feel better. The instant she said it, the pain
inside her had contracted into something hard. And it had been there ever since, here inside her, she could almost
feel it under her skin.
She remembered those words often. Maybe they are alive, maybe they will find a way to survive. Will she ever
know? The only thing she has to hold on to is that slim hope, the neighbor’s words, nothing more.
In her mind there are two clashing images: the past and the present. But trying to accustom herself to her place
on the concrete floor between the two unfamiliar bodies, her previous life looks so remote to her that it is as if it
had happened to somebody else and she is now watching the movie, recognizing only bits of it: the glass of icecold Coke she drank in the outdoor restaurant that spring in Sarajevo; her sister’s face as they walked on the
sunny side of the Miljacka river and she told S—— how she had fallen in love; their reflections in the shop
window; the fruit stand on the corner of their street and how she would lean over to smell the first strawberries.
How much longer would these memories last? Is it good to remember or is it easier to survive if you forget you
ever lived a normal life? There was not even a three-year age difference between S—— and her sister. L——
would always know how to make her feel better, she knew more about everything. About dolls. About shoes.
About boys. She knew how to cajole their parents into letting them go to the Saturday night dance.
L—— also knew how to lie and that fascinated S——. She kept the small change when she went to the store
and later secretly bought cigarettes with it.
Why didn’t she, at least, leave Sarajevo? She had said she could not leave their parents alone. But S—— had
not believed her, not entirely.
Her sister had stayed because of her boyfriend but had not admitted it, thinks S——, still mad at her sister.
*
She has to get up and pee. Last night the guards showed them the bucket in the corner of the warehouse. She
turns carefully on to her side and then gets up. It is already getting light. Lying on the floor on one side of her is a
little girl in a thin dress, and on the other is an old woman, with a scarf on her head and thick woolen socks on her
feet. Every so often the old woman releases a whistle-like sound through her nose. She has covered her face with
the scarf and crossed her hands under her arms.
The women lie pressed against one another on the bare floor as if the nearness of each other’s bodies will
protect them against misfortune. S—— cannot make out their faces. In the semi-darkness not one of them seems
to have a face of her own, they all look the same because whatever made each of them different was eradicated
when they entered the camp.
To reach the bucket she has to walk along the wall, taking care not to stand on anybody’s hand or foot. Slowly
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she makes her way, stepping over the bodies of the sleeping women and groping along the wall. She only hopes
the bucket is not full. There is no lid on it and there is an unbearable stench coming from that side of the
warehouse. The surrounding floor is wet with urine. When did they manage to make it so dirty?
It never would have occurred to her that they would be put in a space without windows, without beds or toilets.
But now she steers clear of such thoughts, which are dangerous for her because they are no longer applicable to
her new situation. Since yesterday morning she has been trying not to let anything that is happening surprise her.
It is too easy to lose oneself in pointless questions to which no one gives any answers.
It is still dark enough for her to be able to pee without humiliation. That is the whole point, the aim is to
humiliate people. The internees cease to be human beings and their bodily needs, like their bodies themselves,
become part of the machinery whose workings and aim they can only guess.
Returning to her spot by the same route, she hears a woman painfully sobbing in her sleep. The little girl turns
onto her side facing her. She smells of a child’s sweat. S—— lies down next to her, her body recognizing her new
bed. She places her arm under her head and surprises herself by how quickly she is adapting to the situation.
*
She feels the stirring of the women and hears the voices of men. The door of the warehouse is open and several
guards are herding the women into the courtyard. Like dogs, they bark out their orders.
For the first time she sees in the full light of day the warehouse in which they have spent the night. It is a long
concrete building with an asbestos roof which is already absorbing the heat. She thinks that this must have been a
warehouse for machines, because there are metal parts still strewn around.
The yard is divided into two by a fence. At the back, about fifty meters away, opposite the warehouse, is a
white one-storey building. That is the administration building.
She takes a quick look around; there is no sign of habitation, she sees not a single house. They could be
anywhere; the camp looks utterly isolated. This only heightens her present sense of an unreal world, where it is
truly possible to wake up and suddenly find yourself in a camp. The women say that close by, nearer the woods, is
the men’s camp. They say it is much bigger …
Now the guards herd them into the field behind the fence. At the entrance to the camp the guard lets through a
group of some twenty women. There is no shelter in the field, no bush to hide behind and protect them from
staring eyes. They simply have to crouch and defecate in a group, in the middle of the field, in front of the guards,
in front of everyone.
S—— is in the second group. For the first time she thinks of escape. All she would have to do is get up and run
for the woods, run until she escapes or is stopped by a bullet. Maybe she would reach the woods. But S—— is
afraid of the woods, she is sure she would get lost in them. Helplessly she crouches down. She avoids looking
around her. She remembers how she and her sister had once run into a field and crouched together to pee,
laughing. The ground is dry and warm to the touch. She takes a clod of earth and crumbles it in her hand. She
looks at this yellowish soil and sparse grass and does not dare to look up. She knows she is exposed and there is
nothing she can do to protect herself, absolutely nothing.
The women are standing in the yard around the water tap; each one has a few minutes to wash and to drink
water. Standing in front of S—— is a woman with a child who is maybe three. The child drinks the water in long
gulps, its eyes closed. Gleaming droplets of water slide down his chin and neck.
“Mama, the water is so good,” says the child, wiping his mouth with his arm. His mother strokes his head.
Finally it is S——’s turn to let the water run over her face. She is dirty from the trip, from the bus. And she is
tired. It is still morning but the heat is already burning the concrete in the yard. She does not know the exact time.
Her mother’s little gold watch is gone. It was a graduation present. A drunken soldier had turned the light on in
their bus and started collecting rings and bracelets, anything that was made of gold.
“Gold in the sun!” he shouted. He held a cap in one hand and a bottle of brandy in the other.
S undid her watch strap and dropped the watch into the greasy cap. When it fell on to the little pile of gold
jewelry it was as if it was falling into a timeless zone where watches served no purpose anyway. Later she noticed
the soldier divvy up his booty with the driver and both of them looked pleased.
She swallows the water with her eyes closed until her teeth go numb from the cold. She is suffused with a
feeling of calm. Only she, the water and this moment exist. She feels her body, cold skin, muscles, her thirst, her
body’s joy to be alive. Perhaps this is the only way to survive, by living from one moment to the next. The
continuous flow of time no longer exists for her, merely isolated moments which are impossible to weave into a
meaningful whole.
A hand shoves her aside. This time it is not the guard, it is the woman standing in line behind her. The woman
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throws her a hard, angry look, as if S—— has just stolen something from her.
The guards distribute food in plastic buckets: two slices of bread and a piece of salami. She feels sick at the
sight of the salami and gives hers to the boy next to her. His mother tells him, you have to share that with your
sister, but it is too late, the salami is already disappearing down the boy’s throat.
S—— is shocked by his selfishness. His behavior is beyond her because she has yet to learn what the little boy
instinctively knows. This seven-year-old little boy has already learned the first lesson of survival in a camp—
selfishness.
*
S—— remembers the first days in the camp as a series of unconnected, brightly lit images. Even now, she can
still call to mind certain faces and scenes which whirl in nightmarish disorder. She remembers the tense
expectation that something was going to happen, that they would be going somewhere, that they would be
exchanged, it was just a matter of hours.
And the disbelief that she was going to remain there.
Then the repetition of ordinary acts which ultimately mean that none of what they expect will actually happen,
at least not soon.
Most of the women go under guard to dig in the nearby field. The children accompany them. Some of the
women go to the kitchen; there is a lot of work in the kitchen, the food has to be prepared for the entire camp.
Another group is assigned to do the cleaning. S—— and E—— are assigned to tend to the sick.
At last she has some sort of task. She feels better immediately, less scared. She had feared idleness, feared she
would be spending her days sitting on the concrete floor of the warehouse, waiting to be exchanged. That is the
easiest way to lose your mind. As E——’s assistant, she can at least be of some use to someone.
She knows E——, a nurse who worked in the village’s outpatient clinic. The woman is here with her twelveyear-old daughter; she had nowhere to send her, and she could not imagine being separated from her.
She is S——’s pupil. A quiet girl, one of those who likes to read. She walks around the camp beside her
mother with her head bowed, as if ashamed of something. She doesn’t ask any questions, that’s what I find the
hardest says E——, she has completely withdrawn into herself. If only she would at least talk.
S—— hugs the girl. She can feel the child’s frail shoulders under her touch, the small bones, the spine. She is
so thin, this little girl, so frail. S—— feels she owes her some sort of explanation, but she cannot think of
anything. She tells the girl that they will soon be leaving together for Zagreb and that once they get there she will
take her to the movies. She looks at E——; her hands are strong, her hair is pulled back to keep it out of the way.
She looks robust, as if she can take anything. But how can one take this kind of responsibility? How can one
protect one’s child when war erupts?
In the warehouse a woman complains that she can’t breathe, she has a weak heart and high blood pressure. She
is still young, but her color is pale and unhealthy, her fair hair is thin and her eyes are big. She was operated on a
year ago. E—— knows her, she went to her house in the village to change her bandages and give her injections. E
—— has brought with her whatever medicine she had in the house, but the stock will probably last her a week, no
more.
She strokes the woman’s hair. She tells her everything will be all right. She has nothing to give but these words
and the touch of her hand, and the young woman clings to them desperately.
An old woman has hurt her ankle and E—— puts wild herbs on it and then sets it between two slats of wood.
She has no instruments or drugs, or even bandages. She is used to working in the village clinic where the doctor
drops by only occasionally, so she knows about medicinal herbs and herbal medicine.
But now E—— is helpless because she has not even that, she has nothing to help these women. They might as
well have sent me out to dig, she says. She goes to look for the commander of the camp. The guard takes her to
the administration building.
S—— is left alone with a little girl who has a burning fever. She places a cold compress on the child’s brow
and gives her a lot of water to drink. Then she pulls a wet T-shirt over her head. Maybe that will help to bring the
temperature down. She remembers that her mother used to do that sometimes when she or L—— came down with
a fever. She would dip an entire sheet into freezing cold water and then wrap it around her child’s rigid body.
S—— remembers the icy touch of the linen sheet all over her skin and feeling that the burning fire inside her
was finally dying down. Or her mother would rub her chest and limbs with alcohol or vinegar and then she would
lie in bed breathing shallowly, dazed by the vapors, until she would fall asleep. The little girl closes her eyes now
too. She is breathing more easily.
Perhaps she will not be able to bear it after all. The behavior of these women. The camp. The horror. S——
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feels that she is weak and her own weakness makes her sick.
There must be some sort of makeshift clinic in the camp because one day E—— brings a few bandages and
sedatives. And the promise that soon she will also get some antibiotics and pain-killing injections. She has
managed to obtain a thermometer, although even she thinks it senseless in a situation where there is no hope of
getting any medicine for the sick and dying. She brings the whole lot in a small frayed doctor’s bag.
S—— is puzzled. Where did the doctor come from? And why has he not visited the warehouse? E—— looks
down. She opens the bag; neatly laid out inside are a stethoscope, injections, scissors, bandages.
She avoids S——’s eyes. She gives a dismissive wave of her hand.
S—— has the impression that E—— knows far more than she is prepared to say. The bag obviously belonged
to a doctor, a prisoner in the other camp. So it is true after all, there is a men’s camp nearby. They don’t tend to
them there at all, says E—— simply. They do not need a doctor any more.
But even after what had happened in my school I still did not entirely believe what she said.
E—— examines the baby lying in its mother’s lap. The mother, a young woman with a white scarf covering
her head, looks at her expectantly.
But the child is dead, it is too late to do anything. The mother does not realize this yet and is still hoping. For
one more moment, just one more, there will be a spark of life in her eyes. Then it will go out.
S—— watches the light in the mother’s eyes slowly die out, her arms suddenly fall limp. The mother is overwhelmed with a pain for which there is no solace. What can S—— or anyone tell a woman whose child has just
died? Suddenly the woman’s face darkens, as if the color of her skin has suddenly changed or a dark shadow just
crossed her face. S—— sees the shadow of death. And she sees how each of these women, including herself, will
be forced from now on to live under this menacing shadow.
In this place, death is not something remote or foreign. It is no longer an unexpected visitor, as it is in ordinary
life. Death is a constant companion in their lives, like a reflection in the mirror you cannot wish away because it is
always there, waiting for you.
The mother now has to be separated from the infant. The two women have to tear her from the dead body of
her child whom she is clutching to her breast. S—— tries to pry away her hands, but the woman is too strong.
They wrestle silently for a moment.
S—— gives up. Why wrest the child away from her? The woman needs time to realize that they are
surrounded by death, that this is what the camp fence defines, a demarcated territory where death reigns supreme.
*
One morning two guards appear with a sheet of canvas. And old army blankets. They are shabby and dirty and
reek of motor oil. Perhaps they were used to cover the machines in this same warehouse. Now they are to serve as
bedding for the women. And later?
It is more than obvious that they will be staying in this warehouse for some time to come. To S—— the
blankets are proof that they might even see in the winter here. As if she has received an official written
communication, she no longer has the slightest doubt. She says so to E——. She too is afraid that this is a bad
omen, and there are more and more such omens, she says grimly.
Another change follows a few days later. S—— notices scrawny men, dressed only in rag-like pants, digging a
pit at the back of the women’s part of the courtyard, right by the fence. She knows they are internees from the
men’s camp. Some of the women try to edge closer to them and glean news of their loved ones. This is an
opportunity for them.
The guards are also amenable to bribes. They will obtain information in return for money, gold jewelry or
clothes. S—— wonders what their information is worth, how reliable it is. Her neighbor from the warehouse says
they are good folk who have been forced into being guards, some of them are “our people,” as she puts it. And she
says that they can be believed and that through them messages can even be sent to the men in the other camp.
Over the next few days, the detainees assemble a little wooden hut above the two pits. They are finally getting
a toilet. It is now more than obvious that they will be staying in the camp, but S—— is still glad about the toilet.
To her, the advent of the toilet looks like major progress in their lives. If they have to live in this camp, at least
they will no longer have to defecate out in the field, in front of everyone.
S—— can feel herself adapting. Every day she wakes up to something she now recognizes: the squeaking of
the metal doors, the voices of the guards, the song of the birds, the whispering of the women around her. Before
she gets up S—— repeats to herself: just let this be a good day. She does not know exactly what good means,
perhaps to her at that moment it means not to be exposed to humiliation by the guards. She learns quickly to
ignore what does not directly concern her, not to think about tomorrow. She has learned that she can cope only
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with the problems of the here and now. She can focus on small tasks, such as how to obtain a bandage or wash
something, when to grab a moment of rest without the guards seeing her. Anything else is beyond her.
She knows what to do, what is expected of her. She tries not to think about what is happening to others and
tries not to believe the camp stories. They have food, a toilet, they sleep, nobody beats them. They still wash at the
water tap in the courtyard. The heat is now unbearable and S—— pours water over herself from head to toe at
least once a day. She longs to bathe in a tub of water. She imagines there must be a bath somewhere in the camp, a
shower at least, and that maybe she could bribe the guard to let her take a bath.
No, it is better not to approach the guards, not to have anything to do with them. You never know how it will
end. They do not need much of an excuse to whack somebody or do something even worse than that. It is better to
become invisible.
Indeed, S—— notices that instinctively all the women abide by this rule. They walk with hunched shoulders,
their eyes lowered, their bodies pressed together, and quiet, making themselves smaller than they are. I have to
become as invisible as can be, S—— tells herself. She stays as far away from the guards as possible; she thinks
that will help her.
The older peasant women do not wash in the courtyard. They carry the water in buckets back to the warehouse
and wash themselves there, limb by limb. She is moved by their timidity, even now when they are among other
women and when they are reduced to nothing more than a body.
*
It seems to her now as if there was a time when nothing was happening in the camp. It was work, eat, sleep.
And it was hot.
They stopped expecting that an exchange was imminent, even though such rumors would appear and disquiet
them. Exchange had become a remote possibility, a deferred hope. The fact that there was at least a modicum of
organization to life in the camp had a consoling effect, it gave them a sense of certainty and purpose.
S—— learnt how to break the day up into small fragments which she would then chew, as if they were crumbs
of stale bread.
*
Then one day she sees a group of men right by the woods. It is late, the sun is already setting. The men are
digging. But, unlike the women, they are not digging in the field.
Later, while having soup in the kitchen, she recalls the scene of twenty-odd men at the edge of the forest.
E—— and her daughter Z—— are in the kitchen with her. They are meticulously scraping their plates with
aluminum spoons. It is a loud sound and it gives S—— goose pimples. But they do not often have the opportunity
to eat in the kitchen; it is a privilege and they give themselves over to the hot meal, even the little girl looks more
cheerful. The soup bowl is on the table with its coat of hard red plastic, and S—— takes a second helping.
Someone has carved a heart in the plastic with a knife and the sight of it makes her smile. So, somebody was once
in love here in this canteen, or maybe simply bored.
The cook, D——, has been in the camp for about a month. She used to cook in the men’s camp. She blushes
whenever she talks, a trait that S—— finds appealing. D—— sometimes invites them into the kitchen to give
them a piece of meat or cake, probably leftovers from the lunch eaten by the camp’s administrators. She says she
invites them because of the little girl, the child is so skinny, but all three of them eat, little Z—— eating the least,
without appetite.
S—— asks D—— about the other camp and the men at the edge of the forest. Is it true that they kill and bury
them and then level out the earth with bulldozers? D—— shakes her head vaguely, she says that she used to see
them herself digging at the edge of the woods and that it is most certainly not a good sign. Obviously, she does
not want to talk in front of the little girl. When she is sure the child is paying no attention, she makes a swift
gesture with her hand, as if drawing a knife across her throat.
Sometimes the guards come for E—— and she goes off to the administration building or even to the men’s
camp. She returns sullen and silent. She smokes nervously, taking a few drags and then passing the cigarette on.
She looks at no one, avoiding S——’s eye while they work, and to S—— it is obvious that E—— knows
something she does not. She begs E—— to tell her.
“Better not ask, it’s better for you not to know,” says E. “Terrible things are going on there,” she says, turning
her head away so that the child does not hear.
Others talk, however. The guards themselves, to start with. And the women who have heard it from them and
from other women. Stories spread through the camp about torture and about the thousands of people killed in the
men’s camp. The women say they have heard that prisoners over there have their eyes gouged out, pieces of flesh
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sliced from their living bodies, their bones broken.
S—— cannot stand it any more. She begs E—— to tell her what she has seen. E—— merely confirms that she
has seen mutilated corpses.
Two women from their warehouse clean the administration building at the bottom of the courtyard. They tell S
—— that in one of the rooms they often find blood splattered on the floor and the walls. They wash it off with a
spray of water. Then they wipe down the walls with a rag. But they are hard to wash completely clean, says one of
them, that would take chlorine or saline acid. The once white walls are now covered with ugly brown, yellow and
red stains.
S—— does not know what to make of these rumors. She is afraid that people exaggerate and invent the most
horrible stories. Shooting people dead and burying their bodies by the woods seems horrible enough to her. She
herself has seen people digging what was probably a pit for the corpses. But torture …
She is sitting by the open window in the kitchen. Alone. Two guards pass by, she can hear the crunch of their
footsteps on the gravel. They are talking. Their voices are carried in uneven gusts by the early evening breeze.
There is mention of torture by electricity in the other camp. They apparently saw it with their own eyes and are
now talking about it. They utter the words: electric cable, saw. She feels she will lose her mind at the very
mention of these words.
How can I ever explain to anybody the isolation we were kept in? Everything got around, but the news was
unreliable, unconfirmed. Even though it is happening right next to you, you don’t believe it. And even if you do
believe it, you cannot dwell on it, it would be the end of you. You believe it only if you yourself see it. Perhaps
this deliberate blindness is a form of self-preservation …
128.82 Yogurt For Nina\fn{by Zorica Radaković (1963-

)}

Sinj, Split-Dalmatia County, Croatia (F) 5

She was tempted to pour herself a glass of “heart medicine,” but she resisted. And, while the Persian cat
looked at her from the sink, where it was watching the dripping tap, Blazenka sat wearily at the table, smoking
and adding up on her calculator all the outgoings she had loaded on to her credit cards.
“Is there anything to eat, Mum?” Nina appeared at the kitchen door.
“Sure.” She put out one of the two cigarettes that were burning in the ashtray. “I bought bread, and there’s
yogurt in the fridge.”
“There isn’t any yogurt, Mum!”
“Yes there is, I told him not to touch it.”
“Do you want to check?” Nina opened the fridge door.
All there was in the fridge was margarine, a tin of cat food and a carton of iced tea.
“Oh, damn his eyes …” She hissed bitterly and put her hand to her heart.
“Please don’t talk about Dad like that! I mean,” Nina tossed back the bush of her long curly fair hair and
crossed her arms over her chest. “you sort things out between you as best you can, but don’t shout at each other in
front of me. I really don’t know why I should always be the one to be victimized!”
“You victimized?” Blazenka raised her spectacles. “How, may I ask, are you victimized?”
The blood had rushed to her head and she felt like blurting out the whole burden of truth, which she had not
wished to trouble Nina with up to now. But Nina had already begun to complain.
“Easily! I don’t drink, or smoke, I don’t even drink fruit juice! I drink water! Only water, get it! I don’t even
eat meat, Mum—”
“And that’s why you’re so pale and tense!”
“What I mean is”—she raised her voice—“I spend less than anyone in the whole of Zagreb! I don’t ask for
anything. I’m either at uni\fn{University.} or I’m studying for exams. When things are quiet, I mean, and I don’t
have to go to Sandra’s to study with her. And then … and then there isn’t even a yogurt for me!”
“That’s your father’s fault!” At that exclamation, the cat leapt off the sink and appeared immediately at Nina’s
feet.
“Just accept that and grow up! If it weren’t for me …”
Nina picked up the cat, pressed it to her, then turned and went out, offended.
Blazenka’s face twitched. Resisting the urge to run after her daughter and have the whole thing out with her,
she lit a new cigarette with a trembling hand. Her belly and chest heaved, while her heart beat increasingly fast.
She went to the little cupboard where she kept herbs and supplies of drink. She opened the door shakily, and when
she reached for the bottle of brandy the page of an old calendar stuck to the inside of the door caught her eye.
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The picture showed Nina aged seven. In a dinner jacket, her hair combed like a boy’s, she was sitting at a
concert piano, a violin in her hand. Her daddy, Damir, a film producer then, was proud of his little girl’s beauty, so
he had pulled strings so that the child could be a model. That was how her sweet face came to be beaming from
advertisements for the most prestigious producer of confectionery in the whole of what was then Yugoslavia.
She drained the glass in two or three rapid gulps, then filled it again. She was too agitated to count and for a
few moments she simply stared blankly at the pile of hateful bills and lottery tickets. Then she suddenly swore
and swept them all violently off the table.
“Bugger life if you can’t dress decently for a wedding!”
*
She had been racking her brains for days now, trying to think up ways of generating money to buy party
clothes for herself, Damir and especially Nina. She could not have borne to have people feeling sorry for her or
laughing at her on that occasion. In her nightmare imagination she saw her distant relatives talking:
“Who’s that good-looking girl in rags?”
“Oh, that’s poor Blaienka’s daughter: the poor woman does nothing but slave for the girl and her husband!”
And then she could imagine her malicious sister-in-law adding:
“She’s spent so long maneuvering with bankers’ cards and cheques, loans and credit, that she could become a
stockbroker!” Then she saw a third person asking who they were talking about and them saying:
“Oh, no one!”
And she had once been someone, a real expert! An engineer of wood technology! She had been on the point of
becoming director of production when that particular state enterprise fell apart. She was forty then, a dismissal
note in her hand, an unemployed husband and a daughter at school!
She did not lose heart, but accepted a job as an ordinary salesperson at the counter in a firm dealing in wood.
She thought it would be temporary, that is why she never told Nina what it was like to spend eight to ten hours a
day in wood shavings and sawdust, stifling in summer and freezing in winter. She consoled herself that there was
an economic crisis and without a murmur she spent regular and overtime hours receiving orders, and then
measuring and cutting large planks of veneer and chipboard.
And she kept smiling! She smiled and asked her customers to repeat several times exactly what they wanted so
that her boss would not deduct the price of wrongly cut pieces from her pay. And he did that—to the last penny!
Nina did not know that her mother had never complained to her boss, a capitalist parvenu,\fn{Upstart; socialclimber} that she feigned dedication, she was even meek with the man who stole from her by cheating the law and
saving on tax, paying her the minimum salary, which meant that in her ever-closer old age she would have an
insignificant pension. While Nina, without a care in the world, studied for high marks so that she would be able to
carry on with postgraduate studies, she did not know how much her mother hated herself while she listened to her
boss’s laments about the hard times, about his expenses, about himself, poor man, who was obliged to set aside
part of his working profit for bribing the financial inspectors. And how she disgusted herself when she asked him
for an advance, which he generously gave her in the manner of a benefactor, full of bogus concern for “his”
people. And while he tapped her on the shoulder in fake warmth, they both knew that he would slap huge interest
on the loan.
Nor did Nina know what it was like to be afraid to ask for a day off to go to the doctor because your heart was
battering your rib cage every night, for this whole daily performance of humiliation was no guarantee that you
would not be dismissed.
Nina did not know what fear was. While her father loafed around in pubs, complaining that incompetent
politicians meant that decent people like him had no jobs, and playing poker machines, Nina studied. And so she
should.
The brandy acted on her bloodstream, and the tension in her chest eased.
Good, at least the wedding present was there—a large Venetian glass vase, which she had bought on her
neighbor’s credit card. That was a consumer coup! A large shopping center on the edge of town had offered a
huge discount and two-year repayment terms to customers who spent thousands of kunas there. Her neighbor was
buying a television and he needed several more buyers, in order to arrive at the desired sum through a combined
effort. Blazenka was delighted at the opportunity. It was heaven-sent. She decided to fulfill the conditions for the
discount herself. So she bought a new well-known brand of vacuum cleaner, a washing machine, an answerphone,
a music station and the large expensive vase that had caught her eye. She worked out that, at 450 kunas a month,
she would probably manage, even if she didn’t win the lottery.
But problems with payments began with the very first installment. She barely succeeded in placating her
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neighbor into waiting a day or two until her mother’s pension and social supplement had been paid into her bank.
Her mother grumbled, admittedly, but she did bale her out with half her pension. She’d need money for the
coming month as well, so she had to persuade her mother that it would be a real sin not to take a loan from a local
bank which, as part of the government’s social policy, offered pensioners immediate credit, with no surety and
modest annual interest.
As the months went by, more and more people became involved in her finances, but Blazenka, as she relaxed
over a drink after a hard working day, knew how to justify herself because she was not borrowing for luxuries,
just for survival. The only thing was, after many glasses, one after another, she did not dare think about the future,
which, if she did not win the lottery, was looking like a dark tunnel. Because the legacy, which her husband had
received after his parents’ death, had all been spent on old gambling debts, a Versace suit and several pairs of
shoes, and what she as one of three beneficiaries could expect after her mother’s death would have an insignificant impact on her fundamental financial recovery.
Blazenka worked and borrowed, and borrowed in order to pay back, and she believed that one day better days
would come, at least for Nina.
*
At the same time, Nina was becoming increasingly estranged from her, and changing. It had been a long time
since she had resembled the little girl on the calendar.
Blazenka poured another glass of courage. She knocked on Nina’s door.
“What do you want? Why are you bothering me?” She heard Nina’s voice from inside. “I’m studying.”
She opened the door and, concealing her fuddled state, slowly entered the room.
Nina was sitting at her desk, bent over typescripts, and beside the desk, on the bed, lay Lina, gazing
inquisitively at Blazenka with her large amber eyes.
“I don’t like you standing behind me,” said Nina, not turning towards her mother.
Blazenka moved a step or two away, then sat down on the bed beside the cat.
“There, now I’m not behind you.”
Nina half turned to her and snapped at her irritably, “Look, Mum, not now,” and went back to her reading.
Blazenka looked at her daughter’s profile. She was now a grown-up young woman who no longer seemed to
need her support. Her bearing exuded self-confidence, even the threat that, as soon as she came by some income,
she would plunge into an independent life in which there would no longer be any space for her. Blazenka
trembled at the terrible thought.
“You’re not being fair. You’re put out because of one little yogurt. While I’m wondering how to come by the
money for a dress and shoes for you …”
Nina sighed deeply, looked at the ceiling, and drummed her nails on the desk.
“But, Mum! Isn’t it enough that I’m going to that circus at all, and now you want to dress me up! You haven’t
got the money for a piddling yogurt, and you’re dreaming of evening dress!”
“Nina, darling, don’t you worry about anything. I’ll make the money, and you’ll have a dress. I’ve already
looked in the boutiques. There are such elegant dresses, nicely cut, just for your figure. Come and take a look.
When are you going to show yourself off, if not now?” She sighed,
“Nina, darling, I’ll steal from the till, if necessary! The skinflint has made a mint out of us—”
“Calm down, Mum!” Nina banged her hand down on her papers.
“What do you mean, ‘calm down?’ Do you think I’m drunk?” She waved her hand and knocked over the glass
full of pens that stood on the desk.
“Yes, you’re drunk, and that’s why I’m asking you to stop it. That’s enough! Please, go and sleep,” she said,
gathering the pens and putting them back in the glass. “Don’t let Dad see you like this.”
“What about your dad? What about him? Tell him he’s drunk! Tell him he’s a gambler. The idiot. There’s no
one he hasn’t borrowed from, the wretch! He ate your yogurt! The waster!”
“Stop it, Mum!”
“Why should I? Grow up once and for all, take a look at what’s happening to you! I work my fingers to the
bone, I lick my boss’s arse, I—” She covered her face with her hands.
“And you won’t even dress decently for a wedding for me.”
“It’s enough that I’m going to the wedding!”
“And when you get married, then it’ll be a different story!”
“Me! Never! Not on your life!” Nina shook her head in disgust.
“Never what, on my life?”
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“I’m never getting married!” Flushed, she brought her face right up to her mother’s and looked into her red,
drunken eyes. Blazenka gave a start in alarm and asked barely audibly why not.
“What if I told you that boys don’t attract me at all?”
“What do you mean by that?” Blazenka felt the alcohol suddenly drain from her.
“What you heard.” She looked into her eyes.
“It’s not true, Nina!” She stood up abruptly like a scalded cat.
“Think what you like. But I’ve no intention of ending up like you.”
“I see!” She shot her a withering glance. “Women are more important to you than your mother?”
*
When Damir came home, several hours later, carrying a bag with three portions of meatballs in pitta bread,
went into the kitchen and saw the empty brandy bottle and heap of papers on the floor, he hurried to the bedroom,
with Lina wrapping herself round his legs. Blazenka was lying in her clothes, half covered, her face the color of
ash. There was a strong smell of alcohol and stomach acid in the air.
“Hey, old girl!” He shook her. “Blaza! Blazenka!”
“Aaaah …” she replied, without opening her eyes.
“Come on, wake up!” He leaned over her face and rubbed her nose with his. “Blaza, come on!”
“Huh?” Blazenka shivered at his touch.
Glad that she had woken without serious problems and without the stiffness that sometimes locked one side of
her body, he smiled cheerfully.
“Hi, old girl,” he said in the tone of a playful child who would do anything not to be punished for a prank.
“You OK?”
“What happened to that yogurt, eh?” she asked in a hoarse voice.
“Bugger the yogurt! Come on, get up, I’ve brought meatballs. Come on! And call Nina while I wash my
hands.”
“What kind of meatballs?” Blazenka still hadn’t opened her eyes.
“Normal meatballs. With onion. For lunch.”
“Lunch at this time of day?”
“All right, supper! Come on, let’s go before they get cold!” He rubbed his hands.
Blazenka suddenly raised herself on to her side, propping herself on her elbow.
“Have you been gambling? Damn you—”
“No, I haven’t. Didn’t I tell you yesterday that’s all behind me? Gambling for me is—”
“Who did you borrow from?” Blazenka sat up on the edge of the bed.
“Are you crazy? Are you … Isn’t it enough that the mafiosi come to your door to get it back?”
“I earned it!”
“You earned it?”
“On a bet!” And not waiting for Blazenka’s next attack, he went on, his face glowing.
“It was Pero, you know Pero, the butcher. Well, he said that Yugoslavia beat Zaire at the World Cup in
Germany nine-one. But I said it was nine-nil, OK, then, phone 9400.” He bent closer to Blazenka:
“Sports Information!” Then he showed his middle finger. “I had him, didn’t I? And so, here are the meatballs!
Come on, call Nina, let’s go and eat before they get cold.” He set off towards the kitchen, but went on, louder, for
Blazenka to hear.
“Who does he think he is! I’m an encyclopedia of football for him. And I’m an idiot, we ought to have bet a
suckling pig!”
He put plates on the table, and then opened the lime cupboard to take out a bottle of beer. His eye fell on the
calendar:
“My sweetheart!” He blew her a kiss, and then turned towards the kitchen door.
“An encyclopedia of sport! That’s what I am!” He turned back to the cupboard.
“Blaza, isn’t there anything else to drink?”
The cat was winding herself round his legs, and he went over to the table, took one meatball from his plate,
crumbled it, removed the onion and, blowing on it to cool it, bent down and held out his hand:
“I haven’t forgotten you, of course I haven’t forgotten my beauty …” Blazenka was standing leaning in the
doorway:
“That onion stinks … and the grease …”
She went up to the laid table and lowered herself on to a chair with difficulty. Damir came up to her, hugged
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her and asked innocently:
“Have you had a lime? A bit of brandy?”
“Get away!” said Blarenka, pushing him away from her.
“Where’s Nina?” he asked as he washed his hands.
“How should I know?” said Blazenka, scowling, and picking up a meatball in her fingers. “Why did you get
three portions?”
“There are three of us, aren’t there?”
“But you know Nina’s vegetarian.”
“Oh, fuck it!” Damir was quite downcast. “I forgot. I ought to have bet a vegetarian pizza.” Blazenka was still
holding the meatball in her fingers.
“What’s up, why aren’t you eating?” Blazenka just looked straight in front of her.
“Well?” Blazenka didn’t raise her eyes, but murmured hoarsely:
“Our Nina’s a lesbian.”
“Who with?”
“It doesn’t matter who with, you fool, but that’s what she is! Our daughter’s a lesbian! Do you know what that
means?”
*
Over the next few days Blazenka pretended in her daughter’s presence that she didn’t remember her
confession, but with Damir she was open.
Damir tried in vain to take her mind off pessimistic images, in which, if Nina’s lesbian leanings became
known, they would lose credibility as a family and the respect of all their relatives, and the same with their friends
and acquaintances, and Nina would experience great problems and obstacles at work and in social contacts, in life
altogether.
Damir did what he could to take Blazenka’s mind off the idea that their daughter had a disturbed emotional
side to her personality and urged her to think about herself and her body instead, to go to a doctor and have her
heart seen to, to find out once and for all whether it was a matter of hypoglycaemia or a heart defect or just acute
cardiac tension.
But she wasn’t interested in any issue that deflected her from thoughts of her daughter’s homosexual
orientation. She thought about it as she moved around the sawmill with a smile on her face, carrying cut pieces of
chipboard, while she brushed Lina’s fur, while she bought supplies on credit in their little local supermarket, while
she cooked, drank a glass of brandy and watched television. And when she fell asleep, she would be roused from
the deepest dream with a sense of horror, and she would wake Damir and ask him to have a word with Nina and
find out whether by any chance she was just joking.
“But I can’t ask the child out of the blue: ‘Listen, darling, is it true that you’re really a lesbian?’” he protested.
Then he would get up, go to the kitchen and smoke, feed Lina and play with her, then make himself a coffee.
One morning, when they were having breakfast together, and when Nina was in such a good mood, because of
an exam she had passed the previous day, that a touch of color had returned to her face, otherwise white and soft
as Botticelli’s Venus, Damir asked:
“I don’t want to meddle in your affairs, but Mum says … I mean, I’m asking because of her. Is it true that you
… aren’t interested, that’s to say, how shall I put it … in boys?”
“Yes, Dad, it’s true.” She raised her head. “Should I explain that it’s not a disease and defend myself? Do you
want me to feel guilty?”
“No, my beauty! You’re not guilty of anything.” She looked at him and smiled.
“Thanks, Dad. I wasn’t completely sure, but I believed you would understand.”
“OK, OK. Of course, I’m not exactly delighted, but …” He shrugged his shoulders. “Only, make things easier
for Mum, please. Tell her it’s not true.”
“You want me to lie to her?”
“For her sake, please.” Damir put his head on one side, pleadingly. “At least for a time.”
“I’ll see,” replied Nina, sighing painfully.
*
The days passed, but Nina did not retract the news her mother found so hard to take. And then her cousin
Anica’s wedding day arrived.
Blazenka put on a cashmere dress from an exclusive boutique which an old school friend had lent her, Damir
put on his Versace suit, and Nina an elegant pink dress and shoes. They took the Venetian glass vase, hailed a taxi
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and, as though they hadn’t a care in the world, cheerful and proud, set off for the ceremony. Among all the other
relatives, acquaintances and unknown people, with their glittering jewelry and fragrant perfumes, they went into
the town hall, smiling, like a happy family from an advertisement.
“Isn’t she beautiful?” Blazenka asked her husband in a whisper as they went into the registrar’s room.
“The bride is wonderful.”
“I don’t mean the bride! Our Nina! She’s the most elegant and the most feminine girl here.”
When the buzz of talk died down, the registrar and his assistant greeted the bride and groom and the assembled
company, and then, in the same solemn tone, began to read the law on marital relations. And then came the
moment when the couple pronounced their “I do’s,” the moment when there was not enough oxygen, and the
young couple’s mothers suppressed tears of joy, then the exchange of rings, signing the register, photographs.
Blazenka was happy for her niece, but her heart couldn’t take it.
*
“Why didn’t you tell her, in God’s name!” Damir had banged his fist on the kitchen table, which made Lina,
who was sitting by the sink watching the water dripping from the tap, leap to the floor and flee.
*
The family dispersed. Nina waited until she was certain that no one could hear her. And then that moment
came. She bent down and took a handful of soil.
“I’m not a lesbian, Mum,” she whispered, and threw the soil into the grave.

The Cathedral of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (late 19 th century), Zagreb, Zagreb City,
Croatia. Below, a detail photograph of the front entry demonstrates the enormous size of this building
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The Church of St. Martin (first mentioned in 1334), Velika Gorica, Zagreb County, Croatia. Below, The
Church of St. Barbara, near the same city; below this, The Chapel of St. Juraj.
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The Basilica Cathedral of St. Anastasia, Zadar, Zadar County, Croatia
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The Cathedral of St. Teresa of Avila, Požega, Požega-Slavonia County, Croatia
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The Cathedral of St. James, Šibenik, Sisak-Moslavina County, Croatia: two views
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The Church of St. Blaise, Dubrovnik, Dubrovnik-Neretva County, Croatia
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The Temple of Augustus, Pula, Isatria County, Croatia

The Church of the Nativity of the Virgin, Srijemske Laze, Vukovar-Syrmia County, Croatia
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The Church of St. Nicholas, Karlovac, Karlovac County, Croatia. Below: a side view.
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The Church of St. Juraj, Durdevac, Koprivnica-Križevci County, Croatia

The Cathedral of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Gospić, Lika-Senj County, Croatia
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The Church of St. Nicholas, Krapina, Krapina-Zagorje County, Croatia. Below: from the back in Spring.
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The Church of St. Anthony of Padua, Čakovec, Međimurje County, Croatia: two views
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The Church of St. Peter and St. Paul, Osijek, Osijek-Baranja County, Croatia. Below, anoher view.
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The Cathedral of St. Térèsa of Avila, Bjelovar, Bjelovar-Bilogora County, Croatia
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The Cathedral of St. Vitus, Rijeka, Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, Croatia

The Church of the Holy Cross, Sisak, Sisak-Moslavina County, Croatia
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The Temple of Jupiter in the Palace of Diocoletian, Split, Spliat-Dalmatia County, Croatia. Below: the
interior as published by Robert Adam in an engraving of 1764.
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The Shrine of Our Lady of Lourdes, Supetar, Split-Dalmatia County, Croatia

The Cathedral of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Varaždin, Varaždin County, Croatia
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The Church of St. Roch, Virovitica, Virovitica-Podravina County, Croatia: two views

▲
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